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The purpose of this thesis is to explore how the installations of traffic signals affect crash 
experience at intersections, to identify those factors which help predict crashes after a signal is 
installed, and to develop a crash prediction model.  It is the intent of this thesis to supplement the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices Signal Warrant procedure and aid the traffic 
engineer in the signal installation decision making process.   
 
Crash data, as well as operational and geometric factors were examined for 32 state road 
intersections in the northeast Florida area before and after signal installation.  Signal warrant 
studies were used as sources for traffic volumes, geometric information and crash history, before 
signal installation.  The Florida Department of Transportation’s Crash Analysis Reporting 
System (CARS) was used to gather crash data for the time period after signal installation.   
 
On average, the 32 intersections experienced a 12% increase in the total number of crashes and a 
26% reduction in crash rate after signals were installed.  The change in the number of crashes 
was not significant, but the rate change was significant with 90% confidence.  Angle crash 
frequency dropped by 60% and the angle crash rate dropped by 66%, both are significant.  Left-
turn crashes dropped by 8% and their rate by 16%, although neither was significant.  Rear-end 
crashes increased by 86% and the rear-end crash rate decreased by 5%.  Neither of these changes 
was statistically significant.   
 
 iii
When crash severity was examined, it was found that the number of injury crashes increased by 
64.8% and the rate by only 0.02%.  Neither change was significant.  Both the number of fatal 
crashes and the rate decreased by 100% and were significant.  Property Damage Only (PDO) 
crashes increased by 96%, after signalization, but this change was not significant.  The PDO rate, 
however, decreased by 46.5% and is significant. 
 
Operational factors such as AADT, turning movement counts, and speed limits; and geometric 
factors such as medians, turn lanes and numbers of lanes were considered to determine their 
effect on crashes at signalized intersections.  Smaller roads, with low AADT, fewer lanes, and a 
rural character were found to benefit from signalization more than busier urbanized roads, in 
terms of crash rate reduction.  The AADT, roadway cross section, number of lanes, medians, 
speed limit and left turn volume were all found to be important factors influencing crash rates. 
 
This thesis recommends: 1) the use of crash prediction models to supplement the MUTCD Crash 
Warrant, 2) the addition of a left-turn warrant to the MUTCD signal warranting procedure, and 
3) development of an intersection database containing crash data as well as operational and 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how installations of traffic signals affect crash experience 
at intersections, and to identify those factors which help predict crashes after a signal is installed.  
It is the intent of this thesis to aid the traffic engineer in the signal decision making process. 
Background 
The purpose of a traffic signal is to provide for the orderly movement of traffic, to increase the 
traffic handling capacity of an intersection, and to reduce certain types of crashes, especially 
right angle crashes.  A common misconception is that traffic signals can solve all intersection 
operational and safety problems.  This misconception breeds public and political pressure to 
install signals which may do more harm than good, such as increasing delay and certain types of 
crashes, especially rear-ends. 
 
In 2004, over 9,117 fatalities resulted from crashes at intersection in the United States.  There 
were more than 2.7 million total crashes reported at intersections.  This accounts for over 45% of 
all reported crashes (16).  In Florida, a total of 22,179 angle and left-turn crashes occurred during 
the same year, which represents 19.4% of all reported crashes.  A total of 1403 of these crashes 
resulted in a fatality (17).  Angle and left-turn crashes are typically the more serious, but they 
account for only about half of all intersection-related crashes.  In a recent Florida study (10), 
44.7% of all crashes and 23% of all fatal crashes, occurred at intersections.  Almost 50% of all 
traffic related injuries happened at intersections. 
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Clearly, intersection safety is an important concern.  The main reasons for the high percentages 
is that intersections are areas shared by two or more roads where motorists, bicyclists and 
pedestrians are confronted by many decisions about stopping or starting, deciding who has the 
right-of-way and which path to take.  Intersections can be complex areas where multiple travel 
paths create many conflict points. When a conflict is not avoided, a traffic crash will occur.  
When too many intersection crashes occur, the typical safety countermeasure is to install a traffic 
signal. 
 
Most previous research supports the notion that when a signal is installed, the number of crashes 
decreases (11).  But looking only at the number of crashes does not give a clear picture of the 
success or failure of a signal.  A more accurate measure would be to compare crash rates. Crash 
rates are the number of crashes divided by some measure of exposure, such as traffic volumes 
expressed as average annual daily traffic (AADT).  Since a higher number of crashes are 
expected on a higher volume road and roadway volumes usually grow year after year, one would 
expect crashes to increase, even if there were no change to the road.  A Florida study found that 
the total crash rate increases slightly after a signal is installed (10).  The variability of these 
findings indicates a need to further study this important issue.  Additionally, researchers have 
found correlations between crash rates and geometric factors such as medians, turn lanes and 
paved shoulders, and with operational factors like Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) and 
speed limits.  The relationship between these factors and crash rates are important to traffic 
engineers and roadway designers.  Being able to predict crashes using these factors would help 




The objectives of this thesis are: 1) Evaluate the impact signals have on the crash frequencies and 
rates, 2) Identify operational and geometric factors that influence crash experience at signalized 
intersections, and 3) Develop a model to predict crashes after a signal is installed.  
Structure 
This thesis is divided into seven chapters: 1) Introduction, 2) Literature review, 3) Data 
Collection, 4) Methodology, 5) Descriptive Analysis, 6) Statistical Analysis, and 7) Summary 
and Conclusions.   
 
The Literature Review chapter will present background on the Signal Warrant Analysis 
Procedure.  It will review the study methodology used in recent research to measure the effects a 
signal has on crashes.  It will also show how these methods were applied and the findings of 
several studies. 
 
The Data Collection chapter will describe the Data that was collected for this experiment, how 
the sample signalized intersections were selected and will present the completed data set.  
Potential problems with the data are also discussed. 
 
The Methodology chapter will discuss the experimental methods to be used in this experiment 
and those methods that could not be included.  Details on descriptive and statistical analysis to be 
performed will be given. 
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The chapter on Descriptive Analysis will present charts and tables describing data relating crash 
frequencies and rates to crash type, severity, and geometric and operational factors.  The crash 
experience before and after signal installation is of particular interest and will be discussed in 
detail.  This chapter will identify those factors which appear to cause crashes to change before 
and after a signal is installed.   
 
The Statistical Analysis chapter will make use of the t-test, paired t-test and z-test to determine if 
those factors identified in the previous chapters cause statistically significant differences in crash 
frequencies and rates.  The significant factors are then used to develop a linear regression 
equation to help predict crashes after signal installation. 
    
Finally, the Summary and Conclusions chapter will discuss the findings of this experiment and 








CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
This chapter will present methodology, application and results of studies pertaining to traffic 
signal crash experience.  The three most common methodologies found in recent literature are 
typical before and after studies, the Empirical Bayes methodology and regression analysis.  
These methods are used, sometimes in combination with one another, to develop models which 
predict future crash frequencies and rates, and help identify those geometric and operational 
factors which best describe crash experience.   
Background: Signal Warrant Analysis Procedure 
The purpose of a signal is to provide for the orderly movement of traffic, to increase the traffic 
handling capacity of an intersection, and to reduce certain types of crashes, especially right angle 
crashes. The 2003 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) (1) recommends 
using judgment and engineering studies in the decision to install a traffic signal.  Signals are 
sometimes installed as part of a coordinated system, which can actually improve traffic flow 
along a corridor.  Signals are also installed to interrupt heavy traffic streams to allow cross-flow 
of minor street traffic.   
 
Signals are, however, frequently installed for the wrong reasons.  A common misconception is 
that traffic signals can solve all intersection operational and safety problems.  This 
misconception breeds public and political pressure to install signals which may do more harm 
than good.  Typical problems that a signal can cause include: excessive delay, disobedience of 
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signal indications, increased use of other “cut-through” routes, and increased collisions, 
especially rear-end collisions.   
 
The MUTCD provides a warranting procedure to guide the engineer in deciding if a signal is the 
proper countermeasure for a given intersection.  The main factors used in this procedure are 
traffic volumes, number of lanes, lane usage, prevailing speed of traffic, delay and crashes.  
Traffic volumes are in the form of turning movement counts for the busiest eight hours of a 
typical weekday.  All available crash data is collected for an intersection, but only those crashes 
that are deemed “preventable” by installation of a signal are considered in the warranting 
procedure. 
 
The purpose of the MUTCD signal warranting methodology is to insure the installation of 
signals that improve traffic flow, but do not increase crashes.  However, many studies confirm 
that crashes frequently increase.  The MUTCD also suggests that engineering judgment is needed 
and should be based upon past experience and the results of before and after signal studies.   
Methodology 
To determine the effectiveness of traffic signal installation, in terms of crashes, researchers have 
developed many study methodologies.  These methods fall into three general categories: Before 
and After, Empirical Bayes, and regression analysis.  The following text will review these three 
methods and discuss variations that were found to be accurate in predicting crashes at signalized 
intersections.   
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Before and After Safety Study 
The State of Florida Department of Transportation’s Highway Safety Improvement Program 
Guidelines (HSIPG) (2) presents a typical Before and After Study format.  This is used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of safety countermeasures, including signalization.  The HSIPG 
methodology calls for three years of crash data both before and after the installation of a 
countermeasure.  The average annual number of crashes is calculated to account for random 
variations in crash data over time.  Crash rates, crashes per average annual daily traffic, are also 
used to adjust the number of crashes for the variance in traffic (volume) counts over time.  The 
expected crash frequency, Ef, for a given site assuming the countermeasure had not been 
installed, is calculated as follows. 
 
Ef = Bpf ( Ate / Bte ) 
 
Where:  Ef = expected crash frequency at the project site without improvement 
  Ate = AADT after improvement 
  Bte = AADT before improvement 
  Bpf = Average annual number of crashes before improvement 
   
The percent change in crash frequency is then calculated. 
 
Percent change = ( Ef - Apf ) 100 / Ef 
 
Where: Apf = actual average number of crashes per year after improvement 
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The percent change is tested for significance at a 95 percent confidence level assuming a Poisson 
distribution.  The hypothesis is that the countermeasure has no effect on the crash frequency.  
Should the percent change fall above the confidence level, the project is considered to be 
successful. 
 
Pernia, et al., (10) conducted a before and after study of the effects of installing signals at 
intersections in Florida.  They found that crash frequency data showed great variation, and is 
consistent with complex traffic crash mechanics, which includes pure randomness and the 
interactions of five major factors: drivers, traffic, intersection or road geometry, vehicles and 
environment.  The data was found to fit a Poisson distribution, except in cases where the data 
was over-dispersed, and then a negative binomial distribution was found to be a better fit. 
 
A paired-t test was used to test if the before and after crash frequencies and rates were 
significantly different.  The formula for calculating the t statistic is: 
 
t = ( Xb – Xa ) / ( Sd / N 0.5) 
 
Where:  Xb = sample mean for before 
   Xa = sample mean for after 
   Sd 2= Sb 2 + Sa 2 – [( 1 / N-1) Σ (Xbi -Xb )( Xai –Xa )] 
   Sb = sample standard deviation for before 
   Sa =sample standard deviation for after 
   N = sample size 
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While this method is straight forward and easy to apply, it may not account for crash trends over 
time, crash trends relative to a geographic area, or regression to the mean. 
Empirical Bayes Before and After Study 
In the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) publication Application of New Accident 
Analysis Methodologies, (3) problems with typical before and after Studies are discussed, and a 
possible solution, the Empirical Bayes methodology, is presented.  A major problem is 
Regression-to-the-mean. 
 
Most safety measure evaluation studies are performed on sites selected because of previously 
known safety problems, data samples are non-random and therefore biased.   This publication 
describes regression to the mean as follows:  “Highway sections are generally selected for 
treatment because the number of accidents at the treatment sites is unusually high.  Thus, these 
treatment sections represent a sample from the upper end of the population distribution of 
accidents from which it was drawn.  Another sample drawn from this population, at some future 
time (after treatment), would be expected to be closer to the center of the distribution.  Thus, if a 
site has an unusually high number of accidents occurring before treatment, accident occurrence 
at the same site the following year would, in all probability, be lower, apart from any 
intervention at that site.  This is the very real phenomenon known as regression-to-the-mean.” 
 
Three typical applications in crash analysis are considered for regression-to-the-mean bias, 1) the 
evaluation of safety treatments, 2) the identification of high hazard locations, and 3) the 
assimilation of information from multiple safety analysis studies or meta-analysis.  Before and 
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after signal studies frequently contain elements of all three applications and therefore would be 
quite susceptible to regression-to-the-mean bias. 
 
There are three major problems with the typical statistical analysis of crash data.  First, crash 
counts and rates have non-normal (non-Gaussian) distributions.  Second, time has a confounding 
effect. And third, safety sites are not randomly selected, they represent un-biased samples.  To 
correct for these problems, the study suggests statistical models take into account that crash 
counts have a Poisson distribution and crash rates have a gamma distribution and not a normal 
distribution as was assumed in earlier studies. 
 
The “Time Effect” causes regression-to-the-mean when a trend exists, affecting the crash rate 
over time.  For example, suppose a geographical area were experiencing an increase in the crash 
frequency over time.  During that same time, a signal was installed at one particular intersection 
and showed that the number of crashes did not change.  One may conclude that the signal failed 
to reduce crashes, when in fact it was effective in countering the increasing trend in crashes in 
the area.  To adjust for this time effect, an “Odds Ratio”, or cross-product ratio can be computed.  
Additionally, when we are interested in the relative change in crash frequency, the change 
between one site relative to a comparison group, a log transformation gives a truer picture of the 
magnitude of that relative change.  The test statistic “T” is computed as follows, and is compared 
to z values at a 5% level of significance using a two-tailed test.   
 
Odds Ratio = O.R. = ( A / C ) / ( B / D ) = AD / CB 
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Test Statistic = T = ln ( O.R. ) / ( S.D. ( O.R.) ) 
 
Standard Deviation = S.D. = ( 1/A + 1/B + 1/C + 1/D ) ½ 
 
Where:  A = Number of crashes for comparison group before treatment 
  B = Number of crashes for treatment group before treatment 
  C = Number of crashes for comparison group after treatment 
  D = Number of crashes for treatment group after treatment 
 
To account for the regression-to-the-mean bias, and estimate the “true” site crash rate, the 
Empirical Bayesian Estimation of Safety in Transportation (EBEST) method uses a “Shrinkage 
Factor” and is computed as follows. 
 
λi =Bi µ + (1 - Bi) yi 
 
Bi = εi / ( ei + εi ) 
 
Where: λi = EBEST estimate of the true site crash rate 
  Bi = Shrinkage factor 
  µ = Estimated mean rate for all sites 
  yi = Site’s observed crash rate 
  ei = Site’s observed exposure (volume, length, time, etc…) 
  εi = EBEST estimate of exposure using all sites 
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Typical statistical theory which assumes a normal distribution of data is referred to as 
frequentist.  The main difference between Bayesian and frequentist statistical theory, is that the 
frequentist assumes a random sample, whereas Bayesian has prior information about the sample.  
Pure Bayesian theory assumes prior information about a sample, but uses no data to gain that 
prior information.  Empirical Bayesian, on the other hand, attempts to obtain prior estimates of 
the prior unknown parameters using data.  In the case of before and after studies of signalized 
intersections, the study sites are selected because they met one important criterion: they met a 
MUTCD signal warrant.  This could be a volume warrant or a crash warrant, in either case, the 
sites were pre-selected using data, and are not randomly selected from a sample of all un-
signalized intersections.   
 
The EBEST method assumes that true site mean crash rate, λi, follows a Gamma distribution and 
that crash counts follow a Poisson distribution.  The methods described above take into account 
problems of crash rate distribution, time effect and regression-to-the-mean, but require data from 
a comparison group five times larger than the treatment group and complicated computing 
software.   
 
Following the Empirical Bayes framework, various models have been developed.  Persaud and 
Nguyen (7) modeled signalized intersections in Ontario to predict crash frequency.  They 
developed a Safety Performance Function, also known as the Product-of-flows-to-power (4), 
which relates expected safety to intersection characteristics such as traffic flow.  This function 
follows the logic of “No flows, no accidents”. 
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The Safety Performance Function (SPF) is: 
 
P =  α S β   for single vehicle crashes 
 
P =  α S1β1  S2β2  for a multi vehicle crash 
 
Where: P = expected number of crashes 
  α, β =  regression Parameters 
  S = sum of daily turning flows  
  S1 = AADT of smaller flow 
  S2 = AADT of larger flow 
 
Persaud and Nguyen (7) used the SPF on two levels:  The first, estimated safety, the number of 
rear-end, right-angle, and turning crashes, as a function of the sum of all entering flows.  The 
second estimated the safety for each individual vehicle movement (before the crash) as a 
function of the flow of each movement.  
 
Similarly, Bonneson and McCoy (4) found the “Products-of-flows” formula to explain the 
relationship between crashes and flows for intersections with similar geometry and traffic 
control.  This model found that mean crash frequencies increase in a non-linear fashion with an 
increase in traffic demand on major and minor intersection legs. 
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The Empirical Bayes Method is considered more accurate than before and after studies, and 
successfully corrects for the Regression-to-the-mean phenomena.  However, this method has 
some serious drawbacks (12), such as its complexity and need for large volumes of data.  The 
empirical Bayes method is quite complex, requiring specialized computer software and training 
beyond typical engineering statistics courses.  To be accurate, this method needs data from a 
reference group that is at least five times greater than the dataset being analyzed (3).  Persaud 
(14) suggests that reference groups need to be created and calibrated annually for each 
jurisdiction.  Also, great care is needed to consider the effects of changes in AADT changes over 
time and develop models for different crash types, rather than for total number of crashes.   
Regression Analysis 
To account for the effect multiple variables have on intersection safety, researchers often use 
regression analysis.  Four regression methods are presented: the Exposure Index Method, 
Potential for Safety Improvement Method, Index of Effectiveness Method and                        
Regression Tree Analysis.   
Exposure Index Method 
Golias (5) conducted a before and after study to measure the safety effects of installing traffic 
signals at 48 intersections in Athens Greece.  To overcome the regression-to-the-mean bias, 
crash data was collected for a very long time period, seven years before and three years after.  
Therefore, the Empirical Bayes method was not used. 
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Data collection included gathering AADT’s for both major and minor roads and converting them 
to peak hourly volumes using hourly distribution factors.  Crash data, collected from police 
reports, included only those where casualties were reported. The following geometric 
information was also collected for each intersection: number of lanes, lane width, gradient 
approaching the intersection, number of conflict points, the intersecting angle, visibility, and 
approach speed. 
 
It has been shown that the expected number of crashes at a given intersection signalized or not, is 
a function of the traffic flows entering that intersection.  When measuring the effect a new signal 
installation has on crashes, it is important to account for these traffic flows.  Golias did this by 
utilizing the following exposure index, I. 
 
I = Σn [ Qi  Σm Qj ] 0.5 
 
Where: n = number of traffic streams entering the junction. 
  Qi = annual traffic flow of stream i entering the junction. 
  m = number of traffic streams crossing or merging with stream i. 
  Qj = annual flow of stream j of the m traffic streams crossing or merging   
         with stream i. 
 
This formula accounts for not only the entering flows of traffic, but also the number of conflict 
points within the intersection.  The exposure index is then used to calculate the expected number 
of crashes for the after time period, λa, had the intersection not been signalized. 
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λa  = (Σ7 Xi ) [ (Σn Ij ) / (Σ7 Ii ) ] 
 
Where: Xi = number of crashes in year i, before signalization. 
  Ij = exposure index for the year j, after signalization. 
  Ii = exposure index for year i, before signalization. 
 
Using the above formula, a confidence interval for the actual number of crashes during the after 
period was calculated.  If the actual number of crashes was within the confidence interval, the 
conclusion is that the signal had no effect on safety.  If the actual number of crashes was either 
above the upper limit or below the lower limit of the confidence interval, then it can be 
concluded a reduction, or increase in safety, respectively, was the result of signalization.     
 
Discriminant analysis is used to identify the variables that are important for distinguishing 
among groups.  In this case the two groups are: 1) where safety increased and 2) where there was 
no safety change.  The discriminant function consists of linear components of one or more 
factors, and has the following form. 
 
Di = B i 0 + Bi1 X1 + Bi2 X2 + … + BiK XK 
 
Where: Di = value of the discriminant function i. 
  B = Regression coefficients 
  X = Values of the K independent variables (e.g. pavement width,    
         gradient, exposure index) 
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Similar methodologies were also used by Persaud (6) to study the effects of the removal of traffic 
signals on one-way streets in Philadelphia.  First, the crash data was segregated by crash type.  
Right-angled and turning crashes were combined because they are similar by nature and cause.  
Then regression models were calculated to estimate the expected crash experience by crash type, 
severity and by day or night, as a function of traffic volumes.  The Empirical Bayes procedure 
was then used to compare the actual to the expected crash rates.   
Potential for Safety Improvement Method 
The methodologies presented to this point measure safety in terms of crash experience and traffic 
volume.  Persaud (8) compares several methods to determine which is the best procedure for 
identifying roadway locations that have the highest potential for safety countermeasures.  By 
ranking sites by their “Potential for Safety Improvement” (S), much time and effort can be saved 
in determining where safety dollars should be spent.  The formula for “Potential for Safety 
Improvement” is: 
 
S = m – P 
 
Where: S = Potential for Safety Improvement 
  m = long-term mean number of crashes at a given site 
  P = expected annual number of crashes 
 
For signalized intersections, the regression model is in the same form as previous studies. 
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P = α (Total entering AADT) β 
 
Where:   α, β =  regression Parameters 
   
Instead of using all crashes for ranking potential safety improvements, it was found to be more 
reasonable to use only those crashes considered “treatable” by some engineering improvement.  
Therefore, the variable PT replaced P to describe the expected annual number of “treatable” 
crashes.  Also, where certain roads did not meet current design standards, it was suspected that 
the sub-standard design features may influence the crash experience.  In these cases, the baseline 
crash experience of similar roads, which were built to standards, was determined and labeled PB. 
 
The following methods were examined: 
 
A – Rank locations by crash counts 
B – Rank locations by crash rate 
C – Rank locations by Empirical Bayes estimate of expected number of crashes (m) 
D – Rank locations by difference between Empirical Bayes estimate (m) and regression          
estimate (P, PT, or  PB) 
 
Method A has the tendency to under-represent locations with relatively low volume of traffic, 
while method B tends to over-represent locations with low volumes of traffic.   
This research found that the best method for ranking locations with a high potential for safety 
improvement was method “D” where PT is used.   
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Index of Effectiveness 
McGee, et al. (11) proposed a change to the MUTCD Signal Warrant Procedure that would 
estimate the number, severity and types of crashes expected if a signal were to be installed at a 
given intersection.  The change in safety, expressed as an index of effectiveness, θ, is estimated 
as follows: 
 
 θ = A / ( E{B} [ 1 + (VAR{B} / E{B}2)] )  
 
Where: A = sum of crashes after signal installation   
E{B} = sum of expected crashes without signal installation  
 
E{B} and VAR{B} are calculated using the Empirical Bayes methodology and a large sample of 
before and after crash data.   
 
The proposed warrant procedure outlines six steps: 
 
1) Gather several years of crash data (injury crashes by total number, rear-end, right-angle).  
Gather AADT data for each year of crash data.  Assemble crash prediction model. 
2) Estimate the expected number of crashes using the Empirical Bayes method, assuming the 
signal was not installed. 
3) From the model, estimate the number of crashes if the signal was installed. 
4) Calculate the difference between steps 2 and 3 and test to determine if the difference is 
statistically significant. 
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5) Calculate the net benefits by applying severity weights and dollar values for rear-end, right 
angled and other types of crashes. 
6) Calculate a benefit to cost ratio. 
 
This method requires a large amount of data from many intersections to build a prediction model.  
It is suggested that the models be developed for regional areas where data reporting, traffic 
control and driver behavior is somewhat consistent, and that the model be updated annually as 
new data becomes available. 
Regression Tree Analysis  
Keller, et al. (13) evaluated crash data at 832 signalized intersections in four central Florida 
counties to determine the factors that are significantly related for each collision type.  A 
“regression tree” analysis was employed in which a regression was performed for each type of 
collision to find the variable which best describes each collision type.  Another objective of this 
study was to determine the difference between factors for a “complete” dataset and a “restricted” 
dataset.  In Florida, more serious crashes involving injuries or fatalities are coded on long-form 
crash reports, while less-severe “fender benders” are coded on short-forms.  Short-forms lack 
detailed information useful to traffic engineers, and are therefore frequently not included in 
engineering analysis.  The “restricted” dataset does not include short-form crashes. 
 
Regression tree analysis is a simplistic approach to relate the expected number of crashes for 
each type of crash, with the characteristics of the intersections.  The method involves splitting 
the data into branches on a tree diagram to visually describe the difference in models.  At the 
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first split in the tree, a regression is done and variables that were found to be significant were 
included in the next step, but variables that were not found significant, were rejected.  A total of 
16 important factor tables were created.   
 
The most important factors for determining various types of crashes are listed below.  Some 
variations exist between complete and restricted datasets. 
 
Table 1: Regression Tree – Important Factors 
Collision Type   Most Significant Variable 
Total Crashes    Number of lanes on minor road 
Angle     Number of lanes on minor road (complete) 
     Exclusive left turn lane on major road (restricted) 
Left turn    Exclusive left turn lane on minor road 
Head-on    Median on minor road (complete) 
     Median on major road (complete) 
Ped/bike    Right turn channelization on major road 
Rear end    Exclusive left turn lane on major road (complete) 
     Daily traffic volume on major road (restricted) 
Right turn    Daily traffic volume on major road (restricted) 
     Median present on major road (complete) 
Sideswipe    Daily traffic volume on major road 
 
 
When attempting to forecast the number of expected crashes, it is important that the analysis is 
performed not just on the total number of crashes, but on each type of collision.  Additionally, 
these factors will help better identify specific problems at signalized intersections and design 
effective countermeasures. 
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This concludes the literature review of methodologies used in measuring the safety impacts of 
signalization.  The following will present examples of how these methods are put into practice 
and the results. 
Application and Results 
Various methods have been presented which seek to answer the question “How does a traffic 
signal affect the safety of an intersection?”  But what were the results of those methods?  How 
were they applied in the real world?  And, what effect on safety did they find using actual field 
data?  The following section will present the details of how the methods were applied and their 
results.   
Safety Performance Function Results 
Before we examine how a signal affects safety, we need to understand safety trends at an 
intersection in general.  Bonneson and McCoy (4) developed a model to predict crash 
frequencies based on traffic demand at two-way stop controlled intersections in rural Minnesota.  
This model assumes that crash counts follow a negative binomial distribution and that the mean 
crash frequency has a gamma distribution.  Collected data included crash counts at each 
intersection, traffic volumes for both major and minor roads, number of lanes and the presence of 
a median.  It was found that a dichotomy existed in the data.  Higher volume roads were usually 
multi-lane highways with medians, whereas lower volumes were found on two-lane roads.  For 
this reason, the model focused on crash frequency and traffic volumes.  The model uses the non-
linear product-of-flows-to-power formulation, as follows: 
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   E(m) = bi Tb1m Tb2c 
 
Where: 
 E(m) = expected crash frequency 
 bi  = regression constant 
 Tm = Major road traffic demand (veh / day) 
 Tc = Minor road traffic demand (veh / day) 
 
Using the non-linear regression procedure in the SAS statistical software package and data from 
125 intersections, the following calibrated model was developed. 
 
   E(m) =  0.692 (Tm/1000)0.256  (Tc/1000)0.831 
 
This model shows an exponential relationship between crash frequency and traffic demand.  It 
was found to be significant using the Pearson’s X2 statistic at a 95% level of confidence.  
Additionally, the dispersion parameter σd , is close to 1.0, which supports the selection of a 
negative binomial structure.   
 
Bonneson and McCoy’s (4) research demonstrates a reliable method of predicting future crash 
rates at non-signalized intersections with similar geometry.  It can be used to identify hazardous 
locations for treatment, as well as measuring the true effect the treatment has on safety. 
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Before and After Results 
Golias (5) utilized the Exposure Index method to model crashes as a function of the number of 
conflicting flows and various geometric factors.  By using a large number of years, seven, of 
before data, he claims to have avoided the problem of regression-to-the-mean, and can simply 
compare crash data before and after signal installation.  The annual number of crashes was found 
to follow a Poisson distribution. 
 
The study concluded that for 48 intersections, 28 had a significant reduction in the number of 
crashes, while 20 had no significant change.  Of the 28 locations where total crashes decreased 
significantly, assuming a 0.10 level of significance, a significant increase in rear-end crashes and 
a significant decrease in right-angle crashes was found.   
Signal Removal Before and After Results 
Persaud’s study of the effects of signal removal (6) in Philadelphia looked at 426 one-way 
intersections converted to all-way stops control.  Following the Empirical Bayes method, it was 
found that signal removal had a 24% reduction in overall crashes. Most crash types also had a 
significant decrease.  For example, right angle and turning (left and right) crashes decreased by 
25.1%, Rear-ends by 20%, while pedestrian crashes went down by 17.4% and fixed object 
crashes by 31.4%.   
 
The results were further segregated by entering volume, light condition (day/night), and injury 
severity.  At intersections converted from signalization to all-way stop control with an entering 
volume of less than 5000, a 23.9% reduction in crashes was found.  For entering volumes of 
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between 5000 and 8000, crashes reduced by 32.0%, and for greater than 8000, crashes increased 
by 15.0%.  This suggests that signal removal at low to moderate volumes benefits safety, 
whereas removing a signal at higher volumes can increase crashes. 
 
While this study provides statistical analysis which suggests removal of signals will significantly 
reduce crashes, it only speculates as to the causes for the favorable impact on safety.  For 
instance, the all-way stop control may simply cause drivers to seek another route, avoiding the 
intersection altogether.  The drivers speed may be lower in a stop controlled intersection because 
drivers are no longer trying to beat the red.  It is important to remember that the test locations 
were sites where signals were no longer (if ever) warranted.   
Signal Installation Before and After Study in Florida 
Pernia, et al., (10) performed a before and after study on 518 intersections throughout the State 
of Florida where signals had been installed.  The data collected was from a ten year crash 
database provided by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) 
between 1989 and 1998.  It was assumed that since the dataset was large and most locations had 
three years of before and after data, the problem of regression-to-the-mean was reduced.  The 
paired-t test was used to determine the significance of the difference between before and after 
crash numbers and rates.   
 
The results of this study show the total number of crashes and rates increases after signalization, 
by 21% and 0.58%, respectively.  Differences of the crash numbers and rates, by crash types, 
before and after signal installation are as follows: 
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Table 2: Change in Crash Frequency and Rate after Signalization  
Crash Type   Number of Crashes   Crash Rate     
Rear-end   +102%     +47.6%  
Angle    -14%     -29%    
Left turn   -17%     -37.6%    
Right turn   -18.6% *    -50.2%    
Pedestrian   -4.6%*     -17.4% *   
Sideswipe   +42%     +6%*     
All other   +163.3%    +131.7%  
“+ and -” indicate an increase and decrease in crashes, respectively, after signalization. 
* indicates the sample was not statistically significant. 
 
  
Results by severity show the number of fatal crashes decrease by 13.2% and fatal rate by 38% 
after signalization.  Non-injury crashes increased by 30% and rates increased by 14.8%. The 
surrounding land-use was found also to be a factor.  In rural areas, the number of crashes did not 
decrease significantly, while crash rates did decrease significantly.  In urban areas, the number of 
crashes and crash rates increased significantly.   
Empirical Bayes Before and After Results 
NCHRP report 491, (11) Crash Experience Warrant for Traffic Signals, looked at 535 
intersections throughout five states and one Canadian province, to develop a crash prediction 
model for intersections where signals are contemplated.  Due to problems with non-injury crash 
data and variability in crash reporting in different jurisdictions, the study used only injury and 
fatal crashes.   
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Using the Empirical Bayes methodology, the study found a 67% reduction in right angle crashes 
and a 38% increase in rear-end crashes.  All impact type crashes were found to decrease by 14% 
for 3-leg intersections, but the decrease was larger, 23% for 4-leg intersections.   
Regression Analysis Results 
All research on the subject of crash prediction presented in this paper agree that the entering 
AADT is the most important factor in predicting the total number of crashes at intersections.  
The regression equation takes on the familiar form (4) (6) (7) (11). 
 
P =  α S β   for single vehicle crashes 
 
P =  α S1β1  S2β2  for a multi vehicle crash 
 
Where: P = expected number of crashes 
  α, β =  regression Parameters 
  S = sum of daily turning flows  
  S1 = AADT of smaller flow 
  S2 = AADT of larger flow 
 
Bonneson’s (4) regression estimate is: 
 
P =  0.692 (S1/1000)0.831 (S2/1000)0.256   
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Persaud’s (6) regression estimate for Philadelphia is: 
 
P =  S1 0.594  S2 0.345 
 
NCHRP Report 491 (11) developed the following model for 4-leg signalized intersections in 
California: 
 
P =  -5.751 S1 0.4911  S2 0.1975 
 
The result of Golias’ study (5) of signal installation in Athens was to identify the most important 
variables used to predict the signals affect on safety.  He found the following discriminant 
function (D) to best describe crashes as a function of geometric factors, including but not limited 
to AADTs.   
 
D = -2.017 + 0.491 W + 0.278 G – 1.283 IS 
 
Where: W = Average pavement width per arm, in meters, weighted by the total 
traffic flow through the arm. 
   G = Average % grade per stream weighted by traffic flow. 
IS= Exposure Index (flows in 1,000’s of vehicles) divided by the   
 number of junction streams.  
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The most important variables found to predict the numbers of crashes are: pavement width, 
grade, and the Exposure Index, which in turn is a function of entering flows and the number of 
conflicting movements. 
 Discussion of Findings 
This literature review was conducted to find the state-of-the-art methodologies and applications 
of traffic signal crash studies.  The research covered has confirmed many known relationships 
between signals and crashes, and has found problems with standard methodologies and data 
sources.  And, of course, has pointed the way toward future research that will help traffic 
engineers better understand the signal-crash relationship.  This will aid engineering decision 
making and will help provide a safer roadway system. 
Before and After Studies 
There are several commonly held beliefs about signal installation that this literature review has 
confirmed.  For example, before and after studies have shown that the installation of a signal 
causes an increase in both crash frequencies and rates.  However, the change in crash numbers 
and rates, differ depending upon crash type.  Rear-end crashes increase, and left-turn and angle 
crashes decrease.  This is intuitive because rear-end are more likely when a stop condition is 
introduced in a location it didn’t exist before.  Likewise, left-turn and angle crashes would 
understandably decrease when traffic control is introduced defining which conflicting movement 
has the right-of-way.  Another confirmed finding is that the severity of crashes decreases when a 
signal is installed.  This is also understandable because rear-end crashes are usually less severe 
thanks to the improved “crumple zone” design of modern automobiles, air-bags, head restraints 
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and seat belt use.  Conversely, angle and left-turn crashes are usually more severe because these 
automobile design features do little for side impacts and side air-bags are still relatively rare in 
vehicles on the road today. 
 
The results for other crash types, such as right-turn, sideswipe, head-on, fixed object, etc…, are 
less clear.  The variations in results suggest that these types of crashes are influenced by some 
other factors or perhaps pure randomness.  Other factors such as roadway geometry (medians, 
lane width, curb and gutters, turn lanes) or operational characteristics (speed limit, sight distance, 
AADT) may influence the number of crashes more than the signal itself.   
Empirical Bayes Method 
The empirical Bayes method has the benefit of correcting for regression-to-the-mean.  This is a 
real problem in signalization before and after studies because the subject intersections are not 
randomly selected.  They are chosen because of some safety (crash) or operational problem.  
Using this method will typically show more benefit, in crash reduction, than by more common 
methods.  Typical studies tend to under-represent the benefits of a signal. 
 
While the Empirical Bayes method is more accurate, it requires much more data, specialized 
training, and sophisticated computer software to run.  In its current form, this method may 
simply be out of reach for traffic engineering practitioners.  
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Regression Analysis 
Before and after studies and the Empirical Bayes methodology help to define the effects 
signalization has on safety in a general way (crash types and severities).  The next step is to 
define those geometric and operational factors that, together with signalization, best predict 
crashes, crash type and severity.  Regression analysis is needed to define those factors.   
 
The most promising factors discussed in the reviewed literature include:  
• AADT of major road 
• AADT of minor road 
• Presence of a left turn lane 
• Presence of a median 
• Sight distance 
• Lane width 
• Speed limit 
• Adjacent land use 
• Gradient 
Future Study Needs 
Most of the literature reviewed suggested additional study to better understand the effect 
signalization has on safety.  It is suggested that a standard before and after methodology be 
developed which utilizes the Empirical Bayes method.  As well as improved data collection 
including both signalized intersections and comparison sites.  Due to the variability of research 
findings in different geographic areas, it is suggested that this effort would be needed on a 
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regional basis.  Geometric and operational factors should be included and studied further to 
determine which would provide the most accurate model for predicting crashes at signalized 
intersections.       
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CHAPTER THREE: DATA COLLECTION 
Introduction 
This chapter will describe the process of gathering data for the purpose of measuring the safety 
effects of signalization on intersections in the northeast Florida area.  Intersection sites selection, 
selection of specific data elements, and potential problems with the data will be discussed.  The 
actual dataset will be presented. 
 
In the previous chapter, it was found that most researchers made use of large crash databases 
which contained general information, such as the number and type of crashes, and traffic 
volumes in the form of AADT (average annual daily traffic).  These databases provide a large 
sample size, but frequently lack detailed information.  This thesis attempts to utilize datasets 
which are more commonly available to traffic engineering practitioners.  By using data available 
in routine signal warrant studies, it is theorized that more detailed information can be found.  For 
example, a typical signal warrant study contains three years of crash data in the form of collision 
diagrams that were drawn from information contained in law enforcement crash reports.  This 
provides more details about each individual crash because of the narrative, sketch and coded data 
in the crash report.  These details are not available in most crash databases.  Additionally, traffic 
counts in a signal warrant study are in the form of turning movement counts showing hourly 
volumes of each specific movement within an intersection, for the highest volume eight hour 
period.  Other useful information includes geometric data such as lane widths, number of lanes, 
medians, turn lanes and adjacent land use.   
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Selection of Signalized Intersection Sites 
Intersection locations were chosen based on availability of before and after data.  “Before” data 
was extracted from signal warrant studies in the files of the Florida Department of 
Transportation’s (FDOT) District Two Traffic Operations Jacksonville office. “After” crash data 
was gathered from FDOT’s Crash Analysis Records System (CARS) electronic database.  This 
data is only available for the most recent five years, 2000 through 2004.  Therefore, to achieve a 
desired three years of after crash data, locations where signals were installed before 2001 were 
targeted.   
 
A sample size of greater than thirty is desired in order to provide a more accurate statistical 
model.  After searching the files for available studies, it was estimated that between 30 and 40 
signals were built on state roads in the Jacksonville area between 1990 and 2000.  Several FDOT 
databases were utilized to identify potential study sites.  First, the Department’s Work Program 
Gaming report was run using a “work mix” code for signal work for the 10 year period.  Since 
this “work mix” includes rebuilding or enhancing existing signals, as well as new signal 
installations, additional resources must be used to identify new signal installations from this list.  
Second, the District’s Signal Inventory was used to check the date a signal was first accepted, 
from the contractor, by the Department.  Unfortunately, this inventory has many errors and the 
inventoried date may not match the installation date.  Therefore, the lists must be checked by 
hand, pulling individual files folders and checking the actual study document.   
 
Most signal warrant studies within FDOT’s District Two are conducted in-house, by FDOT 
personnel.  A growing number of studies are conducted by traffic engineering consultants in 
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conjunction with permitted driveway connections.  FDOT’s Permit section was consulted to 
gather a list of recently permitted signal locations. 
 
The three lists, the work program gaming report, the District Two Signal Inventory and the 
permitted signals list, were combined into one signalized locations list.  This list was used to 
search District Two’s Traffic Engineering Studies files for signal warrant analysis reports.  After 
examining each file, it was found that not all sites were useful, lacking critical data for the 
purpose of this paper.  Unusable locations were removed and a final list of signalized locations 
was identified and presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Signalized Intersections in Northeast Florida Selected for Study 
Intersection County Section Mile Date 
Identification Post Installed
1 US 17 @ CR 315 Clay 71020 2.824 May-00
2 US 17 @ CR 209 ( Russell Rd) Clay 71020 3.416 Aug-01
3 US 17 @ Hibernia/ Fleming Island Plantation Clay 71020 5.978 Sep-01
4 US 17 @ Water Oak            Clay 71020 6.708 Jun-03
5 US 17 @ Eagle Harbor Parkway Clay 71020 8.496 Aug-97
6 US 17 @ Harbor Island Dr.       Clay 71020 10.7 Feb-02
7 US 17 @ Milwaukee Clay 71020 12.447 Aug-99
8 SR 10 (Beaver St) @ Jones Rd. Duval 72010 12.587 Jan-01
9 SR 10 (Beaver St.) @ Devoe St. Duval 72010 13.353 Sep-99
10 SR 104 (Dunn Ave) @ Pine Estates Dr. Duval 72018 4.927 Feb-01
11 SR 152 (Baymeadows Rd.) @ Hampton Landing Dr. Duval 72028 5.462 Feb-99
12 SR 115 (S.S. Blvd) @ Paradise Apts. Duval 72040 1.379 May-02
13 SR 10 (Atlantic Blvd.) @ Sutton Lakes Dr. Duval 72100 8.871 Dec-01
14 I 10 @ Chaffee Rd. Duval 72270 11.5 Jun-02
15 I 295 @ Wilson Blvd.(SR 208) Duval 72295 0.182 Feb-03
16 SR A1A (SR 200) @ Chester Rd.   Nassau 74060 3.25 May-95
17 SR A1A (SR 200) @ Barnwell Rd.   (at Lowes) Nassau 74060 4.924 Feb-03
18 SR A1A ( SR 200 ) @ T.J. Courson Rd. Nassau 74060 9.63 Apr-94
19 SR A1A@ Amelia Island Parkway Nassau 74110 0.747 Jun-06
20 US 17 @ CR 209 (W. River Rd.) Putnam 76030 4.444 May-01
21 SR A1A @ ATP Blvd. St. Johns 78001 3.256 Jul-03
22 SR A1A @ Corona Rd. St. Johns 78001 4.606 Mar-97
23 US1 @ Rambla / Winn Dixie St. Johns 78020 0.626 Jun-01
24 US 1 @ Lewis Speedway Rd. (CR 16A) St. Johns 78020 1.776 Jun-02
25 US 1 @ Grumman Entrance St. Johns 78020 3.361 Dec-02
26 US 1 @ CR 210 St. Johns 78020 14.492 May-00
27 SR 207 @ Lightsey Rd. St. Johns 78050 15.562 Jun-99
28 SR 16 @ IGP St. Johns 78060 9.478 Aug-06
29 SR 13 @ CR 16A St. Johns 78070 5.344 Sep-06
30 SR 13 @ Roberts Rd. St. Johns 78070 14.281 May-00
31 SR 13 @ Edgewater Dr. St. Johns 78070 14.501 Jun-03
32 SR 13 @ Davis Pond           St. Johns 78070 15.39 May-02
 
Selection of Data to be Collected 
Research studies presented in the Literature Review section performed various statistical tests 
using crash data in several formats.  Crashes were presented by total numbers, by type, severity, 
etc…  Regression analysis used independent variables such as number of lanes, intersection 
geometry, speed limit, cross section, adjacent land use, and the presence of turn lanes.  Exposure 
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measures such as AADT, and time periods and lengths of roadway sections were also used.  
After reviewing the state of the art method for Before and After Signal studies, it was decided to 
extract data based on availability and to mirror that found in several before and after studies 
described in Chapter Two. 
 
A Signal Data Sheet was developed to aid in extracting and organizing information from each 
signal warrant study and is presented in Appendix B.  This sheet is organized in three sections: 
General Location Information, Before Data, and After Data.  The type of data gathered falls into 
three categories: Geometric, Crashes and Traffic Counts.  The General Location Information 
section contains information needed to locate pertinent files, reports and data in the FDOT’s 
filing system.  The location field contains the local name of the intersecting roads, which are 
frequently different from the state road and side street names.  The section number is a distinct 
five digit code given to each section of a state highway in Florida.  Other information listed 
includes: county, and signal installation date. 
Before Data 
“Before Data” contains geometric/operational information, crash information and turning 
movement counts.  Geometric/operational information includes: the presence of medians, the 
number of through and turning lanes on all approaches, adjacent land use, and the number of legs 
of the intersection.  The cross section refers to whether the road is “urban” in character, having 
sidewalk, curb and gutter or if it is “rural”, with wide shoulder clear zones and swale drainage.  
Posted speed limits and AADT’s are also included.   
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Crash information includes the calendar year of the data, the total number of years of data, and 
the total number of crashes.  Crashes are sub-divided, first by year, then by type: left-turn, angle, 
rear-end, sideswipe, and all other.  Each crash type is, in turn subdivided by severity: property 
damage only, injury and fatal.  Next, the number of “preventable” crashes are listed, as well as 
the total of each type of crash.  A typical signal warrant study will gather crash data for a one-
tenth (0.10) mile, or 528 feet, length of road that is centered about the intersection in question.   
 
Turning movement count data is required as part of all signal warrant analysis and therefore is 
only available for the before time period.  For brevity, it was decided that only the peak hour 
turning movement counts would be needed for this analysis, rather than utilizing all eight hours 
of counts.  The Turning Movement Counts section shows the date the counts were gathered, the 
hour of the day the peak hour occurs, and the actual turning movement counts for that hour.   
After Data 
The “After Data” section is divided into geometric/operational, and crash data.  Due to the time 
involved in the data collection effort, turning movement counts were not gathered for the after 
time period.    Geometric/operational information is in the same format as the “before” time 
period, and is intended to identify where intersection geometry was changed at the same time the 
signal was installed.  Crash information is also in the same format as the before data, but for a 
time period after signal installation.   
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Potential Problems with Crash Data 
Since signal warrant studies were sought for a time period greater than ten years, the studies on 
file were from several different sources.  While a Signal Warrant Study has standard data 
requirements, as presented in the MUTCD, each engineer, technician and consultant has slightly 
different ways of presenting this information.  For example, MUTCD Warrant # 7, or Crash 
Warrant, is met when, in addition to volume requirements, at least five crashes that are 
“preventable” by the installation of a traffic control signal have occurred in a twelve month 
period.  The decision of what is “preventable” is very subjective in nature.  Typically, angle and 
left-turn crashes are considered “preventable” while rear-end crashes are not.  However, by 
careful examination of law enforcement crash reports, an astute technician can more accurately 
identify other “preventable” crashes that may have been missed using conventional assumptions.   
 
For example, on a divided highway a vehicle turning left from the side street makes the turn in 
two steps, first pulling into the median and second, completing the turn and entering the travel 
lane of the major road.  Suppose two left-turning vehicles have a rear-end crash in the median, 
while both attempt a left-turn. This crash would typically be coded as rear-end, although it is 
arguably a left-turn crash and would be preventable by signal installation.   Researchers that use 
crash data from large electronic databases could mistakenly ignore crashes that are in fact 
“preventable”. 
 
The source of crash data is another potential source of inaccuracies.  In the State of Florida, crash 
reports are either “Long-form” or “Short-form”.  “Long-forms” contain more information that is 
useful to the Traffic Engineer, while Short-forms” contain only the basic information used 
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primarily to exchange driver information for the purposes of filing an insurance claim.  Most 
signal warrant studies contain only long-form crash data, but on occasions, a short-form crash 
may have enough information, such as a collision diagram and location, to be included.  A 
dataset containing both long and short forms would almost certainly have a mean number of 
crashes greater than a dataset containing only long form crashes.  During data collection, an 
effort was made to identify the source of the data and eliminate short form crashes from the data. 
 
Another potential problem is that gaps of several years exist between the before and the after 
crash data.  This is due to the time between the date the study was performed and the date of 
available data in the CARS at the time of this study.  Steps were taken to minimize the time gap, 
but some do still remain. 
 
Three years of both before and after crash data is suggested by Florida’s HSIPG (2).  However, 
some warrant analysis reports only contained two years of before or after (or both) data.  The 
reason for this is not clear.  Perhaps a third year had zero crashes, but this fact was not properly 
documented.  For more recent signal installations, the after crash data may not yet be available. 
Potential Problems with Traffic Counts 
Another issue that influences the outcome of signal warrant analysis is the decision to include 
right turn volumes, or not.  The MUTCD (1) gives general guidance on this issue: 
“…right-turn traffic should not be included in the minor-street volume if the movement enters 
the major street with minimal conflict.”  This is ultimately a decision based on engineering 
judgment.  The guiding principle is: If the right tuning traffic will not benefit from the 
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installation of a signal because right-turn-on-reds are faster and easier than other movements, 
then the right turning volumes should not be considered in the warrant analysis.  In some studies, 
this decision was apparently made prior to data collection, and therefore right turning traffic was 
not counted.   
 
Mixing the data gathered by pneumatic tube counters and by manual count methods, may 
introduce some inaccuracies. “Machine counts” gathered by using pneumatic (rubber) tube 
counters, where the tubes are laid across a travel lane and record the number of “axle hits”.  By 
laying a second tube a set distance from the first tube, the counter can determine not only the 
number of vehicles, but the speed and classification (vehicle type) as well.  Typically, this is not 
done, since the warrant analysis is not concerned with the type of vehicle, only the number of 
vehicles.  It is assumed that two “axle hits” equals one passenger car and not two-fifths of a 
semi-tractor-trailer.  This, of course, is not always true, but it is close enough to determine if the 
signal is close to meeting warrants and more accurate manual turning movement counts should 
be collected.    
 
Manual counts are used to not only overcome the above mentioned problem, but also because the 
tube counters don’t work well for turning traffic.  Instead of recording each “axle hit” they may 
record each “tire hit” depending on the turning path of each individual vehicle.  For intersections 
with a very high AADT on the major roadway, pneumatic counts are routinely used to verify that 
the main street volume signal warrant is met.  If the count is much higher than the minimum 
warrant criteria, follow-up manual counts are not gathered.  Instead, only turning movements and 
side street volumes are collected.  Another consideration is that more than one technician is 
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needed to collect turning movement counts on high volume intersections.  The decision to mix 
the pneumatic and manual counts is largely a manpower issue. 
 
While AADT information is readily available for state highways, it is not always available for 
local roads.  Local road AADT was found to be sporadic and frequently incomplete for the 
selected intersection locations.  The AADT is estimated by applying a 10% K-factor.  The K-
factor is the proportion of AADT occurring in the design hour.  It is assumed this method is 
adequate for determining the relationship between crashes and traffic volumes.  The completed 









CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This chapter will present the experimental methodology to be used in evaluating the data 
gathered.  The purpose of this experiment is to 1) answer the question: “Do traffic signals 
influence the crash experience at intersections?”, 2) to determine those factors that influence 
crash experience at intersections where signals are installed, and 3) to develop a model for 
predicting crash experience when signals are installed.  It is desired that this information can be 
used by traffic engineers to aid in traffic signal decision-making. 
Discussion 
Several methods were used to determine the safety effects of signalization on an intersection, as 
presented in the literature review section of this paper.  To determine the effect a signal has on 
crashes, one must first calculate the expected number of crashes, assuming the intersection was 
not signalized.  Previous studies show that the crash prediction must take into account factors 
such as AADT, time and regression-to-the-mean.   
 
The Empirical Bayes methodology was presented as a solution for the regression-to-the-mean 
problem; however this requires a large database containing before and after crash data at 
signalized and non-signalized intersections, specialized statistical software, and specialized 
training.  For these reasons, the Empirical Bayes method is deemed to be outside of the scope of 
this thesis, and will not be used to analyze the data presented in Chapter Three.   
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To account for the influence of AADT and time, crash rates are of interest, in addition to crash 
frequencies.  Crash frequencies follow a Poisson distribution and therefore a t-test will be used to 
test the significance, before and after signal installation.  Crash rates follow an approximately 
normal distribution and therefore a paired t-test will be used.  Other statistical tests will also be 
used, such as the z-test for proportions and the Chi 2  test for testing the one group frequency 
with another.   
Methodology 
The following methodology will be used in analyzing the gathered data and used to determine 
the effect signalization has on the 32 sample intersections in the northeast Florida area. 
 Manipulate Data 
The complete set of data collected for 32 signalized intersections in the northeast Florida area is 
presented in Appendix E.  Table 4 shows a summary of geometric and operational data for each 
intersection. Geometric data includes: the presence of a median on the major roadway, the 
number of through lanes in one direction, and the number of intersection legs.  Operational data 
includes: the speed limit on the major roadway, and the multiple year average for the AADT, 
both for before and after signal installation.  The number of years varies for each intersection 
depending on the availability of data.  Table 5 shows a summary of crash data, including crash 
rates expressed in crashes per million vehicle miles (Crashes/MVM). 
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Table 4: Intersection Data Summary 
Median Number Number Major AADT AADT
Intersection (Y/N) Thru Legs Speed Before After
Lanes Limit
US 17 @ CR 315 Y 2 3 55 24500 28375
US 17 @ CR 209 Y 2 4 55 24833 30000
US 17 @ Hibernia Y 2 3 55 19200 27667
US 17 @ Water Oak            Y 3 4 55 21400 29250
US 17 @ Eagle Harbor Y 2 3 55 18217 28989
US 17 @ Harbor Island Dr. Y 3 4 50 19400 29250
SR 15 @ Milwaukee Ave. Y 3 4 30 39167 49250
SR 10 @ Jones Rd. N 1 3 45 5102 7150
SR 10 @ Devoe St. N 1 4 45 6250 7150
SR 104@ Pine Estates Dr. N 2 3 45 17467 18667
SR 152 @Hamp. Lndg. Dr. Y 2 3 45 27867 33875
SR 115@ Paradise Apts. Y 2 3 45 38250 33250
SR 10 @ Sutton Lakes Dr. Y 3 4 45 59000 58750
I 10 @ Chaffee Rd. Y 1 4 35 7300 13050
I 295 @ Wilson Blvd. Y 2 4 35 13100 23500
SR A1A @ Chester Rd.   Y 2 3 55 18684 28375
SR A1A @ Barnwell Rd Y 2 3 45 31333 31000
SR A1A@TJ Courson Rd. Y 2 4 45 17860 19200
SR A1A @ Amelia Is. Pkwy N 1 4 45 7000 6800
US 17@CR 209 W.RiverRd. Y 2 4 60 9650 11500
SR A1A @ ATP Blvd. Y 2 3 45 18267 14800
SR A1A @ Corona Rd. Y 2 4 45 11163 15925
US1 @ Rambla Y 2 4 45 24750 25667
US 1 @ CR 16A Y 2 3 45 23333 26000
US 1 @ Grumman Y 2 3 55 24667 26000
US 1 @ CR 210 Y 2 3 65 16100 19950
SR 207 @ Lightsey Rd. Y 2 3 45 11000 17675
SR 16 @ IGP N 1 4 55 6233 8100
SR 13 @ CR 16A N 1 4 45 4900 6475
SR 13 @ Roberts Rd. N 1 4 45 17400 26000
SR 13 @ Edgewater Dr. N 1 4 45 19867 27250








Table 5: Crash Data Summary 
BEFORE AFTER
Intersection Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average
Crashes Injury Preventable Crash Crashes Injury Preventable Crash
Per Per Per Rate Per Per Per Rate
Year Year Year (Crashes/MVM) Year Year Year (Crashes/MVM)
US 17 @ CR 315 8.00 3.67 5.67 8.946 4.25 2.00 1.50 4.104
US 17 @ CR 209 5.00 2.67 3.33 5.516 2.00 1.33 0.67 1.826
US 17 @ Hibernia 2.33 0.33 1.67 3.330 0.67 0.67 0.00 0.660
US 17 @ Water Oak            2.67 0.33 2.33 3.414 16.67 3.33 1.33 15.611
US 17 @ Eagle Harbor 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.752 7.00 3.50 1.50 6.616
US 17 @ Harbor Island Dr. 3.00 1.75 1.50 4.237 12.00 4.00 0.00 11.240
SR 15 @ Milwaukee Ave. 7.67 0.67 6.33 5.363 3.00 2.00 1.50 1.669
SR 10 @ Jones Rd. 3.00 1.50 1.00 16.111 2.00 0.75 0.50 7.664
SR 10 @ Devoe St. 1.00 0.50 0.50 4.384 1.75 1.00 0.75 6.706
SR 104@ Pine Estates Dr. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 2.67 1.00 0.67 3.914
SR 152 @Hamp. Lndg. Dr. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 1.50 1.25 0.75 1.213
SR 115@ Paradise Apts. 1.00 0.00 0.50 0.716 3.50 1.50 0.50 2.884
SR 10 @ Sutton Lakes Dr. 3.33 1.33 0.67 1.548 9.00 4.33 0.33 4.197
I 10 @ Chaffee Rd. 2.33 0.00 0.33 8.757 3.00 0.50 0.00 6.298
I 295 @ Wilson Blvd. 4.50 1.50 3.50 9.411 3.00 1.50 1.00 3.498
SR A1A @ Chester Rd.   0.75 0.25 0.25 1.100 4.75 3.50 1.25 4.586
SR A1A @ Barnwell Rd 2.00 0.67 0.33 1.749 4.50 4.00 2.00 3.977
SR A1A@TJ Courson Rd. 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.068 1.75 0.75 0.00 2.497
SR A1A @ Amelia Is. Pkwy 6.25 2.75 4.25 24.462 1.50 1.00 0.50 6.044
US 17@CR 209 W.RiverRd. 5.50 2.00 5.00 15.615 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
SR A1A @ ATP Blvd. 4.67 1.33 3.00 6.999 2.00 1.50 0.00 3.702
SR A1A @ Corona Rd. 3.50 0.00 2.50 8.590 5.75 4.50 3.25 9.892
US1 @ Rambla 3.50 2.00 2.50 3.874 3.67 3.00 1.00 3.914
US 1 @ CR 16A 7.33 2.67 1.67 8.611 6.00 5.00 3.00 6.322
US 1 @ Grumman 1.00 0.67 0.67 1.111 1.50 1.00 0.00 1.581
US 1 @ CR 210 9.00 1.00 5.00 15.315 3.50 1.75 1.50 4.807
SR 207 @ Lightsey Rd. 3.67 2.67 0.33 9.132 1.00 0.75 0.25 1.550
SR 16 @ IGP 7.00 4.33 3.33 30.767 6.50 6.00 4.00 21.985
SR 13 @ CR 16A 1.33 1.00 1.00 7.455 1.75 1.25 1.25 7.405
SR 13 @ Roberts Rd. 3.00 1.67 0.67 4.724 4.00 2.00 1.75 4.215
SR 13 @ Edgewater Dr. 1.67 1.00 1.33 2.298 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.005
SR 13 @ Davis Pond    2.33 1.67 0.67 3.218 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.503  
 
 
The data includes information on: location, geometry, AADT, turning movement counts and 
crash data before and after a signal is installed.  Crash data is subdivided by type of crash and 
severity.  Because the number of years before and after is different for each site, comparing the 
total number of crashes would not be meaningful.  The average crash frequency must be 
calculated for each time period.  This is shown in Appendix E.  Additionally, the crash rate is 
calculated in terms of crashes per million vehicle miles, for each site for the before and the after 
time periods using the following formula as presented in the HSIPG (2). 
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Crash Rate = (Number of crashes in year) / (AADT) (365) (length in miles) / 1,000,000 
 
The average of several years of AADT for both the before time period and after time period was 
used.  
Descriptive Analysis 
In this section, we are interested in identifying the factors which appear to influence crash 
experience at intersections when they are signalized.  By plotting line and bar graphs of crash 
frequencies, rates, types and severities, important and possibly significant factors can be 
identified.  Before and after crash frequencies or rates that appear to be different can then be used 
to test statistical significance.  The following dependent variables will be measured and plotted: 
Total Crashes, Type of crash, Crash Severity, and “Preventable” crash type.  By making use of 
available data, the following factors, or independent variables, will be examined:  AADT, cross-
section of the road (rural or urban), median, number of lanes, number of legs,  geometric change, 
major road speed limit, minor road speed limit, proportion of left turning traffic, and signal 
warranting criteria. 
 
The data for the 32 sites will be divided into groups segregated by each of the factors listed 
above.  For example, sites will be grouped according to the magnitude of their AADT.  Then, the 
average frequency and rate will be calculated and plotted for each group.  Differences in 
frequencies, rates, severities and type of crashes can then be spotted graphically by comparing 
bar charts.  Those factors that show differences between the groups should be used to conduct 
further statistical analysis to determine if the differences are, in fact, significant.   
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Statistical Analysis 
The factors that appear to show a difference in crash frequencies and/or rates before and after a 
signal is installed will be further tested for significance.  A t-test is performed on average crash 
frequencies for each intersection and a paired t-test for crash rates for various groups of data.  
The Z test is used for proportions and the Chi-squared test for frequencies of groups.  Finally, a 
linear regression model is developed to show the operational and geometric factors which best 
predict crash experience at intersections when a traffic signal is installed. 
 
The end result of this experiment will be to identify those factors which influence crashes at 
signalized intersections in northeast Florida, develop a model to predict crashes when a signal is 




CHAPTER FIVE: DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to graphically examine the effects that various operational and 
geometric parameters have on crash experience before and after signal installation.  By plotting 
line and bar graphs of crash frequencies, rates, types and severities, important and possibly 
significant factors can be identified.  Before and after crash frequencies or rates that appear to be 
different can then be used in the following chapter to determine statistical significance.   
General Findings – All Intersections 
Figure 1 describes the average crash frequency per year for the total of all 32 intersections in the 
database.  Crash types listed include left-turn, angle, rear-end, sideswipe, other, total and 
preventable.  Preventable crashes, as described in Data Collection, are those that are considered 
preventable by the installation of a signal.  These may be different than the sum of left-turn and 
angle crashes, the measure many researcher use for preventable crashes.  Each crash type is 
subdivided into three categories, property damage only (PDO), injury, and fatal.  The total of all 
three is also given.  The type crash and severity measures listed are typical of most studies 
presented in Literature Review.  Also, inconsistencies in crash data required that injury crashes 
could not be described more exactly as possible injury, non-incapacitating injury and 
incapacitating injury, as is found in Florida’s crash reporting system.  Because varying years of 
data was available for each intersection, an average number of crashes per year were used for the 
frequency measure. Crash rates were calculated according to the Florida HSIPG (2) and are 
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expressed as crashes per million vehicle miles (MVM).  Crash rates for before and after were 
calculated using the average of the AADT for the before and after time periods, respectively. 
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Figure 1: Crash Frequency – All Intersections 
 
Figure 1 shows the overall results of crash frequency before and after signal installation for 32 
intersections in the northeast Florida area.  In general, the total numbers of crashes increase by 
12%, rear-end crashes by 86% and angle and left turn crashes decrease by 60% and 8%, 
respectively.  The total number of injuries increases by 56%.  Each of these findings is consistent 
with previous studies (10).  Figure 2 shows that the average crash frequency for the 32 
intersections is 3.4 crashes per intersection per year before and 3.8 crashes after signals are 
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Figure 2: Crash Frequency – Average All Intersections 
 
 
While the crash frequency before signalization rises from 3.4 crashes per year to 3.8 crashes 
after, the expected number of crashes is 4.26 when the increase in AADT is factored in using the 
formula from the HSIPG (2). 
 
Ef = Bpf ( Ate / Bte ) 
 
Where:  Ef = expected crash frequency at the project site without improvement 
  Ate = AADT after improvement 
  Bte = AADT before improvement 
  Bpf = Average annual number of crashes before improvement 
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This shows that although crash numbers increase, overall signalization has been effective in 














Figure 3: Before Crash Frequency by Type 
 
The pie chart in figures 3 and 4 show the percentage of the crash types before and after signal 















Figure 4: After Crash Frequency by Type 
 
AADT Effect on Crash Rate 
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Figure 5: Crash Rate – All Intersections 
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Crash rates are calculated using the AADT for the major roadway and are shown in figure 5.  
The crash rate chart shows a reduction in almost all categories.  The average crash rate for all 
intersections decreases by 26%, rear-end by 5%, angle by 66%, left turn by 16% and preventable 
by 58%.  The exception is the total crash injury rate increases by nearly 2%, and the total crash 
rate for other crashes increases by 8%.  One possible explanation is that large AADT’s like those 
found on larger highways such as the state roads in this study, tend to reduce the crash rate.  
Similarly, low AADT’s tend to make small crash frequencies produce larger rates.  To measure 
the effect AADT has on the crash rate, different AADT measures were used.  In figure 6 the 
minor road AADT was estimated using the peak hour turning movement counts and assuming 
the peak hour is 10% of the AADT (15).  For the purpose of this thesis a road is considered 
“Major” if it has a higher AADT than the intersecting “minor” road.  The crash rates based on 
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Figure 6: Crash Rate – Based on Minor AADT 
 
To examine the role AADT plays in determining crash frequencies and rates, figures 7 through 
15 were generated.  Figure 7 is a scatter chart of crash frequencies, both before and after signal 
installation, plotted according to the AADT.  The scatter does not show a clear correlation 
between crash numbers and AADT, therefore it may be helpful to segregate the 32 sites into sub-

























Figure 7: Crashes vs. AADT 
 
Figure 8 shows the distribution of AADT’s for all 32 intersections.  By viewing this graph, it was 

























Figure 8: Average AADT 
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Next, the average numbers of crashes per year, as well as crash rates, were plotted for each of the 
four groups segregated by AADT magnitude in figures 9 and 10. 
 




























Figure 9: Crash Frequency by AADT 
 


























Figure 10: Crash Rate by AADT 
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By dividing the intersections into four groups, as shown in figures 11 through 18, a clearer 
picture of the relationship between signalization, AADT and crash numbers can be seen.  
Crashes appear to decrease when signals are installed on low volume roads, but increase on 
higher volume roads.  This observation will be tested for statistical significance.  The crash rates, 
both before and after signal installation, decreases as the AADT increases.  This is not surprising 
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Figure 11: Crash Frequency (<11,000 AADT) 
 
Seven of the 32 intersections have an AADT less than 11,000 and are described in figure 11.  
Most crash frequencies decreased in this group.  The total of all crashes decrease by 38% and 
left-turn crashes by 15%, angle crashes by 63% and rear-ends by 64%.  Only the “other” crashes 
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Figure 12: Crash Frequency (11,000-22,000 AADT) 
 
Eight locations in figure 12 have AADT’s between 11,000 and 22,000.  This group showed an 
increase in rear-end by 5%, left-turn by 75% and injury crashes by 35%.  The total number of 
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Figure 13: Crash Frequency (22,000-30,000 AADT) 
 
The third group in figure 13, has 12 sites with AADT’s between 22,000 and 30,000.  In this 
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Figure 14: Crash Frequency (>30,000 AADT)  
 
Finally, the group with AADT’s larger than 30,000, has five sites shown in figure 14.  Again, the 
total number of all crashes increased by 54%, injuries by 390% and rear-end by 146%.   
Crash Rates by Groups Segregated by AADT 
Figures 15 through 18 show the crash rates before and after signal installation, segregated into 
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The relative difference between before and after rates is similar to that of the frequency charts 
above.  The differing AADT’s do not appear to the over-riding factor influencing crash rates.  
The magnitude of the AADT does, however appear to influence crash frequencies for all crashes, 
rear-ends and injuries. 
Preventable Crashes 
It is a common assertion that installing a signal will, in all likelihood, increase rear-end and 
reduce left-turn and angle crashes.  Comparing data collection techniques used by several 
researchers in Chapter Two, and the source data used for this study, it was found that there is not 
a consistent definition of “preventable” crashes.  Many researchers assume that left-turn and 
angle crashes are preventable.  However, this study has a broader definition as discussed in 
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Figure 20: “Preventable” Crash Comparison after Signalization 
 
The results show very little difference between the two definitions of preventable.  “Preventable” 
crashes are 4% more than left-turns plus angles in the before chart and 7% less in the after chart.  
This indicates that the “preventable” definition may still be more accurate; however its 
significance is still not clear. 
Geometric Factors 
The following sections will explore crash frequencies and rates in relation to various geometric 
design elements.   
Crashes by Cross Section 
An “urban” cross-section of road is defined as having a raised concrete curb and gutter, 
sidewalks and underground drainage.  Urban sections usually have a greater density of 
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turning traffic as well.  Rural cross-sections have a flush shoulder and a wide clear zone on each 
side of the travel lanes.  The drainage consists of a grassed swale and speeds are usually higher, 
with lower AADT and less turning traffic.  It should be noted that this definition of urban has no 
connection to political boundaries, population or the degree to which adjacent properties are 
developed.  Frequently, in areas that are undergoing a “growth spurt”, a roadway will have 
geometric elements of a rural road, but the operational factors (high AADT, turning traffic, 
driveway density) of an urban road. The study sites consist of 25 rural locations and seven urban 
locations.   
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Figure 26: Crash Rate – Urban Cross Section 
 
Overall, the rural crash frequency and rate are higher than urban, both before and after a signal is 
installed, as shown in figures 21 and 22.  The change caused by signal installation is similar for 
both groups, the frequencies increase and the rates decrease.  The urban rates, for injury and 
preventable crashes, drop further than for rural roads.  Examining figures 23 through 26, it 
appears that the cross-section does have an effect on crash experience after signal installation; 
however this may be due to other factors such as speeds and/or AADT.  Rural sections of 
highway tend to have higher speeds and lower AADT’s than their urban counterparts. 
Crashes by Median 
Figures 27 through 32 compare crash experience for 23 sites with, and nine sites without 
medians on the major roadway.  The crash frequency and rates are much higher for the group 
without medians, both before and after signal installation.  Crashes decrease for the sample 
without medians and increase for those with medians.  Rates decrease, as expected, for both 
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groups.  For intersections with medians, all crash rate categories decrease, except rear-ends, as 
expected, and injury rates for all crash types.  
 






















Figure 27: Crash Frequency by Median 
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Figure 32: Crash Rate – With Median 
 
Medians are installed when AADT demand requires widening of the road.  Therefore, both 
variables, medians and AADT, should be tested to determine if they are independent of each 
other.  Figure 33 shows AADT for intersections with and without medians.  As is expected, 
divided highways with medians tend to have a higher AADT.   
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Figure 33: AADT by Median Type 
 
Crashes by Number of Lanes 
The figures 34 through 39 show crash frequencies and rates for three groups segregated by the 
number of lanes on the major highway.  There are nine locations that have two lanes, 19 sites on 
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Figure 39: Crash Rate – 6 Lane Roads 
 
Charts 34 through 39 show a reduction in crashes for two and four lane roads, but a sharp 
increase for six lane facilities, mostly due to rear-end crashes.  At first glance, it appears that the 
number of through lanes has an impact on rear-end crashes, however, upon examination of the 
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source data, it was found that two of the four intersections in the six-lane group account for 70% 
of the crashes.  Additionally, these intersections are on the same road, approximately four miles 
apart, in an area that was undergoing rapid growth during the time the data was gathered.  This 
data is suspect and may represent an anomaly.   
 
Another possibility for the correlation between crashes and number of lanes is the fact that roads 
are widened to accommodate greater traffic demands.  And AADT is directly proportional to the 
number of lanes.  Figure 40 shows that this may be true and this apparent correlation should be 
examined more closely. 
 


















Figure 40: AADT by Number of Lanes 
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Crashes by Number of Minor Road Through Lanes 
The signal warranting procedure warrants signals based on both major road and minor road 
volumes.  It is common that the larger road meets the volume criteria first, and then years later, 
the minor road volumes increase to the point a signal warrant is met.  The minor road volume is 
of particular interest when warranting signals, and therefore the number of minor road lanes is 
also of interest.  There are eight sites where the minor road has no through lanes (e.g. “T” 
intersections) and 24 sites where there is one through lane.   
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Figure 44: Crash Rate – Minor Road – 1 Through Lane 
 
Figures 41 through 44 shows that both frequency and rates are much lower for the “T” 
intersections.  This is as expected because there are fewer conflicting traffic patterns and no 
minor street through movement.  There are no other apparent differences in the relative change in 
crash types or severities. 
Crashes by Right Turn Lane 
Figures 45 through 48 compare fourteen sites that do not have right turn lanes on the major road 
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Figure 45: Crash Frequency – Major Road – No Right Turn Lane 
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Figure 47: Crash Rate – Major Road – No Right Turn Lane 
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Figure 48: Crash Rate – Major Road – With Right Turn Lane 
 
The total number of crashes is higher when a right turn lane is present, but the rate is lower than 
without a right turn lane.  Rear-end and other crash rates increase after the signal is installed.  
The total rate however, is almost unchanged before and after the signal is installed.  Again, turn 
lanes are installed where traffic volumes demand them and the presence of a right turn lane may 
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be a direct consequence of AADT.  Figure 49 confirms that suspicion.  The AADT for the 
eighteen sites with a right turn lane on the major road is 11.7% higher than the fourteen sites 
without a right turn lane.   
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With Right Turn Lane
 
Figure 49: AADT by Right Turn Lane 
 
AADT was then compared in figure 49 for thirteen sites with a right turn lane on the minor street 
and nineteen sites without.  Minor roads, that have right turn lanes have an AADT 29.7% higher 
than those without.   
Crashes by Left Turn Lanes 
Thirty of the 32 sites had left turn lanes on the major road existing before signal installation; 
therefore comparing crash histories of these two conditions is not meaningful.  There are 
nineteen sites that do not have left turn lanes on the minor road and thirteen that do.  Figures 50 
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through 53 show that there does not appear to be much difference between the before and after 
data, for the two groups.  Except that the group with the minor road left turn lane appears to have 
a reduction in the injury rate. 
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Figure 50: Crash Frequency – Minor Road – No Left Turn Lane 
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Figure 52: Crash Rate – Minor Road – No Left Turn Lane 
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Figure 53: Crash Rate – Minor Road – With Left Turn Lane 
 
Crashes by Number of Intersection Legs 
Figures 54 through 57 represent crash frequency and rates for fifteen three-leg intersections and 
seventeen four-leg intersections.  Three-leg intersections were found to have lower crash 
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frequencies and rates, both before and after signalization.  This result is as expected due to fewer 
conflicts within 3 leg intersections.  Four leg intersections experienced a rise in the average 
number of crashes, from 3.7 to 4.5, and a drop in the crash rate, from 8.4 to 6.4 crashes per 
MVM.  Three leg intersections showed no change in the number of crashes, with three crashes 
per year, but they did show a drop in the crash rate, from 5.1 to 3.6 crashes per MVM.  This may 
be due to 4 leg intersections having a 54% higher minor street AADT than a three leg 
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Figure 57: Crash Rate – 4 Legs 
 
Crashes by Change in Geometry 
Of the 32 sample intersections, six had geometric changes at the same time the signal was 
installed.  The types of geometric changes were:  added turn lanes, extended turn lanes, addition 
of raised channelization islands and the introduction of raised curbs.  A decrease in the number 
and rates of crashes is found where geometric changes took place and are shown in figures 58 
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Crashes by Speed Limit 
Two groups are compared to determine the effects that the major road speed limit has on crash 
experience, one group of twenty-one sites for 45 mph or less, and another group of eleven sites 
for 50 mph or more.  Three intersections have speed limits less than 45 mph and three have 
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Figure 63: Crash Frequency – 50 MPH or More 
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Figure 65: Crash Rate – 50 MPH or More 
 
The average number of crashes drops from 3.05 crashes per year to 2.99 when signals are 
installed on roads with a speed limit of 45 mph or less.  But they increase on higher speed roads 
from 4.07 to 5.35.  The crash rate after a signal drops for both low and high speed roads; 
however the magnitude of the crash rate is larger, both before and after, when the speed limit is 
higher.  For 45 mph or less, the crash rate drops from 6.21 crashes per MVM to 4.24, while for 
50 mph or greater the rate changes from 8.19 to 6.64.   
 
Figures 66 through 69 show the crash experience for two groups of differing minor road speed 
limits.  The lower speed group contains twenty sites representing 25 and 30 mph speed limits, 
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Figure 69: Crash Rate – Minor Road (35 – 45 MPH) 
 
The lower speed group shows an increase in crash numbers after signal installation, from 2.79 to 
4.02 crashes per year, while the higher speed limit shows crash numbers dropping from 4.42 to 
3.44.  The crash rate drops slightly from 4.67 to 4.59 crashes per MVM for the lower speed 
group.  This may be due to an increase in AADT after signalization.  It should be noted that the 
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crash rate is based on the AADT of the major road.  The 35 to 45 mph group shows a reduction 
in crash rate, 10.59 to 5.86 crashes per MVM, after signalization; however the magnitude of the 
rate is still much higher than the lower speed group. 
Crashes by Left Turn Volumes 
Golias (5) suggested that crashes are influenced by the number of conflicting paths.   There are 
several reasons that examination of left turn crashes is important.  The left turning movement 
conflicts with the greatest number of paths in an intersection.  Left turners must cross an 
intersection at lower speeds than through movements and therefore are exposed for a longer 
period of time.  Left turners are also susceptible to having their line of sight obstructed by other 
vehicles waiting in the opposing left turn lane.  Left turn crashes are frequently more serious, 
owing to less protection from side impacts, and therefore would be more likely to be coded on a 
long-form crash report.  Also, left turn crashes are considered to be “preventable” by installation 
of a signal. 
 
To measure the effects that the left turning movement has on crash experience, the sample sites 
were divided into two groups based on the proportion of left turns.   Figure 70 represents the 
distribution of left turn proportions for all the sample intersections.  Left turn proportion is the 
sum of the peak hour left turn movements, from all approaches, divided by the total intersection 
volume.  The proportions ranged from 0.013 to 0.348, with a median of 0.05, or 5%.  The crash 


























Figure 70: Left Turn Proportion 
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Figure 72: Crash Frequency – Left Turn Proportion > 5% 
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Figure 74: Crash Rate – Left Turn Proportion > 5% 
 
Figures 71 through 74 show that after signalization, intersections with the smaller proportion of 
left turning traffic experienced an increase in average crash numbers, 3.07 to 5.17 and rates, 3.64 
to 4.88 crashes per MVM.  Intersections with higher proportions had rates that decreased from 
9.41 to 3.50 crashes per MVM, and the average number of crashes decreased from 3.69 to 2.59.  
It should be noted that the rates are based on the AADT of the major road.  The proportion of left 
turns appears to be a factor influencing crashes. 
Crashes by Warranting Criteria 
Several signal warrants are included in the MUTCD’s procedure.  The most common of which 
are based on either traffic volumes, or crash history.  This section will compare crash results for 
those two groups.  Signals were warranted by crashes at eleven sites, and by traffic volumes at 
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Figure 78: Crash Rate – Warranted by Volumes 
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Figures 75 through 78 show that when a signal is warranted based on crash history, both the 
frequency and rate of crashes decrease.  The average number of crashes changes from 5.46 to 
4.13 crashes per year and the rate drops from 11.08 to 5.99 crashes per MVM.  When a signal is 
installed because of traffic volumes, the average number of crashes increases from 2.32 to 3.63 
crashes per year and the rate drops from 4.70 to 4.58 crashes per MVM.   The magnitude of the 
rate however, is much larger, both before and after, than for the intersections where volume 
warrants were used.  These results indicate that signals are successful in reducing crash rates, but 
the high crash rates may be due to reasons other than the signal itself. 
Crash Trends by Intersection 
Total crashes per year, before and after signal installation, was examined for each of the 32 sites 
for the purpose of identifying any trends in total crashes over time.  Three example charts are 
presented below.  Figure 79 shows an upward trend in crashes before signal installation and a 
reduction after, with random fluctuations.   
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Figure 79: Crash Trends by Intersection – Crash Drop After Signalization 
 
Figure 80 shows an upward trend before signal installation and an increase in crashes after, also 
with unexplained fluctuations. 
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Figure 80: Crash Trends by Intersection – Crash Increase After Signalization 
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Figure 81 is an example of a site where there is no apparent difference before and after. 
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Figure 81: Crash Trends by Intersection – Little to No Change 
 
This exercise was intended to spot trends in the data, but showed much randomness when 
focusing on individual intersections.   
Conclusions 
The descriptive analysis presented above sought to identify those factors which appear to affect 
the crash experience after a signal is installed.  Several operational and geometric factors were 
used to compare crash trends.  Charts presented help to graphically show promising factors that 
have a good chance of being statistically significant.  Factors that show promise include: AADT, 
cross-section, medians, number of through lanes, right turn lanes, geometric change, speed limit, 
and left turn volumes.  Other factors that are of interest to the author are: “preventable” crashes, 
and warranting criteria.  The factors that did not appear to influence crash experience are: minor 
road AADT, minor road through lanes, left turn lanes, and crash trend by intersection. 
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CHAPTER SIX: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
Statistical analysis is performed on those operational and geometric factors which appeared to 
cause a difference in crash frequencies and rates before and after a signal is installed.  A t-test is 
performed to determine if the difference in the average crash frequencies, before and after signal 
installation, is statistically significant.  A paired t-test is used to tell if the difference in crash 
rates, before and after signal installation, is statistically significant.  The Z test is used to 
determine if the difference in the proportion of severe crashes to all crashes is statistically 
significant before and after installation of a signal.  The Chi-squared test determines if the overall 
crash frequency, for all 32 sites combined, had a significant change when signals were installed.  
Finally, a linear regression model is developed to help determine which operational and 
geometric factors best predict the number of crashes at intersections when a traffic signal is 
installed.  Summary tables of statistical results are presented in Table 6 through 8.   
Test Results 
The total number of crashes per year for the 32 intersections in this study increased from 108.83 
before signal installation to 121.67 after.  The average number of crashes per intersection rose 
from 3.4 before to 3.8 after.  Additionally, the expected number of crashes averages 4.26 per 
intersection and the actual (after) crashes average 3.8.  The expected crashes are the number of 
crashes that would be expected if the signal had not been installed. The Chi-squared test shows 
with 95% confidence that a significant increase in crashes occurs, and that the actual number of 
crashes is significantly less than was expected. 
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Table 6: Chi2 Test for Group Frequencies 
Before After Chi2 Chi2
Variable Significant? Alpha Mean Mean Statistic Critical
Crashes Before & After Yes 0.05 3.4000 3.8000 80.3970 19.2943
Crashes Expected & Actual Yes 0.05 4.2600 3.8000 92.6266 19.2943
 
 
Table 7 presents the results of the t-test performed on those factors, or variables, identified in the 
descriptive analysis chapter.  A variable is considered to have a significant effect on crash 
frequencies when the t-statistic is greater that t-critical.  These tests assume a confidence interval 
of 95%, where alpha equals 0.05.  In cases where the t-statistic and the t-critical are very close, 
but not significant, another test was run using an alpha of 0.10.   
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Table 7: T Test for Average Frequencies 
T test for Average Frequencies
Before After t t
Variable Significant? Alpha Mean Mean statistic critical
Total Crashes No 0.05 3.4010 3.8021 -0.5297 1.6698
Rear End No 0.05 0.9141 1.6927 -1.8849 1.6698
Angle Yes 0.05 1.3411 0.5443 2.7325 1.6698
Left turn No 0.05 0.5182 0.4844 0.2425 1.6698
Other Yes 0.05 3.2527 0.8880 4.9327 1.6702
PDO No 0.05 3.5830 7.0230 0.5021 1.6698
Injury No 0.05 1.2500 2.0677 -2.4477 1.6702
Fatal Yes 0.05 0.0430 0.0000 1.7077 1.6702
AADT< 11,000 Yes 0.05 15.3644 8.0144 2.4938 1.9432
AADT 11,000-22,000 No 0.05 7.1550 4.2593 1.6906 1.8946
AADT 22,000-30,000 No 0.05 3.8672 4.8307 -0.6479 1.7959
AADT >30,000 No 0.05 1.8752 2.7880 -0.7766 2.1318
Preventable Yes 0.05 1.9401 0.9609 2.6895 1.6698
Left turn + Angle Yes 0.05 1.8594 1.0286 2.3763 1.6698
Rural No 0.05 3.5067 3.9900 -0.5427 1.6772
Urban No 0.05 3.0238 3.1310 -0.0743 1.7823
Median No 0.05 3.6196 4.3478 -0.7562 1.6802
No Median No 0.05 2.8426 2.4074 0.4377 1.7459
2 Lanes No 0.05 3.1019 2.4444 0.7027 1.7459
4 Lanes No 0.05 3.3816 3.1053 0.3615 1.6883
6 lanes No 0.05 4.1667 10.1667 -1.9391 1.9432
3 Legs No 0.05 3.0389 3.0222 0.0182 1.7011
4 Legs No 0.05 3.7206 4.4902 -0.6590 1.6939
No Geometric Change No 0.05 3.1154 4.1218 -1.1852 1.6759
Geometric Change No 0.05 4.6389 2.4167 1.4101 1.8125
Geometric Change Yes 0.1 4.6389 2.4167 1.4101 1.3722
Major Speed Limit 45 or less No 0.05 3.0516 2.9921 0.0928 1.3031
Major Speed Limit 50 or more No 0.05 4.0682 5.3485 -0.7193 1.3253
Minor Speed Limit 25 & 30 No 0.05 2.7917 4.0208 -1.1454 1.3042
Minor Speed Limit 35 & 40 No 0.05 4.4167 3.4375 1.0791 1.3212
Left turn Volume <5% No 0.05 3.0722 5.1722 -1.6064 1.3125
Left turn Volume > 5% Yes 0.05 3.6912 2.5931 1.5041 1.3077
Crash Warrant No 0.05 5.4621 4.1288 1.0634 1.3253
Volume Warrant No 0.05 2.3214 3.6310 -1.4938 1.3031  
 
Similarly, Table 8 shows the results of the paired t-test run on the crash rates of the same 
variables listed above.   
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Table 8: Paired T Test for Group Rates 
Paired T test for group rates
Before After t t
Variable Significant? Alpha Mean Mean statistic critical
Total Crashes No 0.05 6.8929 5.0651 1.6603 1.6955
Total Crashes Yes 0.1 6.8929 5.0651 1.6603 1.3095
Rear End No 0.05 1.8576 1.7664 0.1700 1.6955
Angle Yes 0.05 2.7014 0.9169 2.9890 1.6955
Left turn No 0.05 1.0194 0.8552 0.7969 1.6955
Other No 0.05 1.1539 1.2380 -0.2004 1.6698
PDO Yes 0.05 3.9143 2.0914 2.2067 1.6955
Injury No 0.05 2.9208 2.9737 -0.1026 1.6955
Fatal Yes 0.05 0.0578 0.0000 1.8516 1.6955
AADT< 11,000 Yes 0.05 15.3644 8.0144 2.4938 1.9432
AADT 11,000-22,000 No 0.05 7.1550 4.2593 1.6906 1.8946
AADT 11,000-22,000 Yes 0.1 7.1550 4.2593 1.6906 1.4149
AADT 22,000-30,000 No 0.05 3.8672 4.8307 -0.6479 1.7959
AADT >30,000 No 0.05 1.8752 2.7880 -0.7766 2.1318
Preventable Yes 0.05 3.8484 1.6120 3.3036 1.6955
Left turn + Angle Yes 0.05 3.7208 1.7721 2.9272 1.3095
Urban No 0.05 4.0746 2.6482 0.8583 1.9432
Rural No 0.05 7.6820 5.7419 1.4429 1.7109
Rural Yes 0.1 7.6820 5.7419 1.4429 1.3178
Median No 0.05 5.5284 4.4628 0.8665 1.7171
No Median No 0.05 10.3798 6.6044 1.6233 1.8595
No Median Yes 0.1 10.3798 6.6044 1.6233 1.3968
2 Lanes Yes 0.05 11.3529 6.8693 2.1021 1.8595
4 Lanes No 0.05 5.4650 3.5549 1.5597 1.7341
4 Lanes Yes 0.05 5.4650 3.5549 1.5597 1.3304
6 lanes No 0.05 3.6404 8.1792 -1.3479 2.3534
3 Legs No 0.05 5.1393 3.6055 1.2212 1.7613
4 Legs No 0.05 8.4402 6.3531 1.1680 1.7459
No Geometric Change No 0.05 5.5616 4.9033 0.5752 1.7081
Geometric Change Yes 0.05 12.6618 5.7664 2.9748 2.0150
Major Speed Limit 45 or less Yes 0.05 6.2129 4.2413 1.7937 1.7247
Major Speed Limit 50 or more No 0.05 8.1911 6.6378 0.6186 1.8125
Minor Speed Limit 25 & 30 No 0.05 4.6730 4.5912 0.0681 1.7291
Minor Speed Limit 35 & 40 Yes 0.05 10.5927 5.8550 2.4551 1.7959
Left turn Volume <5% No 0.05 3.6372 4.8789 -1.0196 1.7613
Left turn Volume > 5% Yes 0.05 9.7656 5.2295 2.9929 1.7459
Crash Warrant Yes 0.05 11.0770 5.9915 2.1231 1.8125




Table 9 shows the results for only those variables that where determined to be significant for 
either frequencies or rates.  Variables that show a significant difference for both frequencies and 
rates are shown in bold text.  Total crashes, crash types and crash severity are listed as 
independent variables.  They are the result of other geometric and operational factors, which are 
listed as dependent variables.  It is theorized that the variables which show a significant 
difference before and after signal installation are important in explaining crash experience at 
signalized intersections.  The variables listed in this summary are good candidates for inclusion 
in a linear regression model. 
 
Table 9: Summary of Significant Variables 
Summary of Significant Variables
Frequencies Rates
Independent Variable Alpha Significant? Significant?
Total Crashes 0.1 No Yes
Angle 0.05 Yes Yes
Other 0.05 Yes No
PDO 0.05 No Yes
Fatal 0.05 Yes Yes
Preventable 0.05 Yes Yes
Frequencies Rates
Dependent Variable Alpha Significant? Significant?
AADT< 11,000 0.05 Yes Yes
AADT 11,000-22,000 0.1 No Yes
Rural 0.1 No Yes
No Median 0.1 No Yes
2 Lanes 0.05 No Yes
4 Lanes 0.1 No Yes
Geometric Change 0.05 No Yes
Geometric Change 0.1 Yes Yes
Major Speed Limit 45 or less 0.05 No Yes
Minor Speed Limit 35 & 40 0.05 No Yes
Left turn Volume > 5% 0.05 Yes Yes
Crash Warrant 0.05 No Yes  
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The average crash rate for the 32 sample intersections decreased from 6.89 crashes per MVM 
before signal installation to 5.07 after.  But the crash frequency, as mentioned before, increased, 
although not significantly.  This decrease in the crash rate is significant with a confidence of 
90%.  Both frequencies and rates for angle and “preventable” crash types decreased significantly.  
This is very good news since prevention of these types of crashes is the primary reason for 
installing signals.   
 
Significant changes in crash severity were discovered for Property Damage Only (PDO) and 
fatal crashes.  The number of PDO’s increased, although not significantly, and the rates 
decreased significantly.  This result shows that severity of crashes becomes less after 
signalization.  Another desired result.  Before signalization, all 32 intersections as a group 
averaged 0.043 fatal crashes per year.  After signalization there were no fatal crashes at the same 
32 intersections.  Although this is good news, taking into account that the number of fatal crashes 
was relatively small and fatal crashes are largely random events, this variable will probably not 
yield meaningful results in predicting crash results after signalization. 
 
The dependent variables found to be significant are divided into geometric and operational 
factors.  The geometric factors are rural cross-section, number of lanes, median, and geometric 
change.  On roads with a “rural” cross-section, the numbers of crashes increase slightly and the 
crash rate significantly decreases with a 90% confidence.  Urban cross-sections did not show a 
significant change.  Possible explanations for this are that the speeds are higher in rural areas, 
and because there are no curbs, that possible “escape routes” exist for last second avoidance of 
crashes.   
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Both two and four-lane highways show a decrease in both crash frequency and rate after a signal 
is installed.  It should be noted that six-lane highways show an increase in both frequency and 
rate, although those differences were not significant.  This may be due to the small sample size 
and two intersections with very large numbers of crashes, which may have skewed the data.  This 
result shows that smaller roads benefit more from signalization, in terms of crash reduction, than 
do larger roads. 
 
Locations that had some geometric change at the same time of signalization were found to 
experience a reduction in crash frequencies and rates, while locations without geometric change 
showed no significant difference.  This result makes sense because the geometric change (turn-
lanes, channelization, etc…) was taking place to solve some traffic problem that could not be 
solved by a signal alone.  Although this is a positive outcome, the number of sites with geometric 
change, six out of 32, is relatively small and the type of geometric change varies widely. 
 
The operational factors are AADT, major road speed limit, minor road speed limit, left-turn 
volume, and warranting criteria.  For very small AADT’s, less than 11,000 vehicles per day, both 
crash frequencies and rates decrease significantly.  For slightly higher AADT’s, 11,000 to 22,000 
vehicles per day, there is no significant change in crash frequencies, but crash rates significantly 
decrease with 90% confidence.  Intersections with larger AADT’s do not show significant 
changes in either crash frequency or rate.  This result is similar to that for number of lanes; the 
smaller roads tend to benefit from signal installation. 
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The effect of speed limit on crashes is mixed.  For the group of intersections with a speed limit 
on the major road of 45 mph or less, the lower of the two groups, a significant reduction in crash 
rate was found.  But, for the group of intersections where the minor street speed limit was 35 and 
40, the larger of the two groups, the crash rate was found to decrease.  It is expected that when 
the major speed limit is low, signalization has the positive effect of reducing crash rates.  There 
is less speed differential for vehicles coming to a stop from a lower speed, and therefore less 
chance of a collision.  This finding is consistent with previous findings for AADT, and number 
of lanes; smaller, slower roads benefit more from signals.  Then why does the group of 
intersections with a higher minor road speed limit have greater reduction in crash rates?  Possible 
explanations include: improperly set speed limits on local roads, lack of enforcement, or pure 
randomness.  This research did not identify adequate explanation. 
 
When the proportion of left-turn volumes is high, greater than five percent, there is a significant 
reduction in both crash frequency and rate.  This is as expected, since left-turning traffic has 
more exposure to crashes and a higher probability of sight obstructions.  It makes sense that left-
turners would benefit more from traffic signals.  This result adds credence to the argument to add 
a left-turn warrant to the MUTCD. 
 
Intersections with signals warranted based on the crash warrant show a significant decrease in 
crash rates, while those meeting other “volume” warrants show no significant change.  This also 
is a very good result.  It confirms that in northeast Florida, signals that are intended to reduce 
crash rates do, in fact, reduce crash rates. 
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The z test is used to determine if there is a significant difference in proportions.  It has been 
observed that while the total number of crashes may increase with signal installation, the severity 
of those crashes decreases.  The z-test was used to test if there is a difference in the proportion of 
severe crashes, injury and fatal, to all crashes.  Table 10 shows a significant increase in the 
proportion of severe crashes after signalization, for the 32 intersections tested.  This result is not 
what is expected, therefore the data may be suspect.  It should be noted that the source data is 
from long-form crash reports, where many property damage only crashes are not included.  Also, 
since before crash data was taken from signal warrant studies collision diagrams, and after crash 
data was taken from the CARS crash database, there may be a difference in what is considered 
an injury crash.  The judgment used in determining which crashes are considered “injury” 
crashes may change depending on the individual engineer or technician.  Similarly, it is the law 
enforcement officer’s judgment that determines if a crash is considered a “possible” injury or 
“property damage only”.  “Possible” injury crashes were counted as injury crashes in the after 
crash data, but this detail is not documented in the signal warrant studies. 
 
Table 10: Z Test for Proportions 
Before After z z
Variable Significant? Alpha Mean Mean statistic critical






The purpose of this section is to develop a model which will predict the number of crashes to be 
expected after a signal is installed at a given intersection in northeast Florida.  This model can 
then be used to help make decisions about signal installation.  Linear regression will be 
performed using those independent variables X, identified above.  Table 11 shows the results of 
the first series of linear regression runs.  Since we are interested in predicting the number of 
crashes after signal installation, the dependent variable Y equals the number of crashes per year 
after signal installation and α and β are the regression constants in the formula Y = α + βX.  The 
table is sorted in order of R2 to show the variables producing the best fitting models at the top. 
 
Table 11: Regression Results – Single Independent Variable 
Regression Results
Single Independent Variable
X α β R2
Number Lanes -1.883205456 3.083546462 0.305681238
After AADT 1.457112819 9.92398E-05 0.109719809
Before AADT 2.235391357 8.04561E-05 0.068441616
Median 2.407407407 1.94041868 0.064084393
Left-turn Proportion 4.754868223 -12.41778281 0.064017685
Major Speed Limit -0.103426496 0.081951682 0.029143051
Minor Speed Limit 5.595254161 -0.057669816 0.015197342
Cross-section 3.130952381 0.859047619 0.010618509
Warranting Criteria 3.630952381 0.497835498 0.004707331  
 
The number of lanes was found to be the best predictor of crashes after signalization, so it was 
used as one of the two independent variables in the following set of runs to identify the best two 




Table 12: Regression Results – Two Independent Variables 
Regression Results
Two Independent Variables
X1 X2 α β1 β2 R
2
Number Lanes Cross-section -5.675764 3.852939 3.038710 0.419514
Number Lanes Median -2.621558 4.526069 -2.673111 0.360401
Number Lanes Before AADT -1.982231 3.655879 -0.000049 0.320646
Number Lanes Major Speed Limit -4.513872 3.020912 0.057624 0.319964
Number Lanes Minor Speed Limit -3.203397 3.222307 0.034230 0.310416
Number Lanes After AADT -1.878576 3.416289 -0.000026 0.309745
Number Lanes Warranting Criteria -1.862567 3.117944 -0.244532 0.306779
Number Lanes Left-turn Proportion -2.129438 3.160344 1.363759 0.306264
After AADT Left-turn Proportion 2.306440 0.000082 -5.697394 0.119806  
 
The results indicate that the number of lanes and the roadway cross-section (rural or urban) may 
be the best predictor of crashes, therefore they were used in the next series of regression 
analyses.   
 
Table 13: Regression Results – Three Independent Variables 
Regression Results 
Three Independent Variables 








































Similarly, the number of lanes, cross-section and medians produced the best three variable 
model.   
 




X1 = No. Lanes X2 = Cross-section X3 = Medians
X4 α β1 β2 β3 β4 R
2
Left-turn Proportion -10.237898 6.810227 4.238027 -3.743374 11.250421 0.545875
Warranting Criteria -7.832373 6.215766 4.057584 -3.579805 -1.230153 0.536484
Before AADT -7.277663 6.343577 3.467038 -3.583034 -0.000038 0.520636
Major Speed Limit -5.903719 6.049226 3.993615 -3.536240 -0.042509 0.517138  
 
Finally, the four variables: number of lanes, cross-section, medians, and left-turn proportion 
produced the model with the highest R2.  The resulting equation is: 
 
Y = α + β1X1+ β2X2 + β3X3+ β4X4 
 
Number of crashes after signalization = -10.2378 + 6.8102(Number of Lanes) + 4.2380(Cross-
section) – 3.7434(Medians) + 11.2504(Left-turn Proportion) 
 
Where : 
 Number of lanes = Through lanes in one direction 
 Cross-section = 0 if urban and = 1 if rural 
 Medians = 0 if none and = 1 if medians are present on major roadway 
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Left-turn Proportion = peak hour volume of all left-turning movements divided by the 
total intersection volume before signal installation. 
Conclusions 
Statistical analysis was performed on the data collected for 32 intersections in the northeast 
Florida area where signals have been installed.  A t-test was performed on average crash 
frequencies and a paired t-test on average crash rates.  The Z test is used for proportions and the 
Chi-squared test for frequencies of groups.  Finally, a linear regression model is developed to 
help determine which operational and geometric factors best predict the number of crashes at 
intersections when a traffic signal is installed.  
 
The factors found to best predict crashes when an intersection is signalized are: Number of lanes, 
the cross-section of the roadway (rural or urban), the presence of medians and the proportion of 
left-turning traffic volumes.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Traffic crashes at intersection account for approximately 45% of all crashes in both the State of 
Florida and the United States.  Traffic signals are commonly believed to solve these intersection 
crashes; however it is known from many years of research that this is not necessarily true.  
Traffic signals tend to increase overall crashes, especially rear-ends, but decrease more serious 
crashes such as angle and left-turn collisions.   
 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the latest methods and perform an experiment on actual 
data to measure the effectiveness of traffic signal installation on crash experience.  This thesis 
has presented a literature review of the state-of-the-art methods of measuring the effectiveness of 
traffic signals in reducing crashes.  Also, a description of data collected from signal warrant 
study files, crash databases and various FDOT sources was given.  A methodology, descriptive 
analysis and statistical analysis were also presented.    
Summary 
The MUTCD signal warranting procedure is the most common technique for deciding whether to 
install a traffic signal.  It relies on traffic volume and crash data.  This method also depends on 
engineering judgment, which is guided by past experience and the results of previous before and 
after engineering studies. The danger in simple before and after studies is that they may not 
account for trends in time, trends in AADT or regression-to-the-mean.  It is important that each 
of these potential problems is accounted for in a study.  Adjusting before and after studies to 
account for trends in both time and AADT is a fairly simple mathematical task, but adjusting for 
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regression-to-the-mean is a fairly complicated task requiring specialized training, large amounts 
of data, and complicated statistical programs.   
 
Before and after studies tell us the effect that signal installation has on total crashes, crash 
severity and crash type.  Regression analysis is used to determine which operational and 
geometric factors influence crash experience.  Operational factors include AADT, speed limit 
and turning movement counts.  Geometric factors include roadway cross-section, presence of 
medians, number of lanes, presence of turn lanes, number of legs of the intersection, and other 
geometric changes made when the signal was installed.  Regression analysis is also used to 
develop an equation using these factors as variables to model and predict crash numbers, types 
and severities that are expected when a signal is installed. Crash prediction models can then be 
used by traffic engineers to help decided if a signal is appropriate for a given intersection. 
 
Data was gathered from FDOT District Two traffic engineering study files for a five county area 
of northeast Florida.  Crash, traffic volume and geometric data was extracted from 32 signal 
warrant studies, which represented the before time period.  Crash data was also collected from 
the FDOT Crash Analysis Record System for the after time period.  AADT information for both 
time periods was acquired from FDOT Planning website.  This information was entered into an 
Excel spreadsheet for further analysis. 
 
The study methodology consisted of descriptive analysis and statistical analysis.  The descriptive 
analysis sought to use graphical techniques such as line, bar and pie charts to visually identify 
apparent trends in crash data.  Statistical analysis was employed to determine if the apparent 
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trends were, in fact, statistically significant.  Crash frequencies follow a Poisson distribution and 
are tested using a t-test.  Crash rates are said to follow a normal distribution and require a paired 
t-test.  A Z-test was used to test the significance of the difference in the proportions of severities 
and of left-turning traffic.   
 
Crash data was divided into subsets described by various geometric and operational factors, and 
then tested to determine if the crash frequency or rate was significantly different before and after 
a signal was installed.  The following factors were found to be important in influencing crash 
frequencies and/or rates:   
• AADT  
• Roadway cross section  
• Number of lanes 
• Geometric change when signal installed 
• Major road speed limit  
• Minor road speed limit  
• Left turn volume  
• Signal warrant criteria 
 
These factors were then used to develop a linear regression equation to help predict crash 
frequencies after a signal is installed.  The variable that appears to have the greatest influence on 
crashes is the left-turn proportion.  The number of crashes increases as the proportion of left-
turns rises.  Similarly, crashes increase with a rise in the number of through lanes.  To a lesser 
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extent, the cross-section (curbed or not) of the road and the presence of medians also influence 
crashes.     
Conclusions 
The total number of crashes, for the 32 intersections tested, increased 12%, from 3.4 to 3.8 
crashes per year per intersection after a traffic signal was installed.  This change is not 
statistically significant, but it is less than 4.26, the number of crashes that would be expected if 
the signal had not been installed.  The crash rate for the same intersections decreased 26%, from 
6.9 to 5.1 crashes per million vehicle miles after signal installation.  This change is significant 
with 90% confidence.   
 
A similar study conducted in Florida by Pernia (10) measured a 21% increase in crashes and a 
0.58% increase in crash rate.  Comparing Pernia’s study results with those found in this paper, it 
appears that the signalized intersections in northeast Florida were effective in reducing the total 
crash rate, whereas the rest of the state was less fortunate.   
 
When the effectiveness of a signal is being studied the type of crashes we are most interested in 
are rear-ends, angle, left-turn crashes.  In this study, rear-end crashes increased by 86% and the 
rear-end crash rate actually decreased by 5%.  Neither of these changes was statistically 
significant.  This differs from Pernia’s study, where the rear-end crash rate increased by a 
significant 47.6%.  Left-turn and angle crash frequencies and rates decreased as was expected.  
Left-turn crashes dropped by 8% and their rate by 16%, although neither was significant.  Angle 
crash frequency dropped by 60% and the angle crash rate dropped by 66%, both are significant.   
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The definition “Preventable” crashes was tested.  Preventable crashes commonly include only 
left-turn and angle crashes.  However, in signal warrant studies preventable crashes frequently 
include any other crash that may be prevented by installation of a signal.  Such as rear-end 
crashes within a median opening during a two step left turn.  No significant difference was found 
between the two definitions of “Preventable”. 
 
Crash severity is divided into three categories: Property Damage Only (PDO), Injury and Fatal.  
PDO crashes increased by 96%, after signalization, but this change was not significant.  The 
PDO rate, however, decreased by 46.5% and is significant.  The injury category included both 
incapacitating and non-incapacitating injuries.  The number of injury crashes increased by 64.8% 
and the rate by only 0.02%.  Neither change was significant.  Both the number of fatal crashes 
and the rate decreased by 100% and were significant.  The average number of fatal crashes was 
0.043 before signalization, and zero after.  These findings are consistent with other studies in that 
injury and fatal crashes decrease.  But, in northeast Florida, the PDO rate also decreases, which 
was not expected. 
 
A few geometric and operational factors were found to influence crash rates when a signal is 
installed at an intersection.  For example, crash rates dropped significantly on smaller roads after 
signal installation.  When the AADT or number of lanes was small, or a “rural” cross-section 
was in place, the reduction in crash rate was more pronounced.  Signals appear to have more of a 
positive effect on smaller roads than on larger roads. 
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When medians are present on the major roadway and a signal is installed, crashes drop by 20% 
and rates by 19% however neither of these changes are significant.  When medians are not 
present, crashes decrease by 15% and rates by 36.4%.  Only the decrease in rate is significant 
with 90% confidence.  It appears that in this sample, intersections without medians actually 
benefit more from signalization than those with medians.  This is possibly due to the ability of 
motorists to complete left-turns in two steps when medians are present.  But left-turns must be 
made in one step when medians are not present. 
 
The crash prediction model developed uses factors such as number of lanes, cross-section, 
medians and left-turn proportions to predict the crashes to be expected after a signal is installed 
at a given intersection.  With the exception of the number of lanes, the other factors are currently 
not in use in the MUTCD signal warranting procedure.  These factors have been shown in this 
study to influence crashes after signalization occurs and should be considered when the decision 
to install a signal is made. 
Recommendations 
This study showed crashes at 32 signalized intersections are influenced by factors such as 
AADT, number of lanes, medians, cross-section and left-turning volumes.  It is recommended 
that these factors should be studied further to determine the significance of their influence on 
signalized intersection crashes and should be used to develop crash prediction models to help 
traffic engineers make better signal warranting decisions. 
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A left-turn signal warrant should be developed and adopted by the MUTCD.  The current 
procedure bases the volume warrants on the volumes of the through traffic for the major and 
minor roads, but it does not consider the volume of traffic turning from the major roadway.  The 
conflict between this left-turn and the opposing through traffic was found to be an important 
factor in previous research.  And similarly, this study found the higher the proportion of left-
turning traffic at an intersection, the more the intersection benefits from a signal, in terms of 
reduced crash frequency and rates. 
 
Development of a statewide intersection database is recommended.  This database should contain 
crash, geometric and operational data, and would aid in the study of those factors which 
influence crashes at signalized intersections and would make better and more detailed warrant 
studies possible.   
 
It is this author’s belief that implementing the above recommendations would help traffic 
engineers make better decisions about signal installation and would ultimately reduce crash rates 
at signalized intersections. 
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Signalized Locations – Northeast Florida  
 Location  County Section MP Date Installed 
1 US 17 @ CR 315 Clay 71020 2.824 May-00 
2 US 17 @ CR 209 ( Russell Rd) Clay 71020 3.416 Aug-01 
3 US 17 @ Hibernia/ Fleming Island Plantation Clay 71020 5.978 Sep-01 
4 US 17 @ Water Oak Clay 71020 6.708 Jun-03 
5 US 17 @ Eagle Harbor Parkway Clay 71020 8.496 Aug-97 
6 US 17 @ Harbor Island Dr. Clay 71020 10.7 Feb-02 
7 US 17 @ Milwaukee Clay 71020 12.447 Aug-99 
8 SR 10 (Beaver St) @ Jones Rd. Duval 72010 12.587 Jan-01 
9 SR 10 (Beaver St.) @ Devoe St. Duval 72010 13.353 Sep-99 
10 SR 104 (Dunn Ave) @ Pine Estates Dr. Duval 72018 4.927 Feb-01 
11 SR 152 (Baymeadows Rd.) @ Hampton Landing Dr. Duval 72028 5.462 Feb-99 
12 SR 115 (S.S. Blvd) @ Paradise Apts. Duval 72040 1.379 May-02 
13 SR 10 (Atlantic Blvd.) @ Sutton Lakes Dr. Duval 72100 8.871 Dec-01 
14 I 10 @ Chaffee Rd. Duval 72270 11.5 Jun-02 
15 I 295 @ Wilson Blvd.(SR 208) Duval 72295 0.182 Feb-03 
16 SR A1A (SR 200) @ Chester Rd. Nassau 74060 3.25 May-95 
17 SR A1A (SR 200) @ Barnwell Rd.   (at Lowes) Nassau 74060 4.924 Feb-03 
18 SR A1A ( SR 200 ) @ T.J. Courson Rd. Nassau 74060 9.63 Apr-94 
19 SR A1A@ Amelia Island Parkway Nassau 74110 0.747 Jun-06 
20 US 17 @ CR 209 (W. River Rd.) Putnam 76030 4.444 May-01 
21 SR A1A @ ATP Blvd. St. Johns 78001 3.256 Jul-03 
22 SR A1A @ Corona Rd. St. Johns 78001 4.606 Mar-97 
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APPENDIX B: SIGNAL DATA SHEET 
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Signal Data Sheet
General Location Information Geometric/ Operational Information
Location Median?
State Road Main street thru lanes
Side street Minor street thru lanes
Section Main street RTL
Mile Post Minor street RTL
County Main street LTL
Date Installed Minor steet LTL
Permitted? Adjacent land use
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APPENDIX C: AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC 
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0075 Description: SR 206 EAST OF SR 207 @ JCT SIGN, ST JOHNS COUNTY
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 4,600 E 2,200 W 2,400 0.09 0.56 10.00
2003 C 3,400 E 1,700 W 1,700 0.09 0.57 14.20
2002 C 3,500 E 1,700 W 1,800 0.09 0.56 14.20
2001 C 2,900 E 1,400 W 1,500 0.09 0.56 7.50
2000 C 3,700 E 1,800 W 1,900 0.09 0.58 9.50
1999 C 2,800 E 1,300 W 1,500 0.09 0.55 6.10
1998 C 3,200 E 1,500 W 1,700 0.09 0.55 5.40
1997 C 3,100 E 1,500 W 1,600 0.10 0.57 4.30
1996 C 3,100 E 1,500 W 1,600 0.10 0.56 4.50
1995 C 2,800 E 1,400 W 1,400 0.09 0.57 7.90
1994 C 2,300 E 1,100 W 1,200 0.10 0.55 6.10
1993 C 2,100 E 1,000 W 1,100 0.10 0.60 5.20
1992 C 1,900 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 2,559 E 1,208 W 1,351 0.09 0.50 11.80
1990 2,189 E 1,037 W 1,152 0.10 0.57 5.90
1989 2,727 E 1,338 W 1,389 0.09 0.70 6.10
1988 2,036 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.61 9.10
1987 0 E 0 W 0 0.10 0.56 6.90
1986 2,351 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 1,489 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 1,787 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 1,845 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 1,789 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 1,504 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 1,522 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 1,478 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 1,814 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 1,654 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 1,588 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 1,411 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 1,415 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 1,390 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 835 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 891 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 828 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
AADT Flags:  C = Computed;  E = Manual Estimate;  F = First Year Est; 
S = Second Year Est;  T = Third Year Est;  X = Unknown  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0271 Description: SR 207 .4 MI. E. OF I 95
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 18,200 N 9,100 S 9,100 0.09 0.56 10.30
2003 C 18,100 N 9,000 S 9,100 0.09 0.57 10.10
2002 C 17,800 N 8,700 S 9,100 0.09 0.56 11.50
2001 C 16,600 N 8,200 S 8,400 0.09 0.56 10.10
2000 C 12,500 N 6,300 S 6,200 0.09 0.58 10.80
1999 F 12,500 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.55 9.10
1998 C 12,000 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.55 6.80
1997 C 13,000 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.57 6.60
1996 C 12,500 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.56 5.50
1995 C 11,000 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.57 8.00
1994 C 9,500 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.55 12.70
1993 C 9,600 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 8,600 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 6,575 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 7,495 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 6,746 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 6,239 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 5,491 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 5,069 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 4,184 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 4,219 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 3,980 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 4,445 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 3,399 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 3,380 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 2,952 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 3,577 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 3,159 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 2,834 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 2,204 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 1,812 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
AADT Flags:  C = Computed;  E = Manual Estimate;  F = First Year Est; 
S = Second Year Est;  T = Third Year Est;  X = Unknown  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 74 - NASSAU
Site: 0138 Description: SR A1A AT S CITY LIMITS OF FERNANDINA BEACH
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 6,300 0.12 0.58 6.40
2003 C 7,000 N 0 S 0 0.11 0.58 2.20
2002 C 6,700 N 0 S 0 0.12 0.60 3.20
2001 C 7,200 N 0 S 0 0.13 0.59 3.40
2000 C 7,500 N 0 S 0 0.12 0.58 4.70
1999 C 7,200 N 0 S 0 0.12 0.52 2.50
1998 C 7,000 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.51 4.20
1997 C 7,000 N 0 S 0 0.14 0.65 2.00
1996 C 6,800 N 0 S 0 0.12 0.58 1.70
1995 C 5,400 N 0 S 0 0.13 0.59 3.10
1994 C 4,900 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.55 5.30
1993 C 5,100 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 3,900 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 5,107 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 2,901 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 2,711 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 3,038 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 3,035 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 3,326 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 2,804 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 3,603 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 2,981 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 2,569 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 2,959 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 2,075 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 2,064 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 2,080 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 1,768 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 1,514 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 1,667 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 967 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 602 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 686 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 702 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0274 Description: SR A1A O.1 MILE S OF C210 AT AIA SGN
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 13,100 N 6,700 S 6,400 0.09 0.56 4.10
2003 C 16,500 N 8,400 S 8,100 0.09 0.57 4.00
2002 C 15,200 N 7,700 S 7,500 0.09 0.56 3.00
2001 C 18,900 N 9,400 S 9,500 0.09 0.56 3.50
2000 C 18,900 N 9,400 S 9,500 0.09 0.58 2.80
1999 C 17,600 N 8,500 S 9,100 0.09 0.55 2.70
1998 C 18,300 N 9,200 S 9,100 0.09 0.55 4.80
1997 C 17,300 N 8,400 S 8,900 0.10 0.57 3.10
1996 C 16,600 N 7,900 S 8,700 0.10 0.56 2.70
1995 C 15,200 N 7,300 S 7,900 0.09 0.57 3.20
1994 C 14,300 N 7,000 S 7,300 0.10 0.55 2.10
1993 C 13,200 N 6,700 S 6,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 11,300 N 5,500 S 5,800 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 10,399 N 5,394 S 5,005 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 9,753 N 4,690 S 5,063 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 8,256 N 4,175 S 4,081 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 9,039 N 4,610 S 4,429 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 6,945 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 5,881 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 4,365 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 4,302 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 3,785 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0081 Description: S.R.A1A .1 MILE SOUTH OF THE FAIRWAYS
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 32,500 N 16,500 S 16,000 0.09 0.56 4.10
2003 C 33,500 N 17,000 S 16,500 0.09 0.57 4.00
2002 C 33,000 N 16,500 S 16,500 0.09 0.56 3.00
2001 C 29,000 N 14,500 S 14,500 0.09 0.56 3.50
2000 C 32,000 N 16,000 S 16,000 0.09 0.58 2.80
1999 C 29,000 N 13,500 S 15,500 0.09 0.55 2.70
1998 C 32,000 N 16,000 S 16,000 0.09 0.55 4.80
1997 C 30,000 N 16,000 S 14,000 0.10 0.57 3.10
1996 C 29,500 N 14,500 S 15,000 0.10 0.56 2.70  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 0301 Description: S.R.10(ATLANTIC BLVD.)300 FT. WEST OF SAN PABLO R
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 67,000 E 34,000 W 33,000 0.09 0.53 4.00
2003 C 58,500 E 28,500 W 30,000 0.09 0.52 4.30
2002 C 59,000 E 28,000 W 31,000 0.09 0.55 4.40
2001 C 62,000 E 30,500 W 31,500 0.09 0.53 4.20
2000 C 64,000 E 32,500 W 31,500 0.10 0.58 3.40
1999 C 58,000 E 28,500 W 29,500 0.09 0.57 2.50
1998 F 61,000 E 30,000 W 31,000 0.09 0.56 2.80
1997 C 58,000 E 28,500 W 29,500 0.11 0.56 2.80
1996 F 67,000 E 34,500 W 32,500 0.11 0.56 2.10
1995 C 65,000 E 33,500 W 31,500 0.10 0.58 2.90
1994 C 54,500 E 27,500 W 27,000 0.09 0.57 2.60
1993 C 55,000 E 27,500 W 27,500 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 1016 Description: S.R.152 (BAYMEADOWS RD.WEST S.R.9-A
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 30,500 E 15,500 W 15,000 0.09 0.58 3.70
2003 C 28,000 E 14,500 W 13,500 0.09 0.54 3.10
2002 C 28,500 E 14,500 W 14,000 0.10 0.57 2.20
2001 C 29,500 E 15,500 W 14,000 0.11 0.57 2.90
2000 C 30,500 E 16,000 W 14,500 0.11 0.61 2.90
1999 C 31,000 E 16,500 W 14,500 0.09 0.57 2.80
1998 C 20,500 E 10,500 W 10,000 0.09 0.56 2.30  
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County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 0965 Description: SR 104 300' W OF BISCAYNE BLVD.
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 18,400 E 9,400 W 9,000 0.09 0.58 5.10
2003 C 19,300 E 9,800 W 9,500 0.09 0.54 5.00
2002 C 18,300 E 9,100 W 9,200 0.10 0.57 5.00
2001 C 18,500 E 9,500 W 9,000 0.11 0.57 2.50
2000 C 18,300 E 9,200 W 9,100 0.11 0.61 3.40
1999 C 16,900 E 8,600 W 8,300 0.09 0.57 4.10
1998 C 18,000 E 9,200 W 8,800 0.09 0.56 3.70
1997 C 18,500 E 9,400 W 9,100 0.11 0.56 3.50
1996 C 20,500 E 10,500 W 10,000 0.11 0.56 2.20
1995 C 17,500 E 8,800 W 8,700 0.10 0.58 3.50
1994 C 20,100 E 9,600 W 10,500 0.09 0.57 4.10
1993 C 15,700 E 7,900 W 7,800 0.10 0.58 3.60
1992 C 16,600 E 8,400 W 8,200 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 16,507 E 8,183 W 8,324 0.09 0.59 3.90
1990 16,874 E 8,204 W 8,670 0.09 0.57 3.70
1989 14,614 E 6,734 W 7,880 0.08 0.63 5.70
1988 11,752 E 6,010 W 5,742 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 12,241 E 6,368 W 5,873 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 11,620 E 5,927 W 5,693 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 9,782 E 5,099 W 4,683 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 8,716 E 4,280 W 4,436 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 9,793 E 4,650 W 5,143 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 0878 Description: CHAFFEE RD.(C-115-C) .6 MILE SOUTH OF I-10
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 14,300 N 7,400 S 6,900 0.09 0.58 12.00
2003 C 11,800 N 6,100 S 5,700 0.09 0.54 8.10
2002 C 11,200 N 5,800 S 5,400 0.10 0.57 8.10
2001 C 10,300 N 5,300 S 5,000 0.11 0.57 8.00
2000 C 7,300 N 0 S 0 0.11 0.61 2.90
1999 C 6,700 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.57 2.80
1998 C 7,900 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.56 2.30
1997 C 7,300 N 0 S 0 0.11 0.56 2.00
1996 C 7,100 N 0 S 0 0.11 0.56 2.60
1995 C 6,600 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.58 1.90
1994 C 6,500 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.57 2.00
1993 C 6,800 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 6,266 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 6,637 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 5,809 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 5,719 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 5,386 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 4,089 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 4,639 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 4,312 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 3,855 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 3,558 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 3,951 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 3,793 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 3,377 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 3,325 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 3,122 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 2,972 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 3,384 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 3,059 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 3,005 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 0948 Description: SR 208 (WILSON BLVD.)WEST OF FIRESTON RD.    )
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 23,500 E 11,000 W 12,500 0.09 0.58 5.10
2003 C 23,500 E 11,500 W 12,000 0.09 0.54 5.80
2002 C 23,000 E 11,500 W 11,500 0.10 0.57 5.80
2001 C 19,200 E 9,200 W 10,000 0.11 0.57 2.20
2000 F 19,400 E 9,400 W 10,000 0.11 0.61 2.00
1999 C 18,900 E 9,100 W 9,800 0.09 0.57 1.90
1998 C 17,000 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.56 1.90
1997 C 14,300 E 6,900 W 7,400 0.11 0.56 6.20
1996 F 13,300 E 6,300 W 7,000 0.11 0.56 6.00
1995 C 12,900 E 6,100 W 6,800 0.10 0.58 3.30
1994 C 12,700 E 6,200 W 6,500 0.09 0.57 3.30
1993 C 13,200 E 6,500 W 6,700 0.10 0.58 3.00
1992 C 12,800 E 6,200 W 6,600 0.00 0.00 2.70
1991 12,040 E 5,830 W 6,210 0.09 0.59 2.30
1990 13,017 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 12,950 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 12,704 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 10,964 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 13,273 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 10,880 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 10,710 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 11,739 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 10,545 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 10,424 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 10,576 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 0005 Description: SR 10 1.0 MI E OF C-115-C
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 7,600 E 3,800 W 3,800 0.09 0.58 18.50
2003 C 7,900 E 3,900 W 4,000 0.09 0.54 15.60
2002 C 7,200 E 3,500 W 3,700 0.10 0.57 15.60
2001 C 6,900 E 3,300 W 3,600 0.11 0.57 16.20
2000 C 6,600 E 3,200 W 3,400 0.11 0.61 18.30
1999 C 6,200 E 3,000 W 3,200 0.09 0.57 13.40
1998 C 6,600 E 3,200 W 3,400 0.09 0.56 14.30
1997 C 6,500 E 3,200 W 3,300 0.11 0.56 12.90
1996 C 5,900 E 2,900 W 3,000 0.11 0.56 11.80
1995 C 6,600 E 3,300 W 3,300 0.10 0.58 12.30
1994 C 5,800 E 2,800 W 3,000 0.09 0.57 10.90
1993 C 5,400 E 2,600 W 2,800 0.10 0.58 11.20
1992 C 5,600 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 5,005 E 2,493 W 2,512 0.09 0.68 9.70
1990 6,242 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 4,845 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 5,358 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 5,532 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 4,969 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 6,317 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 6,442 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 4,167 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 4,739 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 4,084 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 4,091 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 4,364 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 4,051 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 3,976 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 4,083 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 3,315 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 2,963 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 3,433 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 3,089 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 3,100 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 2,706 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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 Print Date:       
Florida Department of 
Transportation   
       
Transportation Statistics 
Office   
          
     2004 Historical AADT Report  
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS      
          
Site: 0290 Description: S.R 13 .1 MILE NORTH OF GREENBRIAR RD.  





          
2004 C 8,600     0.09  0.56  5.20 
2003 C 6,300 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.57  4.90 
2002 C 5,700 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.56  3.80 
2001 C 5,300 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.56  3.10 
2000 C 4,800 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.58  3.10 
1999 C 5,000 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.55  4.30 
1998 C 4,900 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.55  4.50 
1997 C 4,800 N 0 S 0 0.10  0.57  4.10 
1996 C 4,500 N 0 S 0 0.10  0.56  3.70 
1995 C 4,200 N 0 S 0 0.09  0.57  4.30 
1994 C 4,300 N 0 S 0 0.10  0.55  8.00 
1993 C 3,700 N 0 S 0 0.00  0.00  0.00 
1992 C 3,800 N 0 S 0 0.00  0.00  0.00 
1991  3,684 N 0 S 0 0.00  0.00  0.00 
1990  3,122 N 0 S 0 0.00  0.00  0.00 
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Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0024 Description: SR 13 S. OF RACTRACK RD.
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 30,000 N 15,000 S 15,000 0.09 0.56 5.20
2003 C 24,500 N 12,000 S 12,500 0.09 0.57 3.80
2002 C 25,000 N 12,500 S 12,500 0.09 0.56 3.80
2001 C 24,500 N 12,000 S 12,500 0.09 0.56 3.10
2000 C 25,500 N 12,500 S 13,000 0.09 0.58 3.10
1999 C 23,000 N 11,500 S 11,500 0.09 0.55 4.30
1998 18,700 N 9,300 S 9,400 0.09 0.55 4.50
1997 C 17,900 N 8,900 S 9,000 0.10 0.57 4.10
1996 C 15,600 N 7,500 S 8,100 0.10 0.56 3.70
1995 C 15,200 N 7,500 S 7,700 0.09 0.57 4.30
1994 C 16,200 N 7,900 S 8,300 0.10 0.55 8.00
1993 C 13,100 N 6,500 S 6,600 0.10 0.60 3.20
1992 C 12,500 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 11,022 N 5,458 S 5,564 0.10 0.62 3.00
1990 9,654 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 10,657 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 9,301 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 7,740 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 6,839 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 5,847 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 6,192 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 4,522 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 4,179 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 3,036 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 3,661 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 3,503 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 3,212 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 3,593 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 2,610 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 2,337 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 2,087 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 1,826 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 1,859 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 1,701 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 1,786 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0290 Description: S.R 13 .1 MILE NORTH OF GREENBRIAR RD.
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 8,600 0.09 0.56 5.20
2003 C 6,300 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.57 4.90
2002 C 5,700 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.56 3.80
2001 C 5,300 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.56 3.10
2000 C 4,800 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.58 3.10
1999 C 5,000 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.55 4.30
1998 C 4,900 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.55 4.50
1997 C 4,800 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.57 4.10
1996 C 4,500 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.56 3.70
1995 C 4,200 N 0 S 0 0.09 0.57 4.30
1994 C 4,300 N 0 S 0 0.10 0.55 8.00
1993 C 3,700 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 3,800 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 3,684 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 3,122 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0043 Description: SR-16 .7MI. W. OF I-95 (WEST OF ALL MALL ENTRANCES
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 8,600 0.09 0.56 8.70
2003 C 7,600 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.57 6.20
2002 C 7,400 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.56 4.90
2001 C 5,800 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.56 4.80
2000 C 6,500 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.58 4.70
1999 C 6,400 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.55 5.60
1998 C 6,100 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.55 4.50
1997 C 5,800 E 0 W 0 0.10 0.57 4.00
1996 C 6,000 E 0 W 0 0.10 0.56 4.10
1995 C 5,500 E 0 W 0 0.09 0.57 6.70
1994 C 5,500 E 0 W 0 0.10 0.55 4.30  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 74 - NASSAU
Site: 0105 Description: AIA EAST OF C-200-A CHESTER RD.
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 29,000 E 15,500 W 13,500 0.12 0.58 9.10
2003 C 33,000 E 16,500 W 16,500 0.11 0.58 8.00
2002 C 34,500 E 17,000 W 17,500 0.12 0.60 8.30
2001 C 31,000 E 15,500 W 15,500 0.13 0.59 8.80
2000 C 32,000 E 16,000 W 16,000 0.12 0.58 9.50
1999 C 31,000 E 15,500 W 15,500 0.12 0.52 10.60
1998 C 29,500 E 14,500 W 15,000 0.09 0.51 11.50
1997 C 29,500 E 14,500 W 15,000 0.14 0.65 4.40  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 74 - NASSAU
Site: 0101 Description: SRA1A 0.4MI E OF US 17 AT YULEE
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 25,500 E 13,500 W 12,000 0.12 0.58 9.10
2003 C 29,000 E 14,500 W 14,500 0.11 0.58 8.00
2002 C 29,000 E 15,500 W 13,500 0.12 0.60 8.30
2001 C 30,000 E 16,000 W 14,000 0.13 0.59 8.80
2000 C 27,000 E 13,500 W 13,500 0.12 0.58 9.50
1999 C 28,500 E 14,500 W 14,000 0.12 0.52 10.60
1998 C 27,000 E 13,500 W 13,500 0.09 0.51 11.50
1997 C 26,000 E 13,000 W 13,000 0.14 0.65 10.60
1996 C 25,500 E 12,500 W 13,000 0.12 0.58 8.70
1995 F 23,500 E 12,000 W 11,500 0.13 0.59 8.80
1994 C 22,500 E 11,500 W 11,000 0.10 0.55 10.70
1993 C 22,000 E 11,000 W 11,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 24,500 E 12,500 W 12,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 21,028 E 10,718 W 10,310 0.09 0.51 11.00
1990 19,882 E 10,016 W 9,866 0.09 0.51 10.70
1989 18,976 E 9,515 W 9,461 0.09 0.54 9.70
1988 16,958 E 8,548 W 8,410 0.09 0.52 10.10
1987 18,918 E 9,563 W 9,355 0.09 0.53 7.30
1986 15,230 E 7,690 W 7,540 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 15,358 E 7,696 W 7,662 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 13,580 E 6,748 W 6,832 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 13,246 E 6,601 W 6,645 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 11,962 E 5,869 W 6,093 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 11,715 E 5,778 W 5,937 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 10,785 E 5,436 W 5,349 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 10,298 E 5,051 W 5,247 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 10,073 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 9,257 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 8,388 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 9,064 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 7,143 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 6,090 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 6,260 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 5,507 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 74 - NASSAU
Site: 0102 Description: SR A1A 200 FT.SOUTH OF LIME ST.
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 19,600 N 10,500 S 9,100 0.12 0.58 9.10
2003 C 18,800 N 9,400 S 9,400 0.11 0.58 8.00
2002 C 19,600 N 9,900 S 9,700 0.12 0.60 8.30
2001 C 18,800 N 9,500 S 9,300 0.13 0.59 8.80
2000 C 21,000 N 10,500 S 10,500 0.12 0.58 9.50
1999 C 19,700 N 9,800 S 9,900 0.12 0.52 10.60
1998 C 16,500 N 8,300 S 8,200 0.09 0.51 11.50
1997 C 19,900 N 9,400 S 10,500 0.14 0.65 10.60
1996 C 23,000 N 11,500 S 11,500 0.12 0.58 8.70
1995 C 18,400 N 9,600 S 8,800 0.13 0.59 8.80
1994 C 15,900 N 8,000 S 7,900 0.10 0.55 10.70
1993 C 17,700 N 7,900 S 9,800 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 19,300 N 9,800 S 9,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 18,981 N 9,486 S 9,495 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 16,738 N 8,443 S 8,295 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 16,074 N 8,102 S 7,972 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 17,860 N 8,959 S 8,901 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 15,951 N 8,048 S 7,903 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 16,200 N 8,002 S 8,198 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 14,932 N 7,520 S 7,412 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 13,878 N 6,927 S 6,951 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 14,714 N 7,285 S 7,429 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 13,139 N 6,725 S 6,414 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 12,317 N 6,169 S 6,148 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 12,069 N 5,978 S 6,091 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 12,725 N 6,569 S 6,156 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 9,756 N 5,017 S 4,739 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 9,773 N 5,188 S 4,585 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 9,635 N 5,037 S 4,598 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 9,581 N 4,836 S 4,745 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 8,910 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 7,672 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 7,168 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 7,288 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 7,073 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 0985 Description: SR 115 .3 MILE SOUTH OF RAMP FROM I-95
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 34,000 N 16,500 S 17,500 0.09 0.58 5.60
2003 C 32,500 N 15,500 S 17,000 0.09 0.54 3.40
2002 C 31,500 N 15,000 S 16,500 0.10 0.57 4.10
2001 C 37,500 N 19,000 S 18,500 0.11 0.57 5.30
2000 C 38,500 N 18,500 S 20,000 0.11 0.61 5.50
1999 C 36,500 N 18,000 S 18,500 0.09 0.57 11.10
1998 C 38,500 N 18,500 S 20,000 0.09 0.56 6.30
1997 C 39,000 N 18,500 S 20,500 0.11 0.56 4.00
1996 C 39,000 N 20,500 S 18,500 0.11 0.56 4.40
1995 C 36,500 N 17,500 S 19,000 0.10 0.58 3.90
1994 C 28,500 N 13,500 S 15,000 0.09 0.57 2.20
1993 C 27,500 N 13,000 S 14,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 25,500 N 12,500 S 13,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 20,211 N 9,580 S 10,631 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 15,571 N 7,709 S 7,862 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0047 Description: SR 5 US 1 NW OF JCT C 210 TO NE
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 23,500 N 12,000 S 11,500 0.09 0.56 5.20
2003 C 19,800 N 9,800 S 10,000 0.09 0.57 5.10
2002 C 19,100 N 9,400 S 9,700 0.09 0.56 5.30
2001 C 18,400 N 9,000 S 9,400 0.09 0.56 5.00
2000 F 15,300 N 7,600 S 7,700 0.09 0.58 4.30
1999 C 14,900 N 7,400 S 7,500 0.09 0.55 4.40
1998 C 15,400 N 7,800 S 7,600 0.09 0.55 3.20
1997 C 16,100 N 8,200 S 7,900 0.10 0.57 3.30
1996 C 13,900 N 7,100 S 6,800 0.10 0.56 4.20
1995 C 14,100 N 7,200 S 6,900 0.09 0.57 3.30
1994 C 13,000 N 5,800 S 7,200 0.10 0.55 2.40
1993 C 12,600 N 6,400 S 6,200 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 12,300 N 6,300 S 6,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 11,859 N 6,088 S 5,771 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 10,268 N 5,269 S 4,999 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 11,958 N 6,082 S 5,876 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 11,272 N 5,949 S 5,323 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 10,474 N 5,876 S 4,598 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 10,275 N 5,356 S 4,919 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 8,223 N 3,952 S 4,271 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 8,390 N 4,213 S 4,177 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 7,008 N 3,604 S 3,404 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 7,107 N 3,621 S 3,486 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 5,612 N 2,845 S 2,767 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 6,488 N 3,368 S 3,120 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 6,800 N 3,504 S 3,296 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 5,745 N 2,821 S 2,924 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 5,657 N 2,946 S 2,711 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 5,576 N 2,827 S 2,749 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 5,851 N 2,967 S 2,884 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 5,329 N 2,722 S 2,607 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 4,887 N 2,390 S 2,497 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 4,677 N 2,336 S 2,341 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 4,605 N 2,384 S 2,221 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 3,822 N 1,898 S 1,924 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 3550 Description: SR-15 150'S OF TROUT RIVER BLVD
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 25,000 N 12,000 S 13,000 0.09 0.58 16.30
2003 C 25,500 N 12,500 S 13,000 0.09 0.54 17.00
2002 C 23,000 N 11,500 S 11,500 0.10 0.57 14.20
2001 C 23,000 N 11,500 S 11,500 0.11 0.57 14.30
2000 C 23,000 N 11,500 S 11,500 0.11 0.61 13.60
1999 C 19,500 N 9,900 S 9,600 0.09 0.57 16.20
1998 C 21,000 N 10,500 S 10,500 0.09 0.56 15.30
1997 C 20,200 N 9,700 S 10,500 0.11 0.56 14.30
1996 C 19,500 N 9,500 S 10,000 0.11 0.56 12.30
1995 C 19,200 N 9,300 S 9,900 0.10 0.58 12.40
1994 C 17,400 N 8,500 S 8,900 0.09 0.57 14.90
1993 C 18,000 N 8,600 S 9,400 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 15,500 N 7,700 S 7,800 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 17,461 N 8,492 S 8,969 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 17,002 N 8,269 S 8,733 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 18,451 N 9,047 S 9,404 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 16,560 N 7,955 S 8,605 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 17,202 N 8,264 S 8,938 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 16,826 N 8,123 S 8,703 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 15,586 N 7,394 S 8,192 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 15,904 N 7,508 S 8,396 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 13,441 N 6,360 S 7,081 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 11,837 N 5,768 S 6,069 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 11,403 N 5,672 S 5,731 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 11,661 N 6,117 S 5,544 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 11,801 N 5,799 S 6,002 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 13,257 N 6,581 S 6,676 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 0 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 0 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 10,119 N 4,872 S 5,247 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 10,002 N 4,596 S 5,406 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 10,783 N 5,074 S 5,709 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 10,040 N 4,670 S 5,370 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 8,248 N 4,145 S 4,103 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 9,611 N 4,588 S 5,023 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 72 - DUVAL
Site: 3912 Description: SR 5(US 1) SOUTH OF BAY MEADOWS WAY
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 37,000 N 18,000 S 19,000 0.09 0.58 6.90
2003 C 33,500 N 17,500 S 16,000 0.09 0.54 10.30
2002 C 33,000 N 17,000 S 16,000 0.10 0.57 10.10
2001 C 35,500 N 18,500 S 17,000 0.11 0.57 7.90
2000 C 36,000 N 18,500 S 17,500 0.11 0.61 6.80
1999 C 34,000 N 17,500 S 16,500 0.09 0.57 12.30
1998 C 35,500 N 17,500 S 18,000 0.09 0.56 7.40
1997 C 34,000 N 17,000 S 17,000 0.11 0.56 5.60
1996 C 40,000 N 20,000 S 20,000 0.11 0.56 5.10
1995 C 36,500 N 18,500 S 18,000 0.10 0.58 6.20
1994 C 31,000 N 15,500 S 15,500 0.09 0.57 6.70
1993 C 30,000 N 15,000 S 15,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 31,500 N 16,500 S 15,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 29,344 N 14,155 S 15,189 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 31,301 N 15,331 S 15,970 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 28,045 N 13,327 S 14,718 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 26,302 N 12,171 S 14,131 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 21,406 N 10,261 S 11,145 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 23,132 N 11,021 S 12,111 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 19,352 N 9,537 S 9,815 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 16,355 N 8,161 S 8,194 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 16,180 N 7,952 S 8,228 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 12,790 N 6,123 S 6,667 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 12,733 N 5,942 S 6,791 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 12,154 N 5,981 S 6,173 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 11,415 N 5,607 S 5,808 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 9,915 N 4,909 S 5,006 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 8,047 N 3,848 S 4,199 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 8,311 N 4,145 S 4,166 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 7,364 N 3,582 S 3,782 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 6,897 N 3,361 S 3,536 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 6,326 N 3,125 S 3,201 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 5,978 N 2,952 S 3,026 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 78 - ST.JOHNS
Site: 0102 Description: SR 5 US 1 SOUTH OF C.R.16-A
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 26,500 N 13,500 S 13,000 0.09 0.56 5.20
2003 C 25,500 N 13,000 S 12,500 0.09 0.57 5.30
2002 C 25,000 N 12,500 S 12,500 0.09 0.56 5.30
2001 C 24,500 N 12,500 S 12,000 0.09 0.56 5.00
2000 C 25,000 N 13,000 S 12,000 0.09 0.58 4.30
1999 C 24,500 N 12,500 S 12,000 0.09 0.55 4.40
1998 C 24,500 N 12,500 S 12,000 0.09 0.55 3.20
1997 C 23,500 N 12,000 S 11,500 0.10 0.57 3.30
1996 C 22,000 N 11,000 S 11,000 0.10 0.56 4.20
1995 C 21,000 N 10,500 S 10,500 0.09 0.57 3.30
1994 C 21,000 N 11,000 S 10,000 0.10 0.55 2.40
1993 C 19,100 N 9,600 S 9,500 0.10 0.60 4.90
1992 C 19,000 N 9,500 S 9,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 21,112 N 10,808 S 10,304 0.10 0.60 3.20
1990 17,279 N 8,760 S 8,519 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 20,007 N 10,757 S 9,250 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 18,469 N 9,622 S 8,847 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 18,945 N 9,440 S 9,505 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 15,605 N 7,832 S 7,773 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 13,167 N 6,606 S 6,561 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 14,292 N 7,195 S 7,097 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 12,691 N 6,514 S 6,177 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 11,625 N 5,640 S 5,985 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 11,749 N 5,778 S 5,971 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 10,429 N 5,309 S 5,120 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 10,441 N 5,234 S 5,207 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 10,097 N 5,121 S 4,976 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 9,657 N 4,785 S 4,872 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 10,434 N 5,297 S 5,137 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 10,917 N 5,646 S 5,271 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 8,776 N 4,446 S 4,330 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 8,867 N 4,445 S 4,422 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 7,373 N 3,550 S 3,823 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 8,624 N 4,362 S 4,262 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 7,743 N 3,908 S 3,835 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  March 21, 2006 Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 71 - CLAY
Site: 0020 Description: ON SR 15 300' S OF C-209 TO WEST
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 34,000 N 17,000 S 17,000 0.10 0.57 7.80
2003 C 28,500 N 14,500 S 14,000 0.10 0.56 5.90
2002 C 27,500 N 14,000 S 13,500 0.10 0.55 6.80
2001 C 26,000 N 13,000 S 13,000 0.09 0.57 7.60
2000 C 26,000 N 13,000 S 13,000 0.10 0.58 7.80
1999 C 28,000 N 13,500 S 14,500 0.09 0.58 4.30
1998 C 23,500 N 11,500 S 12,000 0.10 0.57 6.00
1997 C 23,000 N 11,500 S 11,500 0.10 0.55 6.10
1996 C 22,000 N 11,000 S 11,000 0.10 0.54 6.10
1995 C 21,500 N 11,000 S 10,500 0.10 0.55 12.50
1994 C 21,500 N 11,000 S 10,500 0.10 0.54 4.00
1993 C 25,500 N 12,000 S 13,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 20,200 N 10,500 S 9,700 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 17,889 N 9,096 S 8,793 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 16,678 N 8,491 S 8,187 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 16,122 N 8,206 S 7,916 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 17,220 N 8,772 S 8,448 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 16,174 N 8,248 S 7,926 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 16,359 N 8,258 S 8,101 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 14,529 N 7,317 S 7,212 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 12,951 N 6,553 S 6,398 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 12,337 N 6,112 S 6,225 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 11,714 N 5,937 S 5,777 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 11,279 N 5,784 S 5,495 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 10,444 N 5,236 S 5,208 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 10,708 N 5,424 S 5,284 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 10,698 N 5,387 S 5,311 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 9,583 N 4,653 S 4,930 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 9,103 N 4,594 S 4,509 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 4,120 N 2,060 S 2,060 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 0 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 0 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 5,604 N 2,802 S 2,802 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 5,558 N 2,779 S 2,779 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 4,942 N 2,471 S 2,471 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 71 - CLAY
Site: 0046 Description: ON CR 220 200' W. OF SR 15
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 30,000 E 15,500 W 14,500 0.10 0.57 5.20
2003 C 28,500 E 15,000 W 13,500 0.10 0.56 3.60
2002 C 24,500 E 12,500 W 12,000 0.10 0.55 2.30
2001 C 21,000 E 10,500 W 10,500 0.09 0.57 3.20
2000 C 18,700 E 9,500 W 9,200 0.10 0.58 2.20
1999 C 19,300 E 9,800 W 9,500 0.09 0.58 2.30
1998 C 19,600 E 10,000 W 9,600 0.10 0.57 2.50
1997 C 20,000 E 10,000 W 10,000 0.10 0.55 1.60
1996 C 16,500 E 7,600 W 8,900 0.10 0.54 2.60
1995 C 22,100 E 9,100 W 13,000 0.10 0.55 4.20
1994 C 13,500 E 0 W 0 0.10 0.54 5.50
1989 9,911 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 7,851 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 7,971 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 6,349 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 5,135 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 5,207 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 4,449 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 3,732 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 3,708 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 3,328 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 3,185 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 3,359 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 3,244 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 3,059 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 2,538 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 2,418 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 2,097 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 1,138 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 1,022 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 1,088 E 0 W 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 71 - CLAY
Site: 0131 Description: ON US 17 100' SOUTH OF DOCTOR INLET BRIDGE
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 60,500 N 30,000 S 30,500 0.10 0.57 7.80
2003 C 53,500 N 26,500 S 27,000 0.10 0.56 5.90
2002 C 52,000 N 26,500 S 25,500 0.10 0.55 6.80
2001 C 43,000 N 21,000 S 22,000 0.09 0.57 7.60
2000 C 43,500 N 21,500 S 22,000 0.10 0.58 7.80
1999 C 43,000 N 22,000 S 21,000 0.09 0.58 4.30
1998 C 42,000 N 21,000 S 21,000 0.10 0.57 6.00
1997 C 46,500 N 23,500 S 23,000 0.10 0.55 6.10
1996 C 42,000 N 20,500 S 21,500 0.10 0.54 6.10
1995 C 39,500 N 19,500 S 20,000 0.10 0.55 5.80
1994 C 36,000 N 17,500 S 18,500 0.10 0.54 4.00
1993 C 34,500 N 17,000 S 17,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 31,500 N 15,500 S 16,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 27,801 N 13,799 S 14,002 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 28,256 N 14,514 S 13,742 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 27,464 N 13,872 S 13,592 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 27,344 N 13,502 S 13,842 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 25,038 N 12,503 S 12,535 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 24,601 N 12,427 S 12,174 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 19,769 N 9,981 S 9,788 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 18,475 N 9,343 S 9,132 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 17,795 N 9,071 S 8,724 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 15,059 N 7,313 S 7,746 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 14,659 N 7,145 S 7,514 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 14,036 N 7,061 S 6,975 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 14,062 N 7,125 S 6,937 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 13,890 N 6,925 S 6,965 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 13,255 N 6,689 S 6,566 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 12,221 N 6,033 S 6,188 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 10,916 N 5,505 S 5,411 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 10,765 N 5,295 S 5,470 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 9,904 N 5,061 S 4,843 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 8,427 N 4,255 S 4,172 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 71 - CLAY
Site: 3101 Description: ON SR 15 100' N. OF BLACK CR. BR.
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 34,000 N 17,000 S 17,000 0.10 0.57 7.80
2003 C 28,500 N 14,500 S 14,000 0.10 0.56 5.90
2002 C 26,500 N 13,000 S 13,500 0.10 0.55 6.80
2001 C 24,500 N 12,500 S 12,000 0.09 0.57 7.60
2000 C 27,500 N 13,500 S 14,000 0.10 0.58 7.80
1999 C 24,500 N 12,500 S 12,000 0.09 0.58 4.30
1998 F 25,000 N 14,000 S 11,000 0.10 0.57 6.00
1997 C 24,000 N 13,500 S 10,500 0.10 0.55 6.10
1996 C 20,500 N 10,500 S 10,000 0.10 0.54 6.10
1995 C 20,500 N 10,500 S 10,000 0.10 0.55 5.80
1994 C 19,400 N 9,400 S 10,000 0.10 0.54 4.00
1993 C 23,000 N 10,500 S 12,500 0.00 0.00 0.00
1992 C 18,200 N 9,200 S 9,000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 16,376 N 8,272 S 8,104 0.09 0.51 9.60
1990 16,066 N 8,221 S 7,845 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 15,982 N 8,159 S 7,823 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 15,880 N 7,967 S 7,913 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 15,691 N 8,067 S 7,624 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 16,205 N 8,352 S 7,853 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 13,765 N 6,933 S 6,832 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 12,747 N 6,502 S 6,245 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 11,407 N 5,306 S 6,101 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 11,709 N 6,017 S 5,692 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 10,903 N 5,618 S 5,285 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 10,174 N 5,138 S 5,036 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 10,358 N 5,206 S 5,152 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 10,107 N 5,041 S 5,066 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 9,074 N 4,499 S 4,575 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 8,543 N 4,279 S 4,264 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 0 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 0 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 4,850 N 2,425 S 2,425 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 5,222 N 2,611 S 2,611 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 5,210 N 2,605 S 2,605 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 4,482 N 2,241 S 2,241 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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Print Date:  Florida Department of Transportation
Transportation Statistics Office
2004 Historical AADT Report
County: 76 - PUTNAM
Site: 0086 Description: SR 15 (US17) 1000 FT NORTH OF C-209
Year AADT Direction 1 Direction 2 K Factor D Factor T Factor
2004 C 11,700 N 5,900 S 5,800 0.09 0.59 16.70
2003 C 12,000 N 5,800 S 6,200 0.09 0.62 20.90
2002 C 10,800 N 5,500 S 5,300 0.09 0.61 20.90
2001 C 10,200 N 5,200 S 5,000 0.09 0.59 19.40
2000 C 9,700 N 5,000 S 4,700 0.10 0.64 19.60
1999 C 9,800 N 4,900 S 4,900 0.10 0.62 22.70
1998 C 9,500 N 4,800 S 4,700 0.10 0.62 17.90
1997 C 9,200 N 4,700 S 4,500 0.10 0.63 17.70
1996 C 8,600 N 4,300 S 4,300 0.10 0.63 15.50
1995 C 8,800 N 4,400 S 4,400 0.09 0.63 14.30
1994 C 8,400 N 4,200 S 4,200 0.10 0.54 14.80
1993 C 6,600 N 3,900 S 2,700 0.09 0.61 18.50
1992 C 7,000 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 6,787 N 3,361 S 3,426 0.09 0.54 14.80
1990 7,676 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 7,533 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1988 7,495 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 7,102 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 6,591 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1985 6,504 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1984 6,133 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1983 6,302 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 6,841 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1981 5,731 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 3,913 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1979 3,544 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 3,967 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1977 3,852 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1976 3,988 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 3,328 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1974 3,552 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 3,168 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 3,141 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 3,146 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 2,783 N 0 S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00  
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   CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  15:50:39 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 270 000       MP: 011 . 450                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 270 000       MP: 011 . 550                                
 SR#: SR      8            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 270 000          TOT CRASHES:      
12 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   541196090 011.478   10/28/2000   18 01    01   01   01   R   S               
   601737330 011.497   07/06/2001   21 77    01   01   01   L   2       2       
   758824120 011.497   06/28/2003   01 00    01   02   01   R   1               
   706489850 011.497   08/21/2004   21 00    01   02   01   R   U               
   707721730 011.497   09/28/2004   21 00    01   01   01   R   1               
   601753150 011.504   07/06/2001   21 00    01   01   01   L   2               
   720076630 011.504   06/18/2002   77 00    01   02   01   R   1               
   757888840 011.504   10/21/2003   21 37    01   01   01   R   1       1       
   707543780 011.504   03/24/2004   21 00    01   01   01   R   2               
   758782540 011.518   07/22/2004   01 00    01   01   01   L   2               
   615966740 011.523   11/02/2001   01 00    01   02   01   L   1       3       
 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     2 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 270 000       MP: 011 . 450                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 270 000       MP: 011 . 550                                
 SR#: SR      8            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 270 000          TOT CRASHES:      
12 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   706475440 011.523   11/06/2002   06 00    01   02   01   R   S               
 167
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:52:31 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
3 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 295 000       MP: 000 . 132                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 295 000       MP: 000 . 232                                
 SR#: SR    208            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 295 000          TOT CRASHES:      
33 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   527558630 000.140   05/06/2000   03 00    01   01   07   L   1               
   554148380 000.140   11/08/2000   01 00    01   01   07   I   M       1       
   563046470 000.140   05/09/2000   03 00    01   01   08   R   2       1       
   601700190 000.140   10/02/2001   04 19    04   01   03   R   2       2       
   601706370 000.140   11/18/2001   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   604649120 000.140   03/21/2001   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       2       
   701023650 000.140   02/11/2002   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
   720609250 000.140   05/09/2002   04 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
   750363640 000.140   12/18/2004   04 00    01   01   02   R   2       3       
   720296190 000.147   08/16/2002   03 06    03   01   02   R   1       1       
   758576180 000.150   03/01/2004   01 00    01   01   03   R   1       1                 
   701014050 000.153   05/04/2002   00 00    01   01   01   M   M               
   700518570 000.160   04/26/2002   04 00    01   01   01   L   2       1       
   708160340 000.163   05/17/2002   77 00    01   01   01   L   2       2       
   585947280 000.165   09/06/2000   01 00    01   02   03   L   L               
   527559220 000.166   01/13/2000   01 01    04   01   01   R   1       1       
   720353200 000.166   04/05/2002   01 00    01   01   01   L   2       1       
   720280900 000.168   11/26/2002   01 06    01   01   02   R   L               
   720963440 000.169   12/02/2002   06 00    04   01   03   R   1               
   758726020 000.178   03/01/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   L               
   720258140 000.195   11/20/2002   01 00    01   01   08   L   X       2       
   720974000 000.204   12/07/2002   03 00    04   01   01   L   2       1       
   720383630 000.207   04/21/2003   06 00    01   01   01   L   1               
   758415930 000.217   07/29/2004   01 00    01   01   01   R   2               
   563656830 000.223   07/16/2000   04 00    01   01   07   R   2       6       
   564180910 000.223   02/18/2000   03 00    01   01   07   R   2       2       
   580829100 000.223   04/24/2000   04 00    01   01   07   L   1               
   585958940 000.223   09/04/2000   03 00    01   01   07   R   2       5       
   601067590 000.223   07/28/2001   77 00    04   01   02   M   M       1       
   601718840 000.223   02/07/2001   04 00    04   01   02   L   1       2       
   616426530 000.223   08/31/2001   04 00    01   01   02   R   2               
   720336730 000.223   11/08/2002   01 00    02   01   08   L   X       2       
   707718100 000.223   01/09/2003   03 00    04   01   02   L   1       1       
 168
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:35:06 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 010 000       MP: 013 . 303                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 010 000       MP: 013 . 403                                
SR#: SR     10            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 010 000          TOT CRASHES:      
10 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                               
  581057840 013.315   08/21/2000   22 00    01   01   01   L   S       1       
  758551120 013.315   03/07/2004   31 00    04   01   03   L   S       1       
  580721310 013.353   05/01/2000   01 00    01   01   02   T   1               
  580827030 013.353   02/13/2000   03 00    03   01   02   L   1       3       
  615985020 013.353   07/13/2001   04 00    02   01   02   L   1       1       
  615985140 013.353   07/20/2001   04 00    04   02   02   R   1               
  616598690 013.353   10/28/2001   04 00    04   01   02   I   M       3       
  720964150 013.353   12/13/2003   77 00    01   01   03   S   1               
  720964180 013.353   05/21/2004   77 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  758426410 013.353   09/07/2004   03 00    01   02   02   R   1               
 169
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:48:19 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
4 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 100 000       MP: 008 . 821                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 100 000       MP: 008 . 921                                
SR#: SR     10            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 100 000          TOT CRASHES:      
40 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
  720416620 008.832   06/09/2002   06 00    04   01   01   L   3               
  720396000 008.832   12/18/2003   22 31    04   01   01   M   M               
  758991360 008.832   05/21/2004   01 00    01   01   01   L   1               
  562094710 008.833   07/31/2000   06 00    04   01   01   R   2       1       
  720612390 008.861   02/05/2003   01 00    04   01   03   R   3       1       
  720554650 008.870   09/09/2002   01 00    01   01   03   L   2       2       
  758996830 008.880   12/18/2003   01 00    04   01   01   L   2       2       
  700622330 008.880   11/24/2004   02 00    04   02   02   R   2               
  758423460 008.880   10/01/2004   01 00    04   01   03   R   3       2       
  701061550 008.881   07/27/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   L               
  758322930 008.881   03/06/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   3               
  613446600 008.883   11/30/2001   01 00    02   01   02   R   2       2       
  613446650 008.883   11/30/2001   01 00    02   01   02   R   2       2       
  615792300 008.885   12/28/2001   01 00    04   01   02   L   U               
  720092450 008.885   05/11/2003   01 00    01   01   02   R   2               
  720308450 008.888   05/18/2003   01 00    04   01   03   R   3       3       
  587164840 008.889   05/10/2001   03 02    04   01   02   R   2       3       
  615266920 008.889   10/28/2001   77 77    01   01   02   L   1       1       
  615894210 008.889   07/20/2001   77 03    01   02   02   L   2               
  616595790 008.889   08/24/2001   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       3       
  709458240 008.889   07/09/2002   01 00    02   02   02   R   3               
  709468910 008.889   09/01/2002   77 00    01   01   02   R   2       2       
  700648300 008.889   04/26/2003   06 00    01   01   02   L   2               
  709517800 008.889   02/28/2003   10 00    01   01   02   S   C       1       
  720554770 008.889   03/23/2003   01 00    01   02   02   R   3               
  720601060 008.889   07/13/2003   01 00    01   02   02   L   1       1       
  720953230 008.889   06/06/2003   01 00    01   01   03   L   1               
  758320020 008.889   10/13/2003   77 00    01   01   01   S   S           Y   
  758484140 008.889   08/25/2004   01 00    04   02   02   R   3       1       
  720588490 008.892   04/03/2004   03 00    01   01   03   L   1       1       
  720587960 008.893   11/16/2002   01 00    05   02   02   L   3       1       
  709532430 008.894   04/24/2003   01 00    01   01   03   L   2       2       
  758995000 008.895   12/24/2003   01 00    02   01   03   L   L               
  758730120 008.895   04/12/2004   01 00    01   01   03   L   3       1       
  615772200 008.908   09/14/2001   22 31    01   02   01   M   M       1       
  720594440 008.908   11/08/2002   01 00    01   01   03   L   L               
  580781360 008.909   05/02/2000   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  587160160 008.909   10/22/2000   17 00    04   01   02   R   S   1           
  580859180 008.909   02/02/2001   17 00    04   02   02   L   S   1           
  616618900 008.918   03/07/2001   05 00    01   01   02   S   2       1       
 170
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:33:42 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 010 000       MP: 012 . 537                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 010 000       MP: 012 . 637                                
 SR#: SR     10            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 010 000          TOT CRASHES:      
10 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   758791440 012.540   05/20/2004   01 00    01   01   01   L   1       1       
   720059160 012.550   06/17/2002   22 00    01   02   01   R   S       1       
   553602720 012.578   02/18/2000   06 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   580712940 012.578   12/02/2000   77 00    88   77   02   L   S               
   586618570 012.578   07/18/2000   01 00    01   01   02   R   L               
   616442110 012.578   09/01/2001   77 00    04   02   02   U   U               
   700611180 012.578   10/21/2002   04 00    01   01   04   T   1           Y   
   720035570 012.578   09/21/2002   05 00    01   01   02   L   1               
   701276170 012.578   01/19/2003   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   758846130 012.578   02/11/2004   04 00    04   02   02   R   1       1       
 171
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:36:12 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 018 000       MP: 004 . 877                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 018 000       MP: 004 . 977                                
 SR#: SR    104            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 018 000          TOT CRASHES:      
11 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   570961670 004.900   08/11/2000   01 22    01   02   02   L   1       1       
   700512190 004.900   10/22/2002   01 00    04   01   02   L   U               
   700511360 004.900   04/21/2003   77 00    01   01   02   R   2               
   701283520 004.900   11/29/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   758584610 004.900   09/10/2004   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   615861100 004.906   03/13/2001   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       2       
   758309540 004.906   11/12/2003   01 00    04   01   03   L   1       1       
   720966650 004.938   05/28/2003   12 00    04   01   03   R   2       1       
   758606600 004.964   09/27/2003   06 00    01   01   01   R   2               
   616608090 004.970   02/09/2001   17 00    01   01   04   R   S               
   700510230 004.970   08/22/2002   04 00    01   01   02   T   2               
 172
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:47:02 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 040 000       MP: 001 . 329                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 040 000       MP: 001 . 429                                
 SR#: SR    115            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 040 000          TOT CRASHES:       
8 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   758333540 001.377   12/07/2003   01 00    04   01   01   R   2               
   701048720 001.379   11/07/2003   22 00    04   01   01   R   S               
   701289930 001.379   11/05/2003   17 00    04   01   03   S   S               
   758805390 001.379   11/16/2003   01 00    05   01   02   L   L       1       
   720420390 001.379   12/22/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       2       
   758653490 001.379   07/05/2004   01 00    01   01   01   S   1           Y   
   720434390 001.407   02/10/2003   03 00    01   01   01   R   1       2       
   591819580 001.417   09/20/2001   34 00    01   01   01   S   S           Y   
 173
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:42:31 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 72 028 000       MP: 005 . 412                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 72 028 000       MP: 005 . 512                                
 SR#: SR    152            CO/SEC/SUB: 72 028 000          TOT CRASHES:       
8 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   563509690 005.443   06/29/2000   15 00    01   01   01   L   2               
   721133600 005.452   05/07/2003   26 22    04   03   01   L   S               
   720434270 005.472   06/12/2002   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   530073130 005.481   03/27/2000   01 00    03   02   02   R   2       2       
   599611060 005.481   10/29/2001   04 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   599611080 005.481   10/30/2001   04 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   616583480 005.481   09/07/2001   03 00    04   01   02   R   2       2       
   720324530 005.482   10/28/2002   01 00    04   01   02   L   2       1       
 174
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:26:28 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 005 . 294                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 005 . 394                                
SR#: SR     13            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000          TOT CRASHES:      
10 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                               
  712261990 005.313   11/15/2004   04 00    03   01   01   L   S       1       
  711889400 005.327   07/28/2003   03 00    01   01   02   L   1               
  563677620 005.332   07/15/2000   31 00    01   01   02   I   M       1       
  583927320 005.332   11/07/2000   27 00    05   01   02   L   S       1       
  603291970 005.332   06/17/2001   04 00    01   01   02   I   M       3       
  711872270 005.332   11/25/2002   01 00    05   01   02   S   1       1       
  712194090 005.332   05/30/2002   04 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  725987160 005.332   12/20/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  757860270 005.332   05/15/2003   04 00    03   01   02   L   1               
  563677600 005.338   07/03/2000   15 00    05   01   01   L   1       1       
 175
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:29:42 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 015 . 340                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 015 . 440                                
 SR#: SR     13            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000          TOT CRASHES:       
1 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   712283870 015.372   02/22/2003   29 22    05   01   01   R   S       3       
                                                                                
 176
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:28:35 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 014 . 451                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 014 . 551                                
 SR#: SR     13            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000          TOT CRASHES:       
7 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   570904350 014.490   02/23/2000   03 31    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   583927140 014.490   07/08/2000   04 27    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   711869080 014.490   06/12/2002   06 00    05   01   02   R   1       3       
   711870960 014.490   01/04/2002   04 00    01   01   02   R   1               
   712273260 014.490   06/03/2003   03 00    04   02   02   R   2       2       
   706932040 014.490   08/17/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   591240140 014.499   10/31/2001   01 00    88   01   02   L   1       1       
 177
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 014 . 231                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000       MP: 014 . 331                                
 SR#: SR     13            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 070 000          TOT CRASHES:      
17 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
   712256510 014.239   02/09/2003   04 00    01   02   01   L   1       1       
   725977180 014.239   01/27/2003   01 00    01   01   03   R   1               
   727582420 014.252   06/21/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
   564190710 014.258   11/01/2000   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
   541287460 014.258   11/12/2001   01 00    02   02   04   S   1       2   Y   
   603304540 014.258   08/31/2001   01 00    01   01   02   S   1               
   604875420 014.258   05/03/2001   03 00    04   01   02   L   L               
   725975000 014.258   02/14/2002   03 77    05   01   02   R   1               
   727367340 014.258   07/16/2002   28 00    01   01   01   L   S               
   603303910 014.258   07/02/2003   01 00    04   01   03   I   M               
   711881110 014.258   10/16/2003   01 00    01   01   02   S   1       1       
   727383370 014.258   07/02/2003   01 00    04   01   02   I   M               
   727572200 014.258   05/27/2003   04 00    04   02   02   R   2       2       
   757856130 014.258   09/12/2003   04 00    01   01   02   R   2               
   711871680 014.258   07/22/2004   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   712272210 014.258   11/28/2004   04 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   712260150 014.266   02/17/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   L       1       
 178
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:24:55 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
3 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 060 000       MP: 009 . 428                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 060 000       MP: 009 . 528                                
 SR#: SR     16            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 060 000          TOT CRASHES:      
31 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
   583923480 009.461   12/12/2001   01 00    01   01   03   R   1       1       
   503589820 009.468   11/26/2000   03 00    01   02   02   R   1       2       
   564196420 009.468   12/21/2000   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   541009300 009.468   02/18/2001   27 17    05   01   03   S   S       3   Y   
   604907070 009.468   08/29/2001   04 00    01   01   02   R   1       3       
   727443010 009.470   09/21/2003   06 00    01   01   03   R   1               
   563677090 009.489   06/02/2000   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   564192930 009.489   10/02/2000   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   564198070 009.489   10/19/2000   31 32    01   01   02   S   1       1       
   564243630 009.489   10/17/2000   01 00    01   01   02   T   1               
   105920040 009.489   05/12/2001   03 00    04   01   02   L   1       5       
   603292460 009.489   09/27/2001   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
   604860030 009.489   04/24/2001   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
   604860110 009.489   07/03/2001   03 00    05   01   02   R   1       4       
   604889120 009.489   03/29/2001   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   604889340 009.489   10/12/2001   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       7       
   604902460 009.489   12/25/2001   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   712263860 009.489   07/07/2002   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       3       
   711857430 009.489   04/21/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       6       
   712256840 009.489   04/29/2003   01 00    01   01   02   S   1       1       
   712273990 009.489   12/09/2003   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       4       
   712280170 009.489   02/25/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
   727375520 009.489   08/21/2003   19 00    04   01   02   T   S       1       
   757854270 009.489   09/08/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   757854990 009.489   06/26/2003   77 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   757860220 009.489   05/05/2003   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   711867450 009.489   05/27/2004   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   712261670 009.489   10/25/2004   03 00    05   01   02   L   1       2       
   712271400 009.489   05/28/2004   06 00    01   01   02   L   L               
   712293130 009.489   10/16/2004   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
   573047420 009.508   06/13/2000   28 29    04   01   02   R   1               
 
 179
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:23:23 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 050 000       MP: 015 . 512                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 050 000       MP: 015 . 612                                
 SR#: SR    207            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 050 000          TOT CRASHES:       
6 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   582906020 015.577   12/01/2000   04 32    04   01   02   L   1       1       
   583924510 015.577   11/12/2000   01 00    88   01   02   R   2               
   604886630 015.577   05/06/2001   01 00    05   01   02   L   2               
   711857770 015.577   04/19/2002   77 00    05   01   02   I   M       4       
   711878310 015.577   05/21/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
   711878740 015.577   09/04/2004   04 00    01   02   02   R   1       2       
 180
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:09:46 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 74 110 000       MP: 000 . 697                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 74 110 000       MP: 000 . 797                                
SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 74 110 000          TOT CRASHES:       
6 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                               
  757881140 000.719   01/08/2003   22 00    05   01   03   R   S       1       
  601063760 000.747   05/11/2001   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  707739540 000.747   04/14/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       7       
  712062940 000.747   06/16/2002   77 00    01   01   02   S   L               
  706427430 000.747   03/10/2003   77 02    01   01   02   L   1       1       
  712083380 000.747   01/19/2003   01 00    04   01   02   T   1               
 181
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:12:03 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 001 000       MP: 003 . 206                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 001 000       MP: 003 . 306                                
 SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 001 000          TOT CRASHES:       
8 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   604899200 003.234   07/09/2001   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   711891110 003.234   03/22/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   711896120 003.234   01/05/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   1               
   727427740 003.234   08/12/2003   03 00    01   01   03   T   1           Y   
   757866500 003.234   10/22/2003   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   757866660 003.234   12/01/2003   04 00    04   01   02   L   1       4       
   727565180 003.234   09/29/2004   09 00    01   01   04   T   1       5   Y   
   603263140 003.272   03/24/2001   06 77    88   01   04   S   1       1   Y   
 182
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:07:11 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 004 . 874                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 004 . 974                                
 SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000          TOT CRASHES:      
17 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   712067350 004.886   02/02/2004   29 00    05   02   01   L   S       1       
   570901750 004.924   11/02/2000   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   601090110 004.924   06/27/2001   03 31    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   604658350 004.924   12/02/2001   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   706470800 004.924   04/03/2002   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       5       
   706475080 004.924   02/12/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   707703860 004.924   08/02/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   712053850 004.924   01/14/2002   03 00    01   02   02   L   1       2       
   712094070 004.924   03/08/2002   03 00    01   01   02   I   M               
   706469190 004.924   02/15/2003   01 31    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   048047470 004.924   06/30/2004   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
                                                                                
 
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:07:26 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     2 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 004 . 874                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 004 . 974                                
 SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000          TOT CRASHES:      
17 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   707541670 004.924   08/13/2004   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   712095600 004.924   04/08/2004   01 00    01   02   02   R   2       1       
   752560070 004.924   05/14/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   757868030 004.924   01/24/2004   05 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   712289480 004.930   05/26/2004   01 00    04   01   02   L   1       1       
   749564210 004.962   09/14/2004   77 00    01   02   03   L   U               
                                                                                
 183
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:05:55 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 003 . 200                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 003 . 300                                
 SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000          TOT CRASHES:      
22 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
   717830790 003.231   06/03/2003   39 02    05   02   01   L   1       3       
   706469330 003.237   04/12/2003   01 00    01   01   03   R   2       2       
   601090970 003.241   05/04/2001   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   541976320 003.250   11/09/2000   27 00    04   01   02   L   S       1       
   570912230 003.250   08/31/2000   01 00    01   02   02   R   1       1       
   570912410 003.250   05/17/2000   04 00    01   01   02   I   M       1       
   600463030 003.250   02/21/2001   09 00    04   02   02   L   2               
   601090410 003.250   09/04/2001   01 00    05   02   02   R   2       2       
   601710790 003.250   09/19/2001   01 00    04   01   02   R   2       1       
   601727090 003.250   02/09/2001   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
   706470760 003.250   02/18/2002   04 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   706477150 003.250   02/24/2002   77 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
   707727030 003.250   06/21/2002   01 00    01   02   02   R   1               
   712068930 003.250   04/04/2002   03 00    04   01   02   R   2       1       
   706427470 003.250   03/01/2003   01 00    01   02   02   L   1               
   050393970 003.250   11/21/2004   03 27    04   01   02   L   2       6       
   706498530 003.250   01/27/2004   01 00    05   02   02   R   2       1       
   712052110 003.250   01/16/2004   03 00    04   01   02   L   1       2       
   712063040 003.250   06/22/2004   29 16    05   77   01   T   S           Y   
   712289130 003.250   06/05/2004   01 00    01   02   02   R   1       3       
   752578510 003.269   06/18/2004   31 00    05   01   03   L   2       1       
   712077990 003.288   07/10/2003   01 00    01   01   03   L   1       3       
 184
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:12:57 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004        - ASCENDING          PAGE: LINE  OF     
3 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 001 000       MP: 004 . 556                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 001 000       MP: 004 . 656                                
SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 001 000          TOT CRASHES:      
25 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1 T    C /SEC SUB: 78 0 1 00        MP: 003  
  727359310 004.580   10/01/2002   01 00    01   01   02   R   2               
  591258270 004.589   09/05/2000   77 00    01   02   02   L   2               
  603292740 004.589   12/30/2001   04 17    05   01   02   R   2       1       
  604827560 004.589   08/05/2001   77 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
  604876550 004.589   03/23/2001   01 01    01   01   01   L   2       1       
  604897180 004.589   12/07/2001   11 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
  028154010 004.589   05/03/2002   11 00    01   01   01   R   C       1       
  711857240 004.589   06/30/2002   04 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  711863080 004.589   01/16/2002   04 00    04   01   02   L   1       2       
  711870970 004.589   01/05/2002   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
  711872190 004.589   06/04/2002   04 00    01   01   02   L   2       2       
  711890350 004.589   02/04/2002   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
  711889380 004.589   06/09/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
  712281500 004.589   11/22/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
  712283950 004.589   03/26/2003   77 00    01   77   02   R   1       2       
  727427570 004.589   07/17/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       2       
  727427590 004.589   07/17/2003   01 00    01   01   02   R   2               
  727574710 004.589   08/04/2003   04 00    01   01   02   R   1               
  757860720 004.589   09/23/2003   05 00    01   01   03   R   1               
  711851180 004.589   04/12/2004   04 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
  712261700 004.589   09/27/2004   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       2       
  725958130 004.589   04/06/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   1               
  725973450 004.589   09/30/2004   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
  727571520 004.589   03/31/2004   04 00    04   01   02   R   2               
  604895140 004.627   11/16/2001   01 29    01   01   03   L   1       3       
 185
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:08:35 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 009 . 580                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000       MP: 009 . 680                                
 SR#: SR    A1A            CO/SEC/SUB: 74 060 000          TOT CRASHES:       
8 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   563658410 009.598   10/24/2000   01 01    01   01   01   R   1       3       
   712072900 009.602   01/10/2002   01 00    01   01   04   R   1       2       
   706498640 009.622   03/24/2004   06 00    02   01   03   L   2               
   712095140 009.630   11/27/2002   01 00    04   01   02   L   2               
   712095590 009.630   02/11/2004   05 00    01   02   02   S   1               
   712054090 009.631   03/28/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   712058910 009.649   04/21/2002   01 00    01   01   04   R   2       1       
   712073830 009.668   11/25/2002   01 00    01   01   04   R   1       1       
 186
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:10:54 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 76 030 000       MP: 004 . 394                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 76 030 000       MP: 004 . 494                                
 SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 76 030 000          TOT CRASHES:       
2 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   544589630 004.444   07/17/2000   03 00    01   01   02   S   1   1   1       
   583923410 004.444   07/03/2001   07 00    01   01   05   S   1       1   Y   
 187
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:13:30 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 003 . 366                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 003 . 466                                
 SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:       
9 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   563698970 003.413   11/11/2000   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       6       
   601074300 003.413   10/06/2001   31 00    01   01   03   S   1       1   Y   
   601700650 003.413   11/02/2001   01 01    01   01   02   T   1               
   706821080 003.413   06/04/2002   01 00    01   01   02   T   R               
   707522170 003.413   01/15/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   2   1   2       
   723379250 003.413   08/18/2002   01 00    01   01   03   T   U           Y   
   032249380 003.413   02/07/2003   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
   747266420 003.413   10/21/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   R       1       
   752578450 003.413   05/17/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
 188
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:21:13 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 002 . 774                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 002 . 874                                
 SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
21 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   747278130 002.786   05/11/2004   01 00    01   01   03   R   2               
   593167720 002.810   02/11/2001   04 00    05   01   01   L   2       2       
   601701660 002.815   10/03/2001   06 00    01   01   02   L   2       2       
   724288120 002.815   07/01/2002   01 00    01   01   02   R   U               
   601072150 002.820   06/14/2001   01 00    01   01   02   R   1               
   522015320 002.824   02/21/2000   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   563681200 002.824   03/23/2000   01 00    01   01   02   T   1               
   563681270 002.824   09/11/2000   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   575969040 002.824   03/14/2000   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
   540774410 002.824   10/29/2001   06 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   706839490 002.824   02/28/2002   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
 
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:22:0 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     2 OF      
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 002 . 774                               
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 002 . 874                               
 SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
2 
                                                                               
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INF 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
ARE 
                                                                               
   731440180 002.824   09/16/2003   04 00    01   01   04   T   1           Y  
   757872340 002.824   03/15/2003   04 00    05   01   02   T   1       1      
   723378440 002.824   09/28/2004   01 00    01   01   02   T   1       1      
   747266100 002.824   07/09/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   2       1      
   752554830 002.824   10/02/2004   04 00    05   01   02   L   1       2      
   601757550 002.832   06/30/2001   04 31    01   01   02   R   2       2      
   723364170 002.838   02/26/2004   03 00    01   02   03   L   R              
   723385880 002.843   12/26/2003   01 00    01   01   03   L   1              
   757882830 002.852   07/13/2004   01 00    01   01   01   R   1       2      
   747579200 002.862   07/30/2003   01 00    01   02   01   L   1              
 189
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:27:21 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
4 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 008 . 446                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 008 . 546                                
 SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
38 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   724259950 008.450   06/28/2002   01 00    01   01   01   L   U               
   724288110 008.475   07/01/2002   01 00    01   02   03   R   1               
   752567570 008.475   07/16/2004   01 00    01   01   03   L   3               
   731424200 008.483   07/27/2004   06 00    01   02   03   L   2               
   724258090 008.485   07/02/2002   01 00    01   01   02   R   2               
   543388620 008.487   06/28/2000   29 21    01   01   01   L   S       1       
   723355600 008.490   03/07/2003   01 00    01   02   01   R   U               
   032249160 008.492   01/17/2003   01 00    01   01   03   R   3       2       
   601729030 008.494   05/04/2001   03 31    01   01   02   L   2   1   1       
   604601410 008.494   03/13/2001   03 00    04   01   02   L   3               
   706457840 008.494   08/28/2002   77 00    01   01   02   L   1               
   706805430 008.494   05/13/2002   09 00    01   01   02   L   3       1       
   707528180 008.494   05/01/2002   03 00    04   01   02   I   M       2       
   707703120 008.494   08/20/2002   01 00    01   02   02   R   2       1       
   724259210 008.494   08/05/2002   06 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   724299990 008.494   09/16/2002   01 00    01   01   02   L   U               
   706823780 008.494   08/02/2003   77 00    05   03   02   T   M               
   747274020 008.494   06/29/2003   01 00    01   01   02   R   U               
   757862040 008.494   06/05/2003   37 00    01   01   02   R   3               
   706402420 008.494   01/15/2004   03 00    01   01   02   L   3               
   723364160 008.494   02/12/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   723364570 008.494   03/26/2004   01 00    01   02   02   S   U               
   723364930 008.494   05/25/2004   11 00    01   01   02   T   V       1       
   731432120 008.494   03/29/2004   02 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   747272680 008.494   03/08/2004   01 00    01   01   02   S   U               
   706805410 008.498   05/13/2002   01 00    01   01   02   L   U               
   706457380 008.499   07/13/2002   31 00    02   02   02   M   M               
   541283690 008.501   08/22/2000   06 00    01   02   02   L   1       1       
   543388950 008.501   02/14/2000   04 00    01   02   02   L   3       1       
   544735270 008.501   04/03/2000   01 00    05   01   02   L   2       2       
   563682240 008.501   06/04/2000   01 00    04   02   02   L   3       4       
   564159480 008.501   05/05/2000   04 00    01   01   02   I   M       1       
   604601430 008.501   04/20/2001   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   707535190 008.501   01/08/2002   03 00    05   01   02   R   2               
   731421560 008.503   08/17/2004   01 00    01   02   02   L   2               
   601077110 008.513   05/09/2001   01 00    01   01   03   L   3       1       
   706440410 008.513   06/23/2002   06 00    04   02   03   L   U               
   731417040 008.513   11/27/2004   29 30    01   02   01   R   S               
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     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:29:29 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
4 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 010 . 650                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 010 . 750                                
SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
37 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                               
  601747510 010.681   07/11/2001   01 00    05   01   03   L   1       2       
  723385800 010.681   12/09/2003   01 00    01   01   03   R   2               
  723385810 010.681   12/09/2003   01 00    01   01   03   R   2       3       
  707718550 010.696   06/15/2004   77 00    01   01   02   R   2               
  752566700 010.698   04/19/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
  537707390 010.700   02/20/2000   03 00    05   01   02   R   1       1       
  537734470 010.700   12/08/2000   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
  543393450 010.700   10/31/2000   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
  574771870 010.700   12/15/2000   01 00    04   01   02   R   1       1       
  601700610 010.700   08/18/2001   11 00    01   01   02   T   V       1       
  601747600 010.700   09/20/2001   05 00    05   01   02   R   1       2       
 
   706838860 010.700   09/12/2002   01 00    01   02   02   R   2       1       
   723379350 010.700   09/04/2002   01 00    01   02   02   T   R               
   724297070 010.700   07/26/2002   01 00    05   02   02   L   2       1       
   724299870 010.700   09/30/2002   01 00    01   01   02   L   U               
   706833110 010.700   10/08/2003   01 00    05   02   02   L   2               
   706848290 010.700   05/20/2003   01 00    01   02   02   L   1               
   724268030 010.700   05/08/2003   01 00    03   01   02   T   R       1       
   731441800 010.700   12/15/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   U               
   747250150 010.700   08/23/2003   06 00    01   02   02   L   U               
   747258510 010.700   05/03/2003   28 00    02   01   02   L   3               
   747260130 010.700   08/23/2003   07 00    01   01   02   T   L               
 
   707530900 010.700   11/11/2004   11 00    01   01   02   T   1       1       
   731421530 010.700   09/07/2004   01 00    01   02   02   T   1               
   731424240 010.700   08/14/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   U               
   731434630 010.700   09/20/2004   01 00    01   02   02   L   U               
   747273380 010.700   09/27/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   U               
   763450050 010.700   11/14/2004   01 00    01   01   02   U   U               
   707543180 010.702   06/27/2002   01 00    01   02   02   L   3       1       
   752554140 010.702   03/31/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   3       1       
   757882840 010.704   07/20/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   3               
   731423980 010.709   06/06/2004   01 00    01   02   02   L   2       1       
   731440930 010.711   12/24/2003   01 00    01   01   03   L   2       1       
 
   706802410 010.713   04/02/2002   01 00    01   02   03   L   3       1       
   723378140 010.719   04/12/2004   01 00    01   02   03   L   U               
   731432200 010.719   05/06/2004   01 00    01   01   03   L   2       1       
   757893010 010.719   04/11/2004   01 00    01   01   03   L   2               
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      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:24:06 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 005 . 978                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 006 . 028                                
 SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:       
2 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   712253870 005.985   03/06/2002   01 00    01   01   03   L   1       2       
   723355620 005.985   03/13/2003   01 00    01   02   03   L   1       1       
 192
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:25:39 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
3 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 006 . 658                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 006 . 758                                
SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
25 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                               
  731438990 006.686   12/01/2004   01 00    04   01   03   R   1       1       
  723397560 006.691   04/21/2004   01 00    01   01   01   R   2               
  706458000 006.705   02/25/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
  707512100 006.705   11/08/2002   03 00    04   01   02   R   3               
  712252270 006.705   12/18/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
  022616450 006.705   03/17/2003   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
  045256550 006.705   03/24/2003   03 31    01   01   02   L   2       2       
  706819720 006.705   03/03/2003   01 00    01   01   02   I   M               
  707519140 006.705   02/27/2003   03 00    05   01   02   L   2       1       
  712259130 006.705   03/13/2003   02 06    05   01   02   R   1   1   3       
  723374200 006.705   07/18/2003   08 00    01   01   01   S   P           Y   
                                                                                
   724260660 006.705   03/31/2003   01 00    01   01   02   S   U               
   747260920 006.705   09/09/2003   04 00    01   01   02   S   U               
   747260940 006.705   09/12/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   U               
   747272060 006.705   09/09/2003   03 31    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   747273100 006.705   08/13/2003   01 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   706420180 006.705   12/03/2004   01 00    01   01   02   R   U               
   706806980 006.705   10/14/2004   11 00    05   01   02   L   2       1       
   723364240 006.705   03/11/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   723395160 006.705   11/03/2004   07 00    01   01   02   R   U               
   731429970 006.705   11/19/2004   06 00    01   01   02   L   2       2       
   747272960 006.705   05/17/2004   01 00    01   02   02   R   U               
 
   712276790 006.710   10/13/2004   01 00    05   01   02   R   2       1       
   752553650 006.710   07/14/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   757862030 006.714   06/26/2003   01 00    01   01   01   L   2       3       
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      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:21:55 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
3 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 014 . 442                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 014 . 542                                
 SR#: SR      5            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
24 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
   541017690 014.463   03/03/2000   03 00    01   01   04   R   R               
   604877890 014.468   03/13/2001   31 00    04   02   01   M   M               
   711884150 014.473   04/24/2002   01 00    01   01   03   R   2       2       
   544589530 014.482   03/20/2000   29 31    01   01   02   L   S       1       
   564192560 014.482   02/26/2000   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       4       
   564192800 014.482   06/19/2000   06 00    03   01   03   S   L           Y   
   564219540 014.482   04/03/2000   04 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
   570904220 014.482   01/10/2000   04 00    05   02   02   R   1       1       
   570904310 014.482   01/28/2000   01 00    01   02   02   R   1               
   580387770 014.482   04/05/2000   04 00    01   01   02   R   2       3       
   591216240 014.482   03/30/2000   01 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   604875410 014.482   05/03/2001   29 17    01   01   02   R   S               
   712256400 014.482   12/20/2002   17 29    01   01   02   M   M       2       
   725970390 014.482   06/27/2002   03 00    01   01   02   R   2               
   029048570 014.482   10/06/2003   04 03    05   01   02   R   1       3       
   039762030 014.482   11/24/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   1               
   707548230 014.482   01/06/2003   02 00    01   01   02   I   M       3       
   712269790 014.482   09/28/2003   01 00    05   02   02   R   2       1       
   712281510 014.482   12/03/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   2               
   757860970 014.482   11/06/2003   01 00    01   01   03   S   L       1   Y   
   712260030 014.482   01/23/2004   04 31    04   01   02   R   2       2       
   712293250 014.482   12/04/2004   04 00    01   01   02   R   2       2       
   727421790 014.482   04/21/2004   09 00    01   01   02   R   1               
   050436520 014.520   05/27/2004   06 00    01   01   01   R   1               
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      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:19:03 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
1 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 003 . 211                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 003 . 511                                
 SR#: SR      5            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000          TOT CRASHES:       
3 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   757860280 003.429   05/19/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   711871690 003.448   07/23/2004   38 00    01   01   03   L   2       1       
   711884230 003.486   10/03/2003   06 00    05   01   01   R   1       1       




      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:16:46 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
3 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 001 . 726                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 001 . 826                                
 SR#: SR      5            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
25 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
   014426100 001.767   08/06/2002   01 00    05   01   01   L   2               
   712293200 001.774   11/12/2004   01 00    04   01   02   R   1       1       
   510965220 001.776   01/28/2000   01 00    05   02   02   R   1               
   541257150 001.776   08/14/2000   03 03    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   564192520 001.776   02/11/2000   77 00    01   01   02   L   2       2       
   573010150 001.776   04/07/2000   01 00    01   01   02   T   1               
   573026370 001.776   05/11/2000   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       3       
   591257160 001.776   10/19/2000   03 00    01   01   02   L   1               
   604905360 001.776   11/06/2001   03 00    04   01   02   L   1               
   709443040 001.776   03/22/2002   06 00    01   01   02   L   1       2       
   711898540 001.776   06/05/2002   01 00    03   01   02   M   T       1       
   727369100 001.776   03/19/2002   26 00    01   01   05   T   1           Y   
   029048610 001.776   12/15/2003   03 00    01   01   02   I   M       1       
   039530050 001.776   11/06/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   725990150 001.776   06/12/2003   04 00    01   01   02   L   1               
   727351360 001.776   09/02/2003   01 00    01   01   77   I   M       2       
   757860200 001.776   04/29/2003   01 00    01   01   03   T   R       1       
   039756840 001.776   11/04/2004   01 00    01   01   05   S   1           Y   
   709448460 001.776   11/29/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   R       2       
   711869510 001.776   07/02/2004   04 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   711878490 001.776   06/30/2004   03 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   712293160 001.776   11/04/2004   04 00    04   01   02   L   1       2       
   712274030 001.785   12/23/2003   39 03    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   712282390 001.800   12/19/2002   10 00    05   01   01   M   M   1           
   712282410 001.800   12/19/2002   28 00    05   01   01   R   1               
 196
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:15:11 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 000 . 576                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 000 . 676                                
 SR#: SR      5            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
19 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   575587990 000.607   01/31/2001   10 00    88   02   01   L   2       1       
   575599760 000.623   07/19/2000   03 00    01   01   01   L   2       2       
   575572670 000.626   01/31/2000   03 00    05   01   02   R   2       2       
   575577910 000.626   01/28/2000   04 00    04   02   02   L   2               
   575574470 000.626   12/31/2001   06 00    01   01   02   R   1               
   603263910 000.626   09/21/2001   01 00    01   01   02   R   1               
   725721120 000.626   05/12/2002   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       2       
   725725120 000.626   12/12/2002   77 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   725719640 000.626   12/13/2003   04 16    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   725719800 000.626   11/02/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   725734350 000.626   08/30/2003   03 00    01   01   02   R   2       3       
 
      CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
16:15:31 
 FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     2 OF     
2 
 FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 000 . 576                                
 TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000       MP: 000 . 676                                
 SR#: SR      5            CO/SEC/SUB: 78 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
19 
                                                                                
                                  HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
    CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
                                                                                
   725734390 000.626   12/09/2003   01 00    01   01   02   L   2               
   725738010 000.626   04/18/2003   77 00    01   01   02   R   1       1       
   725711180 000.626   08/11/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   2       1       
   725714190 000.626   05/18/2004   04 00    01   01   02   R   1       2       
   725726030 000.626   02/01/2004   03 00    01   02   02   L   1               
   725746230 000.626   03/16/2004   09 00    01   02   02   L   1       1       
   725746320 000.626   04/22/2004   01 00    01   01   02   L   1       1       
   725712020 000.654   01/27/2003   01 00    88   01   01   L   1       1       
 197
     CARB058             ON-LINE DETAIL DISPLAY           04/01/2006  
15:31:50 
FROM 01/01/2000 TO 12/31/2004      A - ASCENDING          PAGE:     1 OF     
2 
FROM CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 012 . 397                                
TO   CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000       MP: 012 . 497                                
SR#: SR     15            CO/SEC/SUB: 71 020 000          TOT CRASHES:      
15 
                                                                               
                                 HARM EVNT      RDSF SITE SIDE LN  #   #  
INFL 
   CRASH#    -MP-     CRASH DATE  1ST 2ND  LGHT COND LOC  ROAD #  FTL INJ 
AREA 
  571137100 012.411   05/03/2000   01 01    01   01   01   L   1       2       
  711991540 012.411   02/28/2003   01 00    01   01   03   R   1       2       
  571111440 012.430   12/06/2001   03 31    02   01   04   L   3       1       
  711973070 012.430   08/07/2002   01 00    01   01   03   R   3               
  601089340 012.446   07/14/2001   03 00    01   01   04   L   U               
  711990850 012.447   06/04/2003   01 00    01   02   02   R   1               
  571145220 012.449   10/07/2000   00 00    88   88   02   R   3               
  571137490 012.449   08/30/2001   03 00    01   01   01   L   1       1       
  571145730 012.449   11/09/2001   04 16    01   01   02   L   1       1       
  711991390 012.449   05/09/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       3       
  711992290 012.449   09/16/2002   03 00    01   01   02   L   2       3       
  711959050 012.449   09/02/2003   01 00    01   01   02   R   2       1       
  711959360 012.449   03/18/2004   04 00    01   01   02   L   2               
  711959810 012.449   12/10/2004   04 00    03   02   02   L   3       1       
  711981150 012.468   06/06/2004   01 00    01   01   03   R   3       1       
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APPENDIX E: SIGNAL DATA SPREADSHEET 
 199




































   
   
   

























   













































































































   
County Clay Clay Clay Clay Clay Clay Clay Duval Duval Duval Duval Duval Duval Duval Duval Nassau
Section 71020 71020 71020 71020 71020 71020 71020 72010 72010 72018 72028 72040 72100 72270 72295 74060
MP 2.824 3.416 5.978 6.708 8.496 10.7 12.447 12.587 13.353 4.927 5.462 1.379 8.871 11.5 0.182 3.25
Date Installed May-00 Aug-01 Sep-01 Jun-03 Aug-97 Feb-02 Aug-99 Jan-01 Sep-99 Feb-01 Feb-99 May-02 Dec-01 Jun-02 Feb-03 May-95
Install criteria(crash/vols.) Crashes Crashes Vol Vol Crashes Crashes crash Vols. Vols. Vols. Vols. Vols. Vols. Vols. Vols. Vols.
Median? Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
Mainstreet through lanes 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 2
Minorstreet through lanes 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Mainstreet RT lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Minorstreet RT lanes 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
Mainstreet LT lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Minorstreet LT lanes 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Adjacent Land Use retail retail retail res./church res. res./retail res comm. res. res. res. comm/res comm/res comm. comm/res res./retail
Number of Legs 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 3
Cross section rural rural rural rural rural rural urban rural rural urban urban rural urban rural urban rural
Speed limit- main street 55 55 55 55 55 50 30 45 45 45 45 45 45 35 35 55
Speed limit- minor street 35 45 25 25 25 25 25 25 30 25 25 25 25 40 35 45











Speed limit- main street
Speed limit- minor street
Before Crash Year 1 97 97 98 2000 91 97 94 88 95 92 97 96 97 97 95 1987
Before Crash Year 2 98 98 99 2001 92 98 95 89 96 93 98 97 98 98 96 1988
Before Crash Year 3 99 99 2000 2002 93 99 96 94 99 98 99 99 1989
Before Crash Year 4   94 2000 99 1990
Number years before 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 2 4
AADT Before Year 1 24000 23000 19600 18700 17871 20000 36000 5358 6600 16600 15100 39000 58000 7300 12900 18918
AADT Before Year 2 25000 23500 19300 21000 17871 19600 39500 4845 5900 15700 29500 39000 61000 7900 13300 16958
AADT Before Year 3 24500 28000 18700 24500 18151 19300 42000 20100 39000 38500 58000 6700 18976
AADT Before Year 4 18973 18700 36500 19882
Avg. Before AADT 24500 24833 19200 21400 18217 19400 39167 5102 6250 17467 27867 38250 59000 7300 13100 18684
After Crash Year 1 2001 2002 2002 2003 2000 2003 2000 2000 2000 2002 2001 2003 2002 2003 2003 2001
After Crash Year 2 2002 2003 2003 2004 2001 2004 2001 2001 2001 2003 2002 2004 2003 2004 2004 2002
After Crash Year 3 2003 2004 2004 2002 2002 2002 2002 2004 2003 2004 2003
After Crash Year 4 2004 2003 2003 2003 2003 2004 2004
Number years after 4 3 3 1.5 4 2 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 2 2 4
AADT After Year 1 24500 27500 24500 28500 26103 28500 43500 6600 6600 18300 33000 32500 59000 11800 23500 30000
AADT After Year 2 26500 28500 28500 30000 27894 30000 43000 6900 6900 19300 34000 34000 58500 14300 23500 29000
AADT After Year 3 28500 34000 30000 30135 52000 7200 7200 18400 33000 29000
AADT After Year 4 34000 31823 58500 7900 7900 35500 25500
Avg. After AADT 28375 30000 27667 29250 28989 29250 49250 7150 7150 18667 33875 33250 58750 13050 23500 28375
Count Date Mar-97 Mar-97 Aug-00 Mar-03 Aug-95 Nov-00 5/7/1997 Jul-90 Aug-96 Jan-97 Jan-01 May-00 Jul-00 Mar-00 Oct-96 Sep-92
Peak Hour 7AM 7AM 7AM 7AM 3:45PM 7AM 4:45 PM 6PM 3PM 8AM 7:30AM 7AM 7A 5P 7AM 7A
NB LT 19 43 48 42 4 10 85 0 163 80 92 1 125 58 65 0
NB Thru 528 556 836 1192 795 2360 1228 0 26 0 0 1272 0 283 2 0
NB RT 0 5 20 8 0 1 13 0 12 162 88 6 59 117 0 0
NB Approach 547 604 904 1242 799 2371 1326 0 201 242 180 1300 184 341 67 0
SB LT 0 1 19 27 0 2 28 89 3 0 0 20 1 265 123 109
SB Thru 893 801 838 887 1499 853 2338 2 20 0 0 1467 0 392 0 0
SB RT 56 22 115 82 172 12 147 47 7 0 0 0 0 53 0 78
SB Approach 949 824 972 996 1671 867 2513 138 30 0 0 1487 1 445 123 187
EB LT 84 98 32 71 136 67 8 38 5 0 0 0 11 276 586 18
EB Thru 0 6 3 1 0 1 1 139 199 513 944 0 1260 0 218 734
EB RT 45 158 7 27 15 33 146 0 156 107 37 0 36 332 0 1
EB Approach 129 262 42 99 151 101 155 177 360 620 981 0 1307 608 804 753
WB LT 0 3 48 13 0 5 7 0 14 170 36 99 19 22 135 1
WB Thru 0 2 6 7 0 0 1 191 285 391 839 0 2910 0 177 778
WB RT 0 2 65 141 0 11 19 111 10 0 0 274 5 51 0 9
WB Approach 0 7 119 161 0 16 27 302 309 561 875 373 2934 73 312 788
BEFORE CRASHES
BEFORE YEAR 1 
LT PDO 1 1 1 1
Injury 2 1
Fatal
Total 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Angle PDO 2 4 1
Injury 1 2 1
Fatal
Total 0 1 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
RE PDO 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Injury 1 1
Fatal
Total 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1
Sideswipe PDO 2 1
Injury
Fatal
Total 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Other PDO 1 1 1
Injury 3
Fatal
Total 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Total PDO 2 1 2 1 0 1 7 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 2
Injury 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Fatal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 7 3 2 1 0 1 9 2 0 0 0 1 2 2 5 2
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"Preventable" PDO 2 1 6 1 3
Injury 2 1 2 1
Fatal
All 2 1 2 1 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
BEFORE YEAR 2
LT PDO 1 2 1 1
Injury 1 5 1
Fatal
Total 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Angle PDO 4 1 4 1
Injury 2 1 1 1
Fatal 1
Total 6 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
RE PDO 4 2 1 1 1 2 1
Injury 1 1 1 1
Fatal




Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other PDO 1 1
Injury 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total PDO 5 6 3 1 0 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 0
Injury 3 6 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
Fatal 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 8 12 3 1 0 4 5 4 2 0 0 0 3 1 4 0
"Preventable" PDO 5 3 1 1 4 1 2
Injury 3 6 1 1 1 1 1
Fatal
All 8 9 1 0 0 1 5 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 0
BEFORE YEAR 3
LT PDO 1 2 1
Injury 1 1
Fatal
Total 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Angle PDO 2 1 1 4
Injury 3
Fatal 1 1
Total 6 0 1 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RE PDO 1 2 1 2 3
Injury 1
Fatal




Total 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other PDO 2 1 1
Injury 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Total PDO 5 0 1 3 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 0 0
Injury 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Fatal 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 9 0 2 4 0 2 9 0 0 0 0 1 5 4 0 0
"Preventable" PDO 3 1 3 6
Injury 3 1 1
Fatal 1 1





Total 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Angle PDO 1 1
Injury 1 2 1
Fatal 1












Total 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total PDO 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Injury 0 0 0 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Fatal 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 0 0 0 2 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1
"Preventable" PDO 1 2
Injury 1 1 4 1
Fatal 1
All 0 0 0 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1
AFTER CRASHES
AFTER YEAR 1 
LT PDO 1 1
Injury 2 2 2
Fatal
Total 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
Angle PDO
Injury 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Fatal
Total 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
RE PDO 1 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 1
Injury 1 2 3 1 1 2 3
Fatal
Total 1 2 1 4 2 7 1 1 1 1 0 2 4 1 0 3
Sideswipe PDO 2 1 1 1
Injury 1 1
Fatal
Total 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Other PDO 2 1 1 2 1
Injury 1 1 1 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1
Total PDO 3 2 0 5 0 7 1 2 1 2 0 3 3 1 1 1
Injury 2 1 1 1 6 3 1 1 2 0 3 2 3 1 1 4
Fatal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 5 3 1 6 6 10 2 3 3 2 3 5 6 2 2 5
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"Preventable" PDO 1 1
Injury 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 1
Fatal
All 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 1
AFTER YEAR 2
LT PDO 1 1
Injury 1 1 2 1
Fatal
Total 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Angle PDO 1 1
Injury 1 2 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
RE PDO 1 4 8 1 1 4 1 2 1
Injury 1 1 3 2 4 2 1 5 1
Fatal
Total 2 0 1 7 2 12 0 0 0 1 2 2 9 1 3 1
Sideswipe PDO 1 1
Injury 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Other PDO 11 1 1 1 2 3
Injury 1 1 1 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 11 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 3 0 1
Total PDO 1 0 0 15 1 9 1 1 1 3 0 1 7 4 2 2
Injury 1 1 1 4 3 5 3 0 2 1 2 1 6 0 2 2
Fatal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 2 1 1 19 4 14 4 1 3 4 2 2 13 4 4 4
"Preventable" PDO 1 1 1 1
Injury 1 1 3 2 1 1
Fatal
All 0 1 0 0 2 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
AFTER YEAR 3
LT PDO 1 1
Injury 1
Fatal
Total 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Angle PDO 1
Injury 1 2 1 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
RE PDO 2 5 1 3 1
Injury 2 1 1 3 2
Fatal




Total 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other PDO 2 1 1 1
Injury 1 1 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
Total PDO 3 0 0 0 9 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1
Injury 1 2 0 0 4 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 4 0 0 3
Fatal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 4 2 0 0 13 0 3 3 0 2 1 0 8 0 0 4
"Preventable" PDO 1 1 1
Injury 1 1 2 1 1
Fatal









Total 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
RE PDO 1 2 1
Injury 3 1 2 2
Fatal




Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other PDO 2 1 1
Injury 1
Fatal
Total 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Total PDO 2 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Injury 4 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Fatal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
All 6 0 0 0 5 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
"Preventable" PDO 1
Injury 1 1 2
Fatal
All 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
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AVERAGE BEFORE
LT PDO 0.67 0.67 0.33 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00
Injury 1.00 2.00 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 1.67 2.67 0.67 1.00 0.25 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.67 0.33 0.00 0.00
Angle PDO 2.00 0.00 1.00 0.33 0.00 0.50 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Injury 1.67 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.25
Fatal 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 4.00 0.33 1.00 1.33 0.00 1.00 5.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.25
RE PDO 0.00 1.67 0.67 0.33 0.00 0.75 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 1.67 1.67 1.00 0.25
Injury 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.50 0.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 2.00 0.67 0.33 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 2.33 1.67 1.50 0.25
Sideswipe PDO 1.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 1.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Other PDO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.50 0.25
Injury 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.50 0.25
Total PDO 4.00 2.33 2.00 1.67 0.00 1.25 6.67 1.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 2.33 3.00 0.50
Injury 3.67 2.67 0.33 0.33 0.50 1.75 0.67 1.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.50 0.25
Fatal 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
All 8.00 5.00 2.33 2.67 0.50 3.00 7.67 3.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 3.33 2.33 4.50 0.75
"Preventable" PDO 2.67 1.00 1.33 1.33 0.00 0.50 5.33 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.33 2.50 0.00
Injury 2.67 2.33 0.33 0.33 0.25 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 1.00 0.25
Fatal 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
All 5.67 3.33 1.67 2.33 0.25 1.50 6.33 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.67 0.33 3.50 0.25
AVERAGE AFTER
LT PDO 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25
Injury 1.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 1.25 0.33 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.33 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.25
Angle PDO 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Injury 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.33 0.25 0.50 0.33 0.00 0.50 1.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 0.25 0.33 0.00 0.67 1.00 0.00 1.25 0.00 0.25 0.33 0.25 0.50 0.33 0.00 0.50 1.00
RE PDO 1.25 0.67 0.00 5.33 1.75 6.00 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.67 0.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 0.50
Injury 1.00 0.67 0.67 2.00 1.50 3.50 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.50 1.00 3.33 0.00 0.50 1.75
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 2.25 1.33 0.67 7.33 3.25 9.50 1.25 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.50 2.00 6.33 1.00 1.50 2.25
Sideswipe PDO 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.50 0.00
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.75 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.50 0.00
Other PDO 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.33 1.00 1.50 0.25 0.75 0.25 0.33 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.50 0.00 0.50
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 0.75
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.33 1.50 2.00 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.67 0.25 1.00 1.67 2.00 0.00 1.25
Total PDO 2.25 0.67 0.00 13.33 3.50 8.00 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.67 0.25 2.00 4.67 2.50 1.50 1.25
Injury 2.00 1.33 0.67 3.33 3.50 4.00 2.00 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.50 4.33 0.50 1.50 3.50
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
All 4.25 2.00 0.67 16.67 7.00 12.00 3.00 2.00 1.75 2.67 1.50 3.50 9.00 3.00 3.00 4.75
"Preventable" PDO 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25
Injury 1.00 0.67 0.00 0.67 1.00 0.00 1.25 0.25 0.50 0.33 0.75 0.50 0.33 0.00 1.00 1.00
Fatal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
All 1.50 0.67 0.00 1.33 1.50 0.00 1.50 0.50 0.75 0.67 0.75 0.50 0.33 0.00 1.00 1.25
CRASH RATE CALCULATIONS 
BEFORE RATE 
LT PDO 0.746 0.735 0.476 1.280 0.000 0.000 0.466 2.685 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.358 0.000 1.251 0.000 0.000
Injury 1.118 2.206 0.476 0.000 0.376 0.706 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.310 0.000 0.000 0.000
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 1.864 2.942 0.951 1.280 0.376 0.706 0.466 2.685 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.358 0.310 1.251 0.000 0.000
Angle PDO 2.237 0.000 1.427 0.427 0.000 0.706 2.798 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.000 0.000 2.091 0.000
Injury 1.864 0.368 0.000 0.427 0.000 0.706 0.466 2.685 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.091 0.367
Fatal 0.373 0.000 0.000 0.853 0.000 0.000 0.233 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 4.473 0.368 1.427 1.707 0.000 1.412 3.498 2.685 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.000 0.000 4.183 0.367
RE PDO 0.000 1.839 0.951 0.427 0.000 1.059 0.700 2.685 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.774 6.255 2.091 0.367
Injury 0.000 0.368 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.353 0.000 5.370 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.310 0.000 1.046 0.000
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 0.000 2.206 0.951 0.427 0.000 1.412 0.700 8.056 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.179 1.084 6.255 3.137 0.367
Sideswipe PDO 1.491 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.046 0.000
Injury 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 1.491 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.046 0.000
Other PDO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.700 2.685 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.155 1.251 1.046 0.367
Injury 1.118 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.376 0.706 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 1.118 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.376 0.706 0.700 2.685 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.155 1.251 1.046 0.367
Total PDO 4.473 2.574 2.854 2.134 0.000 1.765 4.663 8.056 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.716 0.929 8.757 6.274 0.733
Injury 4.100 2.942 0.476 0.427 0.752 2.471 0.466 8.056 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.619 0.000 3.137 0.367
Fatal 0.373 0.000 0.000 0.853 0.000 0.000 0.233 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
All 8.946 5.516 3.330 3.414 0.752 4.237 5.363 16.111 4.384 0.000 0.000 0.716 1.548 8.757 9.411 1.100
"Preventable" PDO 2.982 1.103 1.903 1.707 0.000 0.706 3.731 2.685 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.358 0.000 1.251 5.228 0.000
Injury 2.982 2.574 0.476 0.427 0.376 1.412 0.700 2.685 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.310 0.000 2.091 0.367
Fatal 0.373 0.000 0.000 0.853 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
All 6.337 3.677 2.378 2.987 0.376 2.118 4.430 5.370 2.192 0.000 0.000 0.358 0.310 1.251 7.320 0.367
AFTER RATE
LT PDO 0.241 0.000 0.000 0.624 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.958 0.958 0.489 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.241
Injury 0.966 0.304 0.000 0.000 0.473 0.000 0.139 0.958 1.916 0.000 0.404 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.583 0.000
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 1.207 0.304 0.000 0.624 0.473 0.000 0.139 1.916 2.874 0.489 0.404 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.583 0.241
Angle PDO 0.241 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.473 0.000 0.139 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Injury 0.000 0.304 0.000 0.624 0.473 0.000 0.556 0.000 0.958 0.489 0.202 0.412 0.155 0.000 0.583 0.966
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 0.241 0.304 0.000 0.624 0.945 0.000 0.695 0.000 0.958 0.489 0.202 0.412 0.155 0.000 0.583 0.966
RE PDO 1.207 0.609 0.000 4.996 1.654 5.620 0.278 0.958 0.958 0.978 0.000 0.824 1.399 2.099 1.166 0.483
Injury 0.966 0.609 0.660 1.873 1.418 3.278 0.417 0.000 0.000 0.489 0.404 0.824 1.554 0.000 0.583 1.690
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 2.172 1.218 0.660 6.869 3.072 8.898 0.695 0.958 0.958 1.468 0.404 1.648 2.953 2.099 1.749 2.172
Sideswipe PDO 0.483 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.236 0.468 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.489 0.000 0.000 0.311 0.000 0.583 0.000
Injury 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.624 0.473 0.000 0.000 0.958 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 0.483 0.000 0.000 0.624 0.709 0.468 0.000 0.958 0.000 0.489 0.000 0.000 0.311 0.000 0.583 0.000
Other PDO 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.869 0.945 1.405 0.139 2.874 0.958 0.489 0.202 0.824 0.466 3.149 0.000 0.483
Injury 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.473 0.468 0.000 0.958 0.958 0.489 0.000 0.000 0.311 1.050 0.000 0.724
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.869 1.418 1.873 0.139 3.832 1.916 0.978 0.202 0.824 0.777 4.199 0.000 1.207
Total PDO 2.172 0.609 0.000 12.489 3.308 7.493 0.556 4.790 2.874 2.446 0.202 1.648 2.176 5.249 1.749 1.207
Injury 1.931 1.218 0.660 3.122 3.308 3.747 1.113 2.874 3.832 1.468 1.011 1.236 2.021 1.050 1.749 3.379
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
All 4.104 1.826 0.660 15.611 6.616 11.240 1.669 7.664 6.706 3.914 1.213 2.884 4.197 6.298 3.498 4.586
"Preventable" PDO 0.483 0.000 0.000 0.624 0.473 0.000 0.139 0.958 0.958 0.489 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.241
Injury 0.966 0.609 0.000 0.624 0.945 0.000 0.695 0.958 1.916 0.489 0.607 0.412 0.155 0.000 1.166 0.966
Fatal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
All 1.448 0.609 0.000 1.249 1.418 0.000 0.834 1.916 2.874 0.978 0.607 0.412 0.155 0.000 1.166 1.207
Expected No. Crashes w/o signal 9.265 6.040 3.362 3.645 0.796 4.523 9.640 4.205 1.144 0.000 0.000 0.869 3.319 4.171 8.073 1.139
Percent Change 54.13 66.89 80.17 -357.26 -779.76 -165.30 68.88 52.43 -52.97 0.00 0.00 -302.63 -171.15 28.08 62.84 -317.02
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County Nassau Nassau Nassau Putnam St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns St. Johns
Section 74060 74060 74110 76030 78001 78001 78020 78020 78020 78020 78050 78060 78070 78070 78070 78070
MP 4.924 9.63 0.747 4.444 3.256 4.606 0.626 1.776 3.361 14.492 15.562 9.478 5.344 14.281 14.501 15.39
Date Installed Feb-03 Apr-94 Jun-03 May-01 Jul-03 Mar-97 Jun-01 Jun-02 Dec-02 May-00 Jun-99 Aug-03 Sep-01 May-00 Jun-03 May-02
Install criteria(crash/vols.) Vols. Vols. Crashes Crashes Crashes Vol. Crashes Vol. Vol Crash Vol Crash Vol Vols Vols Vols
Median? Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N
Mainstreet through lanes 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
Minorstreet through lanes 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Mainstreet RT lanes 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
Minorstreet RT lanes 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mainstreet LT lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
Minorstreet LT lanes 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1










ail vacant Comm retail comm/res res. res.
Number of Legs 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3
Cross section rural urban rural rural rural rural rural rural rural rural urban Rural rural rural rural rural
Speed limit- main street 45 45 45 60 45 45 45 45 55 65 45 55 45 45 45 45
Speed limit- minor street 35 30 35 45 25 30 25 35 25 30 25 45 45 35 25 25
Geometric changes (Y/N?) N N N Y N N N N N Y N Y N N Y Y
Median? channelization N Y Y
Mainstreet through lanes 1 2 2
Minorstreet throught lanes 1 1 0
Mainstreet RT lanes 1 0 0
Minorstreet RT lanes 2 1 1 0
Mainstreet LT lanes 1 1 1
Minorstreet LT lanes 1 0 1 1
Adjacent Land Use Comm
Number of Legs 4
Cross section Rural urban urban
Speed limit- main street 55
Speed limit- minor street 50 55 45
Before Crash Year 1 1999 1990 96 1998 1998 1990 1999 1996 1998 1997 1994 99 98 1996 1997 1997
Before Crash Year 2 2000 1991 97 1999 1999 1991 2000 1997 1999 1995 2000 99 1997 1998 1998
Before Crash Year 3 2001 98 2000 1992 1998 2000 1996 2001 2000 1998 1999 1999
Before Crash Year 4 99 1993
Number years before 3 2 4 2 3 4 2 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3
AADT Before Year 1 31000 16738 6800 9500 18300 9753 24500 22000 24500 16100 9500 6400 4900 15600 17900 17900
AADT Before Year 2 32000 18981 7000 9800 17600 10399 25000 23500 24500 11000 6500 5000 17900 18700 18700
AADT Before Year 3 31000 7000 18900 11300 24500 25000 12500 5800 4800 18700 23000 23000
AADT Before Year 4 7200 13200
Avg. Before AADT 31333 17860 7000 9650 18267 11163 24750 23333 24667 16100 11000 6233 4900 17400 19867 19867
After Crash Year 1 2003 2001 2001 2002 2003 2001 2002 2003 2003 2001 2001 2003 2001 2001 2003 2003
After Crash Year 2 2004 2002 2002 2003 2004 2002 2003 2004 2004 2002 2002 2004 2002 2002 2004 2004
After Crash Year 3 2003 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2003 2003 2003
After Crash Year 4 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004
Number years after 2 4 4 3 2 4 3 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 2 2
AADT After Year 1 33000 18800 7200 10800 16500 18900 25000 25500 25500 18400 16600 7600 5300 24500 24500 24500
AADT After Year 2 29000 19600 6700 12000 13100 15200 25500 26500 26500 18100 17800 8600 5700 25000 30000 30000
AADT After Year 3 18800 7000 11700 16500 26500 19800 18100 6300 24500
AADT After Year 4 19600 6300 13100 23500 18200 8600 30000
Avg. After AADT 31000 19200 6800 11500 14800 15925 25667 26000 26000 19950 17675 8100 6475 26000 27250 27250
Count Date Jul-01 May-92 11/3/1999 Oct-99 Mar-01 Apr-94 May-98 May-99 Sep-01 Jul-95 Feb-98 9/5/2001 7/8/2001 Jun-99 Jun-99 Sep-00
Peak Hour 5P 6P 5:00 PM 5P 5P 4P 5P 4P 3:30P 7:45AM 7:30AM 4:00 PM 5:00 PM 5P 7A 5:45P
NB LT 0 2 16 25 71 10 193 99 0 0 24 23 7 0 8 0
NB Thru 0 433 184 318 1248 1002 818 576 697 495 588 331 138 317 775 691
NB RT 0 54 18 114 0 97 0 0 7 91 0 18 120 31 5 90
NB Approach 0 489 0 457 1319 1109 1011 675 704 586 612 0 265 348 788 781
SB LT 47 25 112 15 3 104 0 0 13 141 0 56 16 339 20 281
SB Thru 0 402 129 393 1185 997 967 779 724 254 433 182 216 564 270 1112
SB RT 50 1 17 26 213 17 138 110 0 0 47 20 4 4 17 0
SB Approach 97 428 0 434 1401 1118 1105 889 737 395 480 0 236 907 307 1343
EB LT 67 1 9 14 189 10 66 83 0 0 124 27 4 1 44 117
EB Thru 1338 2 130 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 66 8 0 0 0
EB RT 0 1 24 28 108 9 201 208 0 0 31 13 8 1 6 21
EB Approach 1405 4 0 54 297 20 267 291 0 0 155 0 20 2 50 138
WB LT 2 119 7 99 0 91 0 0 209 120 0 18 398 60 4 0
WB Thru 1328 0 124 12 0 10 2 0 0 0 0 93 21 0 0 0
WB RT 84 25 107 7 0 125 0 0 80 275 0 153 33 206 97 0
WB Approach 1414 144 0 118 0 226 2 0 289 395 0 0 452 266 101 0
BEFORE CRASHES
BEFORE YEAR 1 
LT 1
1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Angle 3 4 1 1 1 5 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2
0 1 4 4 0 1 2 1 1 5 0 0 1 0 2 2
RE 1 1 1 2 1 3 3
1 1 2 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 1 3 2 4 0 0 0 0
Sideswipe 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Other 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 1
0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 0 1 3 2 0 0 0 1
Total 1 0 4 5 2 3 2 5 1 8 1 3 0 1 1 0
0 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 4 3 1 1 1 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 5 6 3 3 4 7 2 9 5 6 1 2 2 3
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"Preventable" 3 4 2 1 1 5 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
0 2 4 5 1 2 2 1 1 5 0 0 1 1 2 2
BEFORE YEAR 2
LT 1
1 1 2 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
Angle 1 2 2 1 2 1
2 3 3 1 2 1
0 2 4 5 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0
RE 1 2 1 3 2 1 1
1
1 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2
Sideswipe
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1 2
1 1 2 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 1
Total 1 0 3 2 1 3 1 5 0 0 1 5 0 1 0 1
1 2 3 3 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 4 1 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 6 5 2 3 3 5 1 0 3 9 1 1 1 3
"Preventable" 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
2 3 3 2 1 4 1 1




0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0
Angle 2 2
3 2 2 1 3 1
0 0 3 0 4 2 0 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 0
RE 1 1 2 1 2 1
1 2 3
2 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 1
Sideswipe 1 1 1
1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1 2 1 1
1 1 1
1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0
Total 2 0 2 0 7 4 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1
1 0 3 0 2 0 0 6 0 0 2 6 1 4 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 5 0 9 4 0 10 0 0 3 6 2 6 2 1
"Preventable" 1 5 3
3 2 2 1 5 1 1 1
1 0 3 0 7 3 0 2 0 0 1 5 1 1 1 0
BEFORE YEAR 4
LT 2
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Angle 2 3
2
0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RE
1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sideswipe
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1 1
1
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
"Preventable" 4 3
2
0 0 6 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AFTER CRASHES
AFTER YEAR 1 
LT 1
2 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Angle 1 1
1 1 2 4 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 0
RE 1 1 1
1 2 2 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 0
Sideswipe 1
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Other 2
2 1 1 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1
Total 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 0
1 0 1 0 2 5 2 5 1 0 0 8 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 3 5 2 6 2 2 1 9 1 3 1 1
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"Preventable" 1 1
1 1 1 2 5 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 5 1 1 0 0
AFTER YEAR 2
LT
1 4 1 2 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Angle 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 2
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0
RE 1 1 1
3 3 1 2 2 1 1 1
3 4 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
Sideswipe
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Other 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1
3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Total 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
7 3 1 0 1 6 5 5 1 1 1 4 2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 4 2 0 1 6 6 6 1 2 1 4 2 2 1 0
"Preventable" 1 1
4 1 5 3 3 1
4 0 1 0 0 5 0 3 0 1 0 3 1 1 0 0
AFTER YEAR 3
LT 1 1
1 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0
Angle 1 2 1
2 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
RE 1 1 1 3
1 2 1
0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0
Sideswipe
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1
2 1 1 1
0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 4 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 4 2 0 0 4 0 0 2 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 3 0 0 7 3 0 0 6 0 0 3 7 0 0
"Preventable" 1 1 2 1 1
2 1 1 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 0
AFTER YEAR 4
LT 1 1
1 2 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0
Angle
2 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
RE 1
1 2
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
Sideswipe 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 2 0 1 4 0 0
"Preventable" 1
3 2 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 0
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AVERAGE BEFORE SUM
LT 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.33 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.00
0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.33 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.67 0.67 0.00 0.00 9.58
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.67 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.67 0.67 0.00 0.00 16.58
Angle 0.00 0.00 1.50 3.00 0.67 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 23.92
0.00 1.50 2.25 1.50 0.67 0.00 1.00 0.67 0.33 0.00 0.33 1.67 0.33 0.00 1.00 0.67 17.67
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33
0.00 1.50 3.75 4.50 1.33 2.00 2.00 1.67 0.33 5.00 0.33 2.00 0.33 0.00 1.33 0.67 42.92
RE 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.50 0.67 0.25 0.50 1.67 0.33 3.00 0.00 1.67 0.33 1.00 0.00 0.67 22.08
0.33 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.33 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.33 7.17
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.33 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.67 0.25 1.00 2.67 0.33 3.00 0.67 2.00 0.33 2.00 0.00 1.00 29.25
Sideswipe 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 3.42
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 3.75
Other 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.67 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 8.33
0.33 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 1.00 1.67 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 7.67
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33
0.33 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 2.67 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.67 16.33
Total 1.33 0.00 3.50 3.50 3.33 3.50 1.50 4.33 0.33 8.00 1.00 2.67 0.33 1.33 0.67 0.67 64.75
0.67 2.00 2.75 2.00 1.33 0.00 2.00 2.67 0.67 1.00 2.67 4.33 1.00 1.67 1.00 1.67 42.42
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.67
2.00 2.00 6.25 5.50 4.67 3.50 3.50 7.33 1.00 9.00 3.67 7.00 1.33 3.00 1.67 2.33 108.83
"Preventable" 0.33 0.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.50 1.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 33.50
0.00 2.00 2.25 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.50 0.67 0.67 0.00 0.33 3.00 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.67 27.58
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
0.33 2.00 4.25 5.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.67 0.67 5.00 0.33 3.33 1.00 0.67 1.33 0.67 62.08
AVERAGE AFTER SUM
LT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 3.50
0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.50 0.67 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.25 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.00 12.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 0.67 1.50 0.00 0.75 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 15.50
Angle 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 3.33
0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.25 0.67 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 14.08
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 1.25 1.00 1.50 0.00 0.75 0.00 3.00 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.00 17.42
RE 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 27.00
2.00 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.67 2.00 0.00 0.75 0.25 0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.00 27.17
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.00 1.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.50 1.00 2.50 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.25 2.00 0.50 0.00 54.17
Sideswipe 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.75
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.42
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.17
Other 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 17.92
1.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 10.50
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.50 0.25 0.75 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.25 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.50 28.42
Total 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 1.25 0.67 1.00 0.50 1.75 0.25 0.50 0.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 55.50
4.00 0.75 1.00 0.00 1.50 4.50 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.75 0.75 6.00 1.25 2.00 1.00 0.50 66.17
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4.50 1.75 1.50 0.00 2.00 5.75 3.67 6.00 1.50 3.50 1.00 6.50 1.75 4.00 1.00 0.50 121.67
"Preventable" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.33 0.50 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.75 0.00 0.00 6.08
2.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 2.75 0.67 2.50 0.00 0.75 0.25 4.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 24.67
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 3.25 1.00 3.00 0.00 1.50 0.25 4.00 1.25 1.75 0.00 0.00 30.75




LT 0.000 0.000 1.957 0.000 2.000 1.227 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.41
0.000 0.767 0.000 1.420 0.500 0.000 0.553 0.000 0.370 0.000 0.000 5.860 3.728 1.050 0.000 0.000 0.61
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
0.000 0.767 1.957 1.420 2.500 1.227 0.553 0.000 0.370 0.000 0.000 5.860 3.728 1.050 0.000 0.000 1.02
Angle 0.000 0.000 5.871 8.517 1.000 4.909 1.107 1.174 0.000 8.508 0.000 1.465 0.000 0.000 0.460 0.000 1.34
0.000 2.301 8.806 4.259 1.000 0.000 1.107 0.783 0.370 0.000 0.830 7.325 1.864 0.000 1.379 0.919 1.32
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.05
0.000 2.301 14.677 12.776 2.000 4.909 2.214 1.957 0.370 8.508 0.830 8.791 1.864 0.000 1.839 0.919 2.70
RE 0.874 0.000 2.935 1.420 1.000 0.614 0.553 1.957 0.370 5.105 0.000 7.325 1.864 1.575 0.000 0.919 1.37
0.291 0.000 0.978 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.553 1.174 0.000 0.000 1.660 1.465 0.000 1.575 0.000 0.460 0.49
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
1.166 0.000 3.914 1.420 1.000 0.614 1.107 3.131 0.370 5.105 1.660 8.791 1.864 3.149 0.000 1.379 1.86
Sideswipe 0.291 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.614 0.000 0.783 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.525 0.000 0.000 0.15
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.391 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.01
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
0.291 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.614 0.000 1.174 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.525 0.000 0.000 0.16
Other 0.000 0.000 2.935 0.000 1.000 1.227 0.000 1.174 0.000 0.000 2.491 2.930 0.000 0.000 0.460 0.000 0.64
0.291 0.000 0.978 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.783 0.000 1.702 4.151 4.395 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.50
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.391 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.01
0.291 0.000 3.914 0.000 1.500 1.227 0.000 2.348 0.000 1.702 6.642 7.325 0.000 0.000 0.460 0.919 1.15
Total 1.166 0.000 13.699 9.937 5.000 8.590 1.660 5.088 0.370 13.614 2.491 11.721 1.864 2.099 0.919 0.919 3.91
0.583 3.068 10.763 5.678 2.000 0.000 2.214 3.131 0.740 1.702 6.642 19.046 5.591 2.624 1.379 2.298 2.92
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.391 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.06
1.749 3.068 24.462 15.615 6.999 8.590 3.874 8.611 1.111 15.315 9.132 30.767 7.455 4.724 2.298 3.218 6.89
"Preventable" 0.291 0.000 7.828 8.517 3.000 6.136 1.107 1.174 0.000 8.508 0.000 1.465 0.000 0.000 0.460 0.000 1.88
0.000 3.068 8.806 5.678 1.500 0.000 1.660 0.783 0.740 0.000 0.830 13.186 5.591 1.050 1.379 0.919 1.93
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.04




LT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.860 0.000 0.527 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.058 0.263 0.000 0.000 0.19
0.442 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.851 2.581 0.712 1.054 0.000 1.030 0.388 3.382 3.173 0.790 0.000 0.000 0.66
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
0.442 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.851 3.441 0.712 1.581 0.000 1.030 0.388 3.382 4.231 1.054 0.000 0.000 0.86
Angle 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.926 0.000 0.356 0.000 0.000 1.030 0.000 0.000 1.058 0.527 0.000 0.000 0.15
0.442 0.000 2.015 0.000 0.000 2.150 0.712 1.581 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.147 1.058 0.263 0.503 0.000 0.77
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
0.442 0.000 2.015 0.000 0.926 2.150 1.067 1.581 0.000 1.030 0.000 10.147 2.116 0.790 0.503 0.000 0.92
RE 0.000 0.713 1.007 0.000 0.000 0.860 0.356 0.527 0.527 0.000 0.388 0.000 0.000 1.054 0.000 0.000 0.90
1.768 1.070 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.720 0.712 2.107 0.000 1.030 0.388 1.691 1.058 1.054 0.503 0.000 0.87
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
1.768 1.784 1.007 0.000 0.000 2.581 1.067 2.634 0.527 1.030 0.775 1.691 1.058 2.107 0.503 0.000 1.77
Sideswipe 0.000 0.357 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.343 0.000 1.691 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.16
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.527 0.000 0.000 1.691 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.13
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
0.000 0.357 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.527 0.343 0.000 3.382 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.29
Other 0.442 0.357 1.007 0.000 0.000 0.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.263 0.000 0.000 0.70
0.884 0.000 2.015 0.000 0.926 1.290 1.067 0.527 0.527 0.343 0.388 3.382 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.503 0.54
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
1.326 0.357 3.022 0.000 0.926 1.720 1.067 0.527 0.527 1.373 0.388 3.382 0.000 0.263 0.000 0.503 1.24
Total 0.442 1.427 2.015 0.000 0.926 2.150 0.712 1.054 0.527 2.403 0.388 1.691 2.116 2.107 0.000 0.000 2.09
3.535 1.070 4.029 0.000 2.777 7.742 3.202 5.269 1.054 2.403 1.163 20.294 5.289 2.107 1.005 0.503 2.97
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
3.977 2.497 6.044 0.000 3.702 9.892 3.914 6.322 1.581 4.807 1.550 21.985 7.405 4.215 1.005 0.503 5.07
"Preventable" 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.860 0.356 0.527 0.000 1.030 0.000 0.000 1.058 0.790 0.000 0.000 0.28
1.768 0.000 2.015 0.000 0.000 4.731 0.712 2.634 0.000 1.030 0.388 13.530 4.231 1.054 0.000 0.000 1.33
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00
1.768 0.000 2.015 0.000 0.000 5.591 1.067 3.161 0.000 2.060 0.388 13.530 5.289 1.844 0.000 0.000 1.61
AVERAG
E
Expected No. Crashes w/o signal 1.979 2.150 6.071 6.554 3.781 4.993 3.630 8.171 1.054 11.152 5.892 9.096 1.762 4.483 2.286 3.201 4.264
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